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Abstract
The increasing emission of CO2 due to human activity in the world is prompting governments,
environmental groups and business, to improve efforts to reduce the use of energy and to identify
efficiency improvement opportunities. The increasing cost of direct energy is one of many economic
reasons for energy efficiency and CO2 emissions to be addressed by business. The manufacturing
industry and the brewing industry in particular are energy intensive industries. Energy manage-
ment programs deployed in the brewing industry traditionally concentrate on discrete processes,
not entire plant systems. As a result there are opportunities for improvement in the brewing
industry. Similar opportunities also exist in the wider manufacturing arena.
A sustainable energy management framework is presented based on key principles of Systems
Engineering, coupled with structured processes and tools arising from decades of knowledge and
experience in the brewing industry. A plant wide approach is adopted to gain a systems view of the
plant. This systematic approach is thorough and exhaustive; progressing through opportunities
for energy reduction in each utility. The framework is specifically designed and tailored for the
requirements of breweries and caters for interdependencies between services and processes as well
as the engagement of operational teams.
The framework is offered as an effective pathway beyond the limitations of existing frame-
works and energy management opportunities. It can be used either as an adjunct to existing
frameworks or as a standalone program for the identification of energy management opportunities.
This framework is applicable to the international brewing industry as well as other manufacturing
industries. An example application is described where this program has delivered sustainable en-
ergy reductions over a six year period in a large Australian brewery. The implementation of this
framework will ensure ongoing energy management efficiencies and environmental sustainability
into the future.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem definition
Global emissions of CO2 have been increasing since the manufacturing age and are now at the
highest level since the manufacturing age began. Atmospheric CO2 levels have increased, reaching
400 ppm (parts per million) in May 2013 [1]1. Since the early 1990’s, the brewing industry in
Australia has been involved in energy management programs at all the major mainland breweries
[2] [3]. As the ‘low hanging fruit’ disappears, there is a need to continue to improve efficiency in a
sustainable manner [4]. Geller et al. [5] is a review of thirty years of OECD2 countries’ policies on
improving energy efficiency, found that much work had been undertaken in the industrial sector.
The cost of utilities is rising every year as populations increase and the use of energy, such as
electricity and gas, is considered a basic right. In many cases the focus is on the utilities used in
manufacturing, and many programs and existing frameworks are at a high level and lack the tools
required for sustainable energy efficiency [6]. Due to the complexity of modern manufacturing
plants and control systems, the traditional approach to energy management is no longer achieving
sustainable outcomes [7].
1.2 Research aim
The aim of this research is to develop an energy management framework to identify opportunities
in a systematic manner using Systems Engineering concepts and principles.
This will contribute to sustainable (Able to be maintained at a certain rate or level) [8] energy
reductions in a modern brewery and can be adapted to many manufacturing facilities. For this
research the Yatala Brewery was used as a trial site to develop a framework that can be applied to
breweries and other industrial manufacturing sites that have modern control systems. A use case is
1Data sourced from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends on 31st August 2013.
2The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) is a body that aims to promote policies
that will improve economic and social well being around the world.
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presented to demonstrate the application of the framework and what effect dependencies have on
plant performance, and how a more sustainable energy management outcome can be achieved. In
today’s modern highly automated production facilities, equipment, and the processes that are used
in the production of products, can interact in ways that impact other processes. The identification
of dependencies between processes and utilities and their understanding, which is included in the
framework, will contribute to a more sustainable energy management result in modern complex
plant operations.
1.3 Research questions
The following two research questions represent the focus of this thesis in addressing the key gaps
and opportunities identified in the problem definition.
• How are opportunities in manufacturing plants identified in a way that will lead to a sus-
tainable reduction in energy consumption?
• How do inter-process dependencies impact the sustainable reduction of energy consumption
in modern manufacturing plants?
1.4 Scope
The work will be based on brewing system energy uses and operational requirements and not the
chemical process which are adequately covered in many books and articles [9] [10]. This work will
also assume that there are modern control systems implemented in the plant, and that adequate
instrumentation and metering is installed to support the framework [11]. The word ‘sustainable"
can have different valid meanings depending on what context the word is used. The Oxford
Dictionary presents a number of options [8]:
1. Able to be maintained at a certain rate or level
2. Conserving an ecological balance by avoiding depletion of natural resources
3. Able to be upheld or defended
For the propose of this work, the definition can be understood to mean ‘Able to be maintained at
a certain rate or level"
1.5 Thesis contributions
The key contributions described in this thesis are:
1. The development of a systematic approach to review existing energy management systems
and identify new energy management opportunities.
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2. The development of a framework that is designed to achieve sustainable energy reduction
complementing the existing Energy Efficiencies Opportunities (EEO) program.
3. The application of a framework to deliver a sustainable energy management outcome on
a modern manufacturing plant. The framework will also show how modern manufacturing
plants can leverage the process control systems present on the plant to do more than monitor,
diagnose and control the manufacturing process. These process control systems can also be
utilised for energy management as well as for controlling the process itself [12] [13].
4. A framework that allows the application of both local and external knowledge, that is ex-
pandable and adaptable, and that is able to be applied to other manufacturing industries.
5. The identification of interdependencies in the brewing process.
1.6 Thesis structure
The structure of the thesis is described below:
• Chapter 1 - Introduction
Chapter 1 deals with the definition of the problem to be addressed and the aim of the research
to be carried out. This chapter also deals with the scope of this research, and outlines the
outcomes that are delivered from the research. The contributions of the thesis are outlined
and a description of the structure of the thesis is also given as part of this chapter.
• Chapter 2 - Brewing and energy management
Chapter 2 describes the brewing process and, where applicable, the high energy demands
of brewing. The utilities generation systems are then discussed. An explanation of the
uses of refrigeration in a brewery is given as it is the major contributor to greenhouse gas
emissions for a brewery. The strategic management of load is discussed and the concept
of dependencies is detailed. Some examples of dependencies are given. The global brewing
industry is discussed in a high level summary of the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), and
measurement and reporting of energy management issues are examined.
• Chapter 3 - A systems approach to energy management
Chapter 3 describes the need for a Systems Engineering approach to developing an energy
management framework and gives some background to Systems Engineering and the benefits
of taking this approach. The dependencies between processes and utilities are discussed in
some detail, including how systems and processes react to each other. The different elements
of the Systems Engineering process are considered and the S88 batch process is discussed.
The SP95 standard is discussed and the concept of network layers is also outlined. The
concept of load management is discussed with particular reference to IEEE guidelines.
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• Chapter 4 - Review of existing regulations, guidelines and industry frameworks
Chapter 4 outlines the government regulations and guidelines referring to several programs
recently implemented in Australia, in particular the Australian Federal Government’s EEO
program. Energy management frameworks in manufacturing are discussed and the differences
between existing programs are examined. The limitations of such programs are presented,
and the scope and requirements of an energy management framework are highlighted.
• Chapter 5 - Sustainable energy management framework
In Chapter 5, the methodology of design and building of a framework for energy manage-
ment in brewing is discussed. The Sustainable Energy Management Framework (SEMF) is
presented. The framework phases are explained in detail with examples and tools that will
lead to a complete system of discovery and delivery of a sustainable energy management
outcome.
• Chapter 6 - Use Case
Chapter 6 introduces the use case. The basis of the use case is discussed, being the refriger-
ation system and the processes in the brewing area that the refrigeration system services. A
high level description of the refrigeration system and the role it plays is given. The Sustain-
able SEMF Phase 1 is detailed, outlining the opportunities that are identified. Dependencies
are discussed with regard to the opportunities, and the different phases of the framework
are described in detail. The documentation systems, process control systems and identified
changes are described.
• Chapter 7 - Conclusions This chapter concludes and reviews both the achievements and
significance of the research described in this thesis.
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Brewing and Energy Management
The brewing industry is an energy intensive industry [14]. The energy intensity, Specific Energy
Consumption (SEC), has reduced on average from 261 MJ/hl to 220 MJ/hl between 1999 and
2007 [15] and continues to reduce as energy management becomes increasingly important in a cost
competitive environment.
SAB Miller plc, the second largest brewing company in the world, has set a number of stretch
targets. One target is to achieve a 25% reduction in the use of water by 2015. They also intend
to cut on-site emissions from fossil fuels by half by 2020, these targets are against a 2008 base line
[16].
In Australia, the brewing industry is part of the food and beverage industries group which
contribute 35% to the energy consumed in manufacturing.
The aim of this chapter is to provide a brief introduction into the brewing process and how
energy is consumed through that process and the systems in place to monitor the consumption of
energy.
This will be achieved with a description of the process and how energy is consumed. Chapter 2
will also detail the services and utilities used in the brewing process and how they are controlled.
Metering and reporting is an important aspect of energy management in a brewery and this will
be described as will benchmarking activities against world wide brewing activities.
2.1 The brewing process
The history of beer and brewing goes back to 12,000 years ago and is well documented in the Egyp-
tian times around 2,800 BC [9]. The production of beer is linked to three consecutive biochemical
processes.
• Germination. The formation of germinating grain which creates enzymes.
• Saccharification. These enzymes are utilised to break down the starches in grain, such as
malt or wheat, to sugar.
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• Fermentation. The sugar is converted to alcohol to produce beer and CO2.
These processes have occurred in this sequence for many thousands of years forming the staple
dietary supplement for most of that time. The water quality in ancient times was not fit for
consumption in some instances and the biological process of production during these times allowed
some form of protection against infection. As the brewing industry matured and boiling of the
sugary fluid became the standard process, the consumption of beer was considered safer than
drinking the local water supply [9].
The Mesopotamian civilisation is one such example where it was considered a part of the
normal diet [10]. The production of beer has been regulated for much of its history, and beer has
been used as a currency [9].
2.1.1 The mash and lautering processes
The brewing process, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, starts with malted barley being
milled to open the husk of the grain. The milling process can be dry or wet depending on the
equipment installed [9][10]. Once the grain has gone through the milling process, it is referred to
as "Grist" and is batch weighed as required for each recipe. The Grist is a combination of the
malt husks and crushed powder from the endosperm of the malt grain. It is then blended with
warm water at the inlet to the Mash vessel. This point is called the strike point. The temperature
of the water is determined by the recipe and usually ranges from 55 °C to 68 °C, and is important
for quality and flavour.
Figure 2.1: Graphic representation of the brewing process
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of the brewing and packaging process
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The mashing process, achieved by heat being applied to the mash, allows the long chain starch
molecules of the grain to be broken down to short chain sugar molecules that the yeast is able to
metabolise to produce beer.
The Mash vessel is the first stage of the brewing process that requires large quantities of energy,
electricity for pumping and agitating, and steam for heating the mash in the vessel. The steam
required is typically up to 3,500 kg/hr at a pressure of 350 kPa depending on the size of the
malt load and vessel. The vessel is usually fitted with steam jackets. Steam is used to raise the
temperature in stages to allow the sugar conversion process to take place. The heating process for
large breweries typically represents around 10% of the steam load to the plant per vessel [14]. Once
the Grist and water have gone through the infusion process the mix is called a "Mash" [9][10].
The wort, the extracted sugar and water mix, is then separated from the malt grain husks by a
filtration process within the Lauter Tun [17][18]. The Lauter Tun is a large flat bottom vessel that
has a false floor with slots machined in it. This allows the sugary mix to be separated from the
malt grain husks by pumping the fluid from the outlet of the vessel to the top, and then allowing
the wort to filter through the grain husks that form a filter bed on the false floor. This process is
continued until the required amount of extract is obtained based on the brew recipe. The vessel
is fitted with a large set of rotating rakes that are used to lift the bed as it compacts due to
the filtration effect. Water is added to the Lauter Tun where the temperature and quantity are
dependent on the recipe.
2.1.2 Wort boiling
The Lauter Tun liquid contents are transferred to the Kettle for the boiling process. In some
brewhouses, kettle pre-wort heaters are fitted that raise the temperature of the wort on the way
to the kettle to approximately 89 °C. This reduces the time required to raise the wort to the boil
and increases the instantaneous steam load on the plant. Pre-wort vessels are sometimes used for
temporary storage should the need arise.
Wort boiling is accomplished in a Kettle. There are several different designs that are used
across the world [9][10]. The traditional method of heating the kettle is by passing steam through
heat exchangers. The heat exchangers are either inside the kettle vessel or mounted externally in
the from of a shell and tube, and are carefully controlled to achieve a pre-determined evaporation
rate. The evaporation rate is determined by the recipe and ranges from 4.5% to 7% of the initial
volume. The boiling process is the single largest steam load on a brewing site (at least 30% of total
steam load, as depicted in Table 2.1). The boiling of the wort is part of the sterilization process
and also allows unwanted flavours to be flashed off as vapour [9][10]. In many modern brewhouses,
the vapour from the boiling kettle is captured. This vapour is passed through heat exchangers to
produce hot water.
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Table 2.1: Estimated percentage thermal energy use for various brewing processes. [14]
Area Percentage
brewhouse 30-60%
Packaging 20-30%
Space Heating <10%
Utilities 15-20%
2.1.3 Wort clarification and cooling
Once the wort has been boiled for the required time, determined by the specific gravity of the wort
required by the recipe, it is then pumped to the Whirlpool. The Whirlpool is a large vessel that
is used to clarify the wort by allowing the large suspended particles of precipitated protein from
the boiling process to settle out. This process typically takes around 20 minutes. The entry to
the Whirlpool is tangential and the high transfer rate of the wort from the kettle to the Whirlpool
sets up a whirlpool action which aids in the clarification process [9] [10].
After the residence time of around 20 minutes, the wort has cooled to around 96°C to 99°C.
It is then pumped through a plate heat exchanger to further reduce the temperature to between
11°C to 22°C depending on recipe requirements. This temperature is low enough to not damage
the yeast injected at the next stage of the process. The cooling medium is usually chilled water
at a temperature of 3°C to 5°C. The result of this heat exchange is wort at between 11°C to 22°C,
depending on recipe requirements, and water at approximately 80°C. The hot water is collected
in the brewhouse hot water tanks and used for the base water in the mash tun for the next brew.
The chilled water is typically stored in a large tank adjacent to the wort heat exchangers. It is
chilled on a continual basis, and is usually the largest single refrigeration load in a brewery.
The yeast is injected into the wort after it is pumped through the wort heat exchanger on the
way to the fermentation area. Oxygen is also injected at this point. The aeration of the yeast
promotes growth and is closely regulated.
The major energy input for the brewing process from the brewhouse to yeast room is steam, for
the mashing and boiling processes. The other large energy consumption is in the form of electricity
for refrigeration for the provision of chilled water.
2.1.4 Fermentation to storage
The oxygenated wort and yeast mix is pumped to a fermenter vessel and allowed to ferment for
several days. The yeast metabolises the fermentable sugars in the wort into alcohol. Carbon
dioxide is a by-product of this process. The fermentation process is exothermic. During this
process the temperature of the fermenting wort is raised by the biological process of the yeast
converting wort to alcohol. The temperature of the wort must be controlled at a set temperature
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to prevent the production of off flavours. The fermenter vessels are fitted with jackets that a
refrigerant is circulated through to maintain the set temperature. This temperature (often around
18°C) is maintained until the end of fermentation. The content of the vessel, now called Beer, is
then chilled from 18°C to 5°C. The flow of brine through the vessel cooling jacket is increased as
part of this chill back process. The chill back is the process of chilling the contents of a fermenter
after the fermentation has completed. The temperature of the beer is reduced from around 18°C
to 5°C depending on recipe type. Once the beer has reached 5°C, the temperature at which yeast
stops fermenting sugars, or as production constraints require, the beer is transferred from the
vessel through the yeast separation area to the storage area.
2.1.5 Yeast separation
Yeast is removed from the beer after the fermentation process before the beer is sent to storage.
There are several issues that can occur in storage if the yeast is not removed. Many of these issues
have a detrimental effect on flavour and presentation of the beer in the finished product.
The yeast separation area in some cases has centrifuges that remove the spent yeast from the
beer. The yeast that is removed from the beer at this stage in sometimes sent to the spent yeast
storage area for sale to a third party producer. In Australia several breweries sell this yeast for the
production of Vegemite. The major energy input for this section of the process is refrigeration.
The other energy used consists of several large electric drive motors on the centrifuges which are
used in conjunction with other large pumps to transfer the beer from fermentation to storage.
2.1.6 Storage
The storage area consists of refrigerated rooms with large numbers of vessels usually kept at around
0°C for several days. Many breweries in Europe operate the fermenters as uni-tanks where the beer
is kept in storage in the same vessel that fermentation took place. The use of uni-tanks means that
the fermentation and storage processes take place in the same vessel without the need to transfer
the beer from vessel to vessel. This reduces the number of vessels required on the site but it also
reduces flexibility.
Whichever method is used, most of the remaining sediment and yeast settles out during this
process [10]. The storage stage can last for several days to weeks. The other energy requirement
in the storage area is the brine load for the forced draft chillers that keep the storage cellar cold
rooms at around 0°C. The beer must be kept at low temperatures at this stage as off flavours can
be produced if the yeast becomes active.
2.1.7 Beer filtration
The beer at this stage of the process is regarded at still turbid or cloudy. The filtration stage
stabilises the beer and removes residual yeast. The extent of the removal of yeast is dependant
on the type and level of filtration. Several different types of filtration are available in the brewing
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industry, a common method being filtration using diatomaceous earth. The main objective of the
filtration process is to remove yeast cells and other turbidity causing particles from the turbid
beer. This is typically achieved by processing the turbid beer through a filter medium. The result
of this filtration process is a clear filtrate (beer) with the residue filter cake containing the yeast
and other turbidity causing particles. Filter cake is discarded. In some modern breweries the use
of membrane filtration has removed the need for diatomaceous earth as a filter medium.
Chill haze occurs when proteins from the malt form a loose bond with polyphenols from the
hops, this haze forms at lower temperatures and so the name, chill haze. The beer is kept at low
temperatures for several days to allow the haze to form, removing it by the filtration process.
After the filtering process, the beer is blended with de-aerated carbonated water to achieve the
correct alcohol content and carbon dioxide content before bottling or packaging [14]. A significant
amount of energy is consumed in this process to chill the beer to a temperature of between 0°C
and -2°C and also the need to keep the beer at these temperatures for several days.
2.1.8 Bright Beer cellars
At this stage of the process the beer is stored in the Bright beer tanks at around 0°C and with
CO2 top pressure on the tanks to retain CO2 in the product, ready for packaging. The Bright beer
cellars are refrigerated rooms with the vessels usually horizontally mounted to allow for easy filling
and emptying. The refrigeration systems in these rooms are usually forced draft chillers that keep
the rooms between 0°C and 2°C.
2.1.9 Package filling and pasteurisation
The carbonated filtered beer is pumped to the fillers where bottles and cans are filled. The filled
packages, bottles and cans are then pasteurised in the container by passing through a tunnel
pasteuriser. The tunnel pasteuriser has several temperature zones and a transport conveyor that
heats, holds and then cools the product. The pasteuriser zone is temperature controlled at 60°C.
The filled containers are exposed to this temperature for enough time to kill any microbes, espe-
cially bacteria that may be in the beer. Even though the tunnel pasteurisers recapture heat by
pumping hot water from one end to the other, they continue to be the major consumer of energy
on packaging lines [19].
For the keg line, the beer is bulk beer pasteurised through a plate heat exchanger [14] on the
way to the keg filling heads. This method of pasteurising the product is called flash pasteurising.
The main utilities used in this process are steam and electricity. Many breweries in Europe and
Japan do not pasteurise the products. In some cases these breweries use micro-filtration of the
product to remove the microbes. In Australia this is not the case. This is mainly due to the
distance that some product must be transported before distribution and sales.
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2.1.10 Labelling and packaging
The bottles and cans are conveyed by conveyor systems from the pasteuriser to the labelling and
packaging machines where decorative and protective cardboard is used to group the bottles and
cans into cartons. The packaged goods in cardboard cartons are then transported to the warehouse
by major conveying systems and held for distribution.
2.1.11 Cleaning systems and processes
All large modern breweries have cleaning systems called Clean-In-Place (CIP), some of which use
hot cleaning solutions, usually caustic at 2%, while some use cold acid solutions. During the
processes of the production of beer, proteins, oils, organic materials and other contaminants are
deposited on the surface of vessels, pipe work and other associated equipment. The removal of
these contaminants is critical to the production of saleable product that is not contaminated. The
name Clean-In-Place means that the equipment does not need to be disassembled and manually
cleaned by hand as it was in the past.
The CIP systems use large pumps to transport the diluted caustic or acid fluid to the tanks.
Spray balls help to clean the inside walls of the vessels. The hot caustic supply tanks are typically
held at around 80 °C. The rinse water is also held at around 80 °C. The hot rinse water is heated
using recovered heat from the brewhouse in some breweries. The temperature of 80 °C has been
an accepted standard for many years and is the result of many years of trials in many breweries
across the world [9]. The energy components for these processes are electricity for the pumps and
steam for the heating process.
2.2 Brewery operations, energy consumption and requirements
In modern breweries (built in the past twenty five years), the services are typically designed to
match the load of the processes [3] and in some cases the type of energy that will be used. The
mix of electricity and steam will normally be selected from the most cost effective source in the
local area. This can in some cases be the selection of coal as a steam generation fuel instead of
gas, despite gas having a lower environmental impact.
For a brewery to be efficiently designed either from the initial stage or through addition of ca-
pacity, there is a need to determine the theoretical energy consumption. The information displayed
in Table 2.2 shows a theoretical load profile for peak summer production for a 5 Mhl brewery. This
capacity calculation is based on the equipment manufacturers’ manuals and the application of a
service factor.
The older breweries in Australia will often have surplus services capacity. This surplus capacity
was installed in the 1960’s and 1970’s when the brewing industry in Australia was growing rapidly.
The seasonal swings in demand required the breweries to have the capacity to produce larger
volumes for short times. With the large swings in product volume being produced came a base
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Table 2.2: An example of theoretical load profile for peak summer production for 5 Mhl
Area of Brewery Power kW Steam kg/hr Brine hl/hr
Brewing 1336 24250 6510
Bottle Line B1/B2 100 2000 0
Can Line C1 100 3000 0
Bottle Line B4 500 4500 0
Bottle Line B3 500 4500 0
Keg Line K2/K3 200 2000 500
Warehouse 200 0 0
Boilers 110 1500 0
Br.Refrigeration 2100 0 0
Demin Plant 30 0 0
Water Chilling 700 0 0
DL Production 500 0 0
Town Water 60 0 0
CO2 Liquification 600 0 0
Effluent Pit 20 0 0
Effluent Plant 100 0 0
Teams Room/Lab 10 0 0
Water Reuse Plant 100 0 0
Minor Buildings 12 0 0
Car parks/Gardens 10 0 0
Total 7,288 kW 41,750 kg/hr 7,010 hl/hr
load of equipment that led to inefficient use of energy in many cases. This is less the case today and
newer breweries, such as the Carlton & United Brewery at Yatala in Queensland, were designed
and built to be more energy efficient. This was done by matching the utilities and services to the
process load required.
Today, in Australia, the main sources of energy supply for the breweries on the mainland are
electricity from the national grid and natural gas from the local gas supplier. The modern high-
volume brewing process remains a batch process. In many breweries advanced automation systems
have been implemented [20] which have reduced energy, and improved productivity and quality.
The level of production is linked to the sales volume. Two main production methods have
been adopted by modern breweries. One method of operation is the base-load approach, where
the total volume required to be produced is spread across the year. This approach has the effect of
levelling the load on resources. The other method is on-demand brewing which runs the production
schedule to the sales forecast. The selection of the method is influenced by financial factors.
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2.2.1 Steam generation and distribution
Modern breweries have several boilers to service the plant, with natural gas (if available) being
the preferred energy input due to the lower CO2e for natural gas. Large plants require a steam
operating pressure of approximately 900 kPa. Boilers are often positioned at one end of the plant.
The steam pipe work could be long and could cause considerable pressure drop. In many cases
this pressure is further reduced to between 500 kPa and 350 kPa for use on heating equipment.
The steam is used to heat water, CIP fluids and the product at different stages of the process.
The steam, ultimately changes state back to hot water, called condensate. The re-collection of
condensate on the plant is required to be at least 85% of the volume of boiler make up for efficient
operation. Any boiler feed water that was additional to the condensate returned, will be required
to be heated from ambient temperature to the temperature of the boiler before it can be added to
the boiler water. In general terms the higher the volume of heated condensate that is returned to
the boiler house, the more energy efficient the steam generation system will operate. The steam
loads can be characterised into several types.
• Large vessels with coils or jackets such as in the brewhouse. These vessels are large steam
users and, as can be seen from Table 2.1, account for between 30% to 60% of the plant steam
load.
• Packaging tunnel pasteurisers that have one heat exchanger. These types of pasteurisers use
new control technology to improve efficiency of steam use.
• Packaging tunnel pasteurisers that have multiple heat exchangers. The older generation of
pasteurisers used multiple heat exchangers to better control the water temperature.
• Packaging tunnel pasteurisers that have direct injection steam systems. These types of heat
exchanger are discouraged in modern plants, due to the inability to return condensate to the
boilers making the steam generation system inefficient.
• Plate heat exchangers for the heating of water and other liquids. The newer type of heat
exchanger is very efficient [21].
Steam generation accounts for approximately 60% to 70% of the total direct energy on the plant,
electricity accounting for the remainder, the breakdown of which can be seen in Table 2.1 and Table
2.3. As can be seen from Table 2.2 the combination of all the steam loads in the theoretical load
profile for peak summer production is 41,750 kg/hr. This steam load is greater than what could
be delivered, typically, by installed capacity of boilers. Load scheduling and load management
mitigate this mismatch in maximum steam demand and supply and will be discussed later in
Section 2.2.5 and Section 5.4.2.1.
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Table 2.3: Estimated percentage electrical energy use for various brewing processes. [14]
Area Percentage
Refrigeration 30-40%
Packaging 15-35%
Compressed Air 10%
brewhouse 5-10%
Boiler House 5%
Lighting 6%
Other 10-30%
2.2.2 Electrical systems
Table 2.3 also depicts the typical electricity consumption in a modern large brewery. The electrical
loads for these systems are generally large electric motors such as NH3 compressors, centrifuge main
drives and large centrifugal pumps. Another large contributor to the site electrical cost is the site
lighting systems which can account for up to 6% of the total site load.
The control and monitoring of the maximum demand is becoming an important aspect of the
energy management system. The site 415 Volt distribution system is usually fitted with power
factor correction to maintain the power factor as close to unity as possible. This will reduce costs
if kVA billing is in place, and reduce the infrastructure required to supply power to the brewery
site. Many supply authorities in Australia apply kVA billing to the electricity systems.
2.2.3 Compressed air generation and distribution
Compressed air systems can account for 10% of the electricity use on site and therefore are con-
sidered a large energy user as depicted in Table 2.3.
There are two main types of compressed air generated, lubricated air and non-lubricated air.
The non-lubricated air is used mainly in the beer production area as any lubricant that might
come in contact with the product will impact it. Where lubricated air for particular machines and
equipment is required, in-line lubrication is fitted. This allows the pipe work on the non-lubricated
air system to remain free of any risk of oil contamination.
Many breweries have lubricated air sets that connect to the spent grain system. The spent
grain screw conveyor system which incorporates a compressed air grain conveying system, is known
as a Pondoff system. The Pondoff system is the main system of the brewing process that uses
compressed air, but as the spent grain is a by-product there is no need to have non-lubricated air
for this process.
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2.2.4 Refrigeration in a brewery
The brewing process requires fluids to be cooled after boiling and at a number of other stages
during the process. The cooling is achieved with refrigeration systems [3]; usually ethanol brine
and chilled water. The operation of the refrigeration plant can be highly variable if the loads are
not controlled or monitored.
In many modern brewery refrigeration plants, Ammonia NH3 is used as the primary refrigerant
as it is considered to be one of the most efficient refrigerants. NH3 also does not have ozone
destroying potential [22] [3]. Refrigeration plants in breweries are typically compression type (a
simplistic diagram is illustrated in Figure 2.3). The system consists of four devices connected by
pipe work. The NH3 gas is compressed to a high pressure. This stage is usually responsible for
large amounts of electrical energy to drive compressor motors. The high pressure gas is passed to
the heat exchangers where heat is removed and the hot gas changes state to a liquid. The liquid is
then (controlled by a valve) released to the evaporator. This is controlled by the system to achieve
a required temperature set-point. During this process heat is exchanged between the liquid and
another medium, either brine or water, which is cooled. The NH3 is now in a low pressure gas
state and must be compressed once again to continue the cycle.
Figure 2.3: Simplistic depiction of the refrigeration compression cycle. (1) Evaporator, (2) Com-
pressor, (3) Condenser, (4) Expansion valve, (5) Heat energy
In Modern breweries, welded plate heat exchangers are commonly utilised to remove heat from
the secondary refrigerant. The NH3 changes from a liquid to a gas within these heat exchangers
and large amounts of energy are released. The resultant hot gas is piped to the in-take of the
refrigeration compressors to be compressed again as part of the refrigeration cycle.
The suction side of the refrigeration system that feeds the compressors intake, is usually split
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into two or three operating systems. These can range from 150kPa to 350kPa depending on the
required temperatures. The higher the suction pressure, the less electrical work must be done
to achieve the required temperature. The lowest suction side is utilized for the ethanol brine
recirculation system where temperatures of typically -6 °C are required [9] [10] [3].
Brine systems often operate at approximately -6°C and are used for general cooling of jacketed
vessels and plate heat exchangers. Different temperature ranges can be used in different climatic
areas depending on the requirements. The higher in-take pressure side is used for the production
of chilled water and operates at between 5 °C and 2 °C.
If the combined refrigeration load is not monitored and controlled, the specified maximum
demand allocated to the site can be exceeded.
In a large, integrated and highly automated manufacturing plant the ability to diagnose the
active energy loads is limited by the topology of the sensors and instrumentation that are installed
on the equipment [23][13]. It is not always cost effective to fit additional sensors either during the
installation of equipment or by retro-fitting to existing equipment.
In some situations, monitoring sensors can not be fitted due to cost or physical constraints.
In these instances, simulation of the loads (theoretically) may be the preferred solution. The
refrigeration systems are an example of this concept [23].
2.2.5 Load management
The concept of load management, as described in the IEEE Recommended Practice for Energy
Management in Industrial and Commercial Facilities [24], discussed four means of load control:
• Critical
• Necessary
• Deferrable
• Unnecessary
The concept is based on the load shedding of lower priority equipment approach. The modern
manufacturing plant, breweries in particular, are typically batch operations. Sections of the plant
cannot be turned off to reduce power or gas supplies as these services are critical to the operation of
the batch process. If these services were to be reduced, then either volume or quality would suffer.
The services supplying the brewhouse are typically sized to match the load that the brewhouse
requires to run a batch.
The supply of water, compressed air and electricity are all tightly integrated on modern plants
and may not be able to be turned off during production times.
There are times that this approach can be executed. During plant overhauls is a typical example
of when an entire process is off-line for maintenance.
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An alternative approach to that of load management can be considered. This is controlling
how the load is allowed to be presented to the services. In modern manufacturing plants, the
services are traditionally designed to meet the load. This is usually done in a theoretical manner
and then tested during the commissioning. In the past, plant services were usually over-sized and
could tolerate a level of abnormal operation [7]. With more modern plants, the services are sized
to meet the load. If the load is abnormal, inconsistent or oscillating, then the system supplying
the service to that particular load can also become unstable. The instability of a service affected
by such operations will, in many cases, affect other systems.
The other consideration in the case of capacity of existing services, is when new processes are
added to the plant. This situation can lead to maximum demand problems at the plant which
can lead to short term and long term cost due to maximum demand constraints. As energy
costs increase and the capacity of the systems saturate, the maximum demand over-run costs will
become even more important. To be able to cater for load management and maximum demand
requirements, the design of the plant services must take into account that the load could be different
over time. This requires a theoretical load analysis to be performed. Once this information is
developed, a number of services can be designed with a knowledge of the capacity required. This
is illustrated in Table 2.2 which represents an example of the theoretical load profile for peak
summer production for a 5 Mhl brewing plant.
2.2.6 Dependencies between brewing processes and utilities
The systems and subsystems that supply services and utilities to a brewing plant need to be defined
to be fully understood. There are several systems, such as the electrical, steam and compressed
air systems, that are dependent on each other. This concept is based on the physical equipment
dependencies and the operational dependencies.
The physical dependencies can be categorised as follows:
• One-way
• Bidirectional
The operational dependencies can be categorised as follows:
• Utility to utility
• Utility to process
• Utility to environment
The one-way relationship can be seen in many systems and can be complex, for example.
• The steam systems that requires natural gas as an energy source to produce steam at some
brewing plants have both natural gas and biogas as a supply. The biogas is a product of
the anaerobic digestion of plant liquid waste. The optimisation of biogas use is the main
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driver in reducing costs of steam generation. If the plant waste increases or decreases, then
the production of biogas will increase or decrease. The production of biogas has a one-way
dependency on the waste product produced by the plant.
• The Refrigeration system is required to cool the product at different stages of production.
The electricity consumption of the refrigeration system has a direct dependency on the set-
point selected for a particular process by operations. This will have a direct impact on the
kWh units used to supply the process.
If the process temperature set-point is lowered, additional ethanol brine will be required.
This will require more pumping of brine to the process and hence the higher consumption of
electricity.
If the Refrigeration system main set-point is raised, additional ethanol brine is required
for processes to reach set-point. The compressor system may require less electricity to operate
at the higher temperature but the electricity pumping power will increase to deliver more
ethanol brine.
The interdependencies between infrastructure and complex systems is considered by S. Ranaldi
et al. as multiple infrastructures are connected as a System of Systems [11] [25]. From S. Ranaldi
et al. ‘Identifying, Understanding, and Analysing Critical Infrastructure Independences’.
Interdependencies: the bidirectional relationship between two infrastructures through
which the state of each infrastructure influences or is correlated to the state of the other.
More generally, two infrastructures are interdependent when each is dependent on each
other.
Dependency as a linkage or connection between two infrastructures through which
the state of one infrastructure influences the state of the other [11].
S. Ranaldi et al. defines the dimensions for describing infrastructure interdependencies in large
scale utility grids as follows:
• Environmental: the political and social aspects, public or business, and regulations
• Coupling and response behaviour: how closely the systems are tied together or how quickly
they respond
• Type of failure: how it may cascade or how escalation takes place
• Infrastructure characteristics: operational and organisational
• State of operation: if it is normal or in a disrupted or stressed state
• Types of interdependencies: geographical, physical, cyber or logical
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Ranaldi’s description is based on major facility infrastructure, however some parallels can be drawn
between the major infrastructure of supply grids in the community, and the systems that supply
utilities to the brewing plant. The article explains:
In a modern manufacturing plant with automation there are several such dependencies.
Examples of direct dependencies with electrical systems:
• The electrical systems supplying power to the refrigeration system are directly affected by
the head pressure of the condensing systems. The higher the head pressure the more work the
compressors must do, hence the more electricity is consumed. This would mean that environ-
mental issues such as tropical humid weather conditions would also come into consideration
for refrigeration systems.
• The electrical systems supplying power to the refrigeration systems are directly affected by
the inlet pressure at the compressors. The lower the inlet pressure, the more work the
compressor must do and hence the more electricity is consumed for a given set-point.
Examples of indirect dependencies with electrical systems:
• The electrical systems supplying power to the refrigeration systems are indirectly affected
by the amount of brine that must be pumped to the plant to achieve the set-point selected.
If the set-point is higher than design capacity, the brine flow required to the plant will be
less. If the set-point is lower than what the plant was designed to run at, more brine would
be required to be pumped to the process to achieve the set-point.
• The electrical systems supplying power to the compressed air systems will be indirectly
affected by losses in the system.
2.2.7 How a system is affected by different processes
The systems that provide the services for the processes in a modern manufacturing plant interact
with each other and with different processes. In a large complex system such as a modern brewery,
there is a need to run multiple processes simultaneously [25] [3]. This situation also has a greater
impact when we add the influence of the operator and the scheduling of different products [11].
If products are run out of sequence, or two processes are run at the same time (that would not
normally run together using the same service), abnormal operation of the services can result [26].
Listed below are several factors relating to how systems and processes can become dependent:
• The number of process cells that are using the system at the same time. As new products
and stock keeping units (SKU’s) are added, the impact that their production may have on
the services systems is not always investigated.
• The number of operations that are selected by the schedule to run. If the schedule
changes due to sales forecasts, raw materials shortages or lack of resources, then the operation
to produce unscheduled production will have an adverse effect on the services systems.
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• Unscheduled operations that may occur due to operator intervention. This could be for
any reason that required the operator to change from the automatic operation of the plant
to manual over-ride.
• Dependent process cells that may have an effect on the system. This could be the
operation of a process when the services systems are not able to cope with the load that this
operation might impose on it, as illustrated in Figure 2.4.
• Maintenance work that may be happening at the same time as production. This situation
may disrupt the sequence of events normally occurring and cause disruption to the services.
• Process control systems elements that are not in calibration. If an instrument is not in
calibration, then an incorrect value of the status of the process may be passed to the control
system causing abnormal operation.
• Changes that may have been made to the process control systems as part of continuous
improvement or fault finding procedures. Unless these changes are appropriately managed,
coordinated and authorised, undesirable effects on the process and the service system sup-
plying it may occur.
2.3 Measurement and reporting
The extent of energy measurement in a plant is dependent on a number of factors. In many
countries, the government has guidelines. In the case of Australia, mandatory measurement based
on the size of the energy load involved has been included in the Australian Federal Government
Energy Efficiency Opportunities program(EEO) [6]. Larger brewing companies, such as SABMiller
and Heineken, drive the measurement of energy down to the installed equipment at the process level
[27] [28]. The installation of metering (even though costly) enables optimisation of processes and,
if correctly monitored, can lead to significant cost savings. This must be supported by automation
and control infrastructure for the collection and storage of this data.
Traditional energy management programs deployed at breweries concentrate on either billing
information or the use of utilities at the different plant levels, if the metering allows. The utility
suppliers provide billing information. This is done mainly through the invoicing that is received.
If metering is available then the metering may also be used, however the reporting will typically be
based on invoiced information. It is usual for modern breweries to track the use of other utilities
such as CO2, N2, O2 and water as these utilities are basic components of the brewing process
[29]. In recent times there has been a push to install area metering to identify where the energy
is being consumed. This can be a costly process at the installation stage but can show significant
cost savings if used correctly. This approach has been adopted by the EEO. The program calls for
energy sources to be monitored and data collected, including the installation and use of metering.
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Figure 2.4: System of systems in a brewery, based on the Yatala Brewery
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The EEO is calling for approximately 1.5% of the yearly energy cost of running equipment to be
spent on metering [6].
2.3.1 Units of measure
The brewing industry, both in Australia and internationally, has been active in measuring the
energy consumed in the production of beer for many years. In the past ten years there has been a
focus on energy management and international benchmarking. During this period, the reporting
and measuring of utilities has matured and the use of metering has become more sophisticated.
The systems that are measured in a modern brewery are:
• The water used on the plant. This can be complex, as the main water supply can come
from several sources, including municipal supply, bores, springs or a local river. The different
water supplies are all aggregated to the total and this is typically reported in hl1.
• The gas supply or coal supply for the generation of steam. This measure is usually measured
in MJ and is based on the Calorific Value (C.V.) of the source fuel. In Australia the natural
gas C.V. is 39.3 and is multiplied by the nominal cubic metres of gas supplied to the site
[30].
• The biogas is measured in cubic metres (m3) and multiplied by the biogas C.V. The Aus-
tralian National Greenhouse Accounts Factors handbook has this listed at 37.7 C.V. This
will convert the volume to MJ.
• The steam supply is measured in kg of water and can be converted to MJ.
• The electricity supply is metered and measured in kWh. This can be converted to MJ.
• The total energy on brewing plants is measured in MJ/hl produced.
• The CO2 emissions from the total direct energy must be calculated separately for gas, biogas
and electricity as they all have different emission factors. The unit of measure is CO2e t/hl.
The electricity can be from gas-fired power stations, black coal-fired power stations or brown
coal-fired power stations.
2.3.2 Sensors and automation
The metering on the modern brewing plant is typically installed to a level of the process as detailed
in the brewery’s standards.
• Level 1 is site level
• Level 2 is area level
1The unit of measure of product in the brewing industry in Europe and Asia Pacific, 1 hl (hectolitre) is equal to
100 litres of product.
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• Level 3 is process level
• Level 4 is equipment level
Some larger brewing companies meter and report down to the equipment level (4). This is
expensive but can have significant pay back over the life cycle of the equipment.
The many different types of energy used in modern breweries require a range of metering:
• Flow of liquids can be measured by several methods, depending on the application. If the
fluid is product, then the flow meter is required to be sanitary. This means that the fittings
and meter itself are hygienic. The most common flow metering on many brewery plants are
magnetic flow meters. This type of metering requires that the fluid being measured has a
minimum level of conductivity.
A second commonly used flow meter used in the brewing industry is mass flow metering.
Usually the Coriolis principle is used but due to their high cost, these meters would only be
used where high accuracy is required.
• The measurement of gas flow, like fluids, has several different methods of measurement.
The more common type in the brewing industry is the vortex meter which is suitable for
both hot gas such as steam, and ambient gas such as compressed air.
• Electricity is measured by means of the traditional current transformers and kWh meters.
Metering has become an integral part of the plant as automation increases and the cost of
production rises. The modern automation systems and Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
systems allow for reasonably inexpensive connection and collection of data on a plant-wide system.
This allows the production teams to monitor and trend the results of changes and improvements.
2.3.3 Key performance indicators
Breweries in Australia and overseas use KPI’s (Key Performance Indicators) as a measure of how
efficiently or cost effectively a brewery is operating. KPI’s are a strategic measure that aligns
the performance of the production unit with the goals that the production unit is setting out to
achieve. If a brewery is producing hectolitres of beer, then a KPI for electricity could reflect the
number of kWh that have been consumed to produce a hectolitre of beer (kWh/hl). The other
energy sources can be measured in the similar manner. An example for steam is usually kg/hl or
MJ/hl. KPI’s also allow breweries to benchmark themselves against other breweries. It is therefore
important to ensure that the expressions of the KPI’s between different breweries are the same.
For CUB breweries, the energy KPI’s [31] are measured site by site, and from a national
perspective. This is also true for many breweries in Europe, America and the Asia Pacific region,
in particular those breweries that are part of a larger group. The measures from each site are
typically aggregated and reported for the group [32], MJ/hl for thermal loads and kWh/hl for
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electrical loads. An example of KPI’s is presented in Table 2.4 and shows the Yatala KPI’s and
the average German brewery KPI’s, the averaging of the German KPI’s would allow for different
size breweries to be benchmarked.
Table 2.4: German average brewery and Yatala Brewery
Brewery Water l/l Electricity kWh/hl Heat MJ/hl
German (Average) 4.5 10.87 102.7
Yatala 2.2 8.41 57
2.3.4 Reporting
The reporting of sustainability matters in the modern world of manufacturing has reached a high
level of sophistication in recent years, especially in breweries with comprehensive information
systems. There are several local and international reporting systems employed in Australia. The
National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting (NGER) [33] system is one such system. The EEO
program [34] has reporting requirements under the legislation of the then Department of Climate
Change and Energy Efficiency. The modern accounting and Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP)
systems can track costs to the batch level allowing analysis of costs by batch. In the larger brewing
companies, the reporting systems are focused on Key Performance Indicator (KPI) reporting. This
allows larger brewing companies to benchmark their different breweries against each other, showing
best performers and worst performers [29] [35].
There is a global reporting framework to allow organisations to report on sustainable activi-
ties. This framework is now in its fourth generation, G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, was
released in May 2013 [36].
In the past ten years some breweries around the world considered embracing the Triple Bot-
tom Line reporting (TBL). The guidelines for this reporting are very high level, being aimed at
enhancing corporate social responsibility [37].
2.4 Benchmarking of international and local breweries
Before a comparison of the energy use in breweries can be discussed, there needs to be an un-
derstanding of the methods by which this is done. The global brewing industry is categorised
into three main regions, the Americas, Asia Pacific and Europe. Each one of these regions have
different metrics and units of measurement.
2.4.1 The history of energy management in the brewing industry
The brewing industry over the past 25 years has been involved in many different energy manage-
ment and sustainability programs. Ecological Sustainable Development (ESD) was presented by
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Russell Peel at the Asia Pacific Institute of Brewing Conference in Perth in 1999 [2]. Peel dis-
cussed stakeholder analysis, policies and objectives, operational plans and corporate plans. Peel
also covered topics such as corporate culture, measurement of standards and performance, man-
agement reports and monitoring in his paper. Peel noted that the concept of industrial ecology
had previously been addressed by the Zero Emissions Research Initiative (ZERI).
In 2008 Peel looked back ten years and forward ten years with some thoughts on what had
been done in the past and what may happen in the future [4]. The raw materials for the brewing
process was a main topic of discussion but the topics of water, energy efficiency and waste were
also detailed with predictions about the future. Peel reviewed what had happened in the past ten
years with some disappointment and noted that with the energy, water and waste disposal costs
less that 2-5%, little may change.
The brewing industry has made considerable efforts to improve their energy footprint in the
past ten years [38]. In 2012 an IBD energy management survey claimed a 17% reduction in that
period across the 250 breweries that were surveyed [15].
2.4.2 The Americas
In the Americas, the unit of measure for the volume of beer is the barrel. This is 31 US gallons
or 1.17 hectolitres. Their unit of measure for energy is the BTU (British Thermal Unit). The
term Energy Intensity or specific energy consumption, reflects the amount of energy required per
unit of output or activity [14]. This then leads the American breweries to work in the measure
of kBTU/Barrel [14]. The largest brewing company in the world is Anheuser-Busch InBev. Their
web site shows the reduction in energy and greenhouse gas emissions since 2009 [39] has saved the
company approximately $110 million USD.
2.4.3 Europe
In Europe the unit of measure for volume is the hectolitre (hl) which is 100 Litres of beer [35].
This is internationally recognized and is used in Europe and Asia Pacific. The unit of measure
for energy varies widely from brewing company to brewing company. The Carlsberg Group use
kWh/hl for both the electrical measure and the thermal (steam) measure [35].
2.4.4 Asia Pacific
In the Asia Pacific area and in particular the Australian breweries, the volume measure is the
hectolitre as in Europe. The electrical and thermal measures are separated, with kWh/hl being
used for electrical and GJ/hl being used for the gas for steam raising. Even though these two
measures are internationally recognized, some European breweries tend to use kWh. Due to the
many different measures being used, the best way forward is to use a measure that can be calculated
to reflect an internationally recognized energy management measure, MJ/hl for steam load/(gas)
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and kWh/hl for electrical load [29]. The kWh/hl is converted to MJ and added to the steam laod
MJ to give the Total Direct Energy (TDE) number in MJ/hl.
2.4.5 Geographic and other influences on energy consumption
In some cases, there is a large variation in the indices across the regions. This is due to many
issues, some of which are listed below:
• Weather condition: In colder climates the electricity usage is usually lower as the refrig-
eration systems are not as heavily used as in warmer climates. This is one of the major
differences between European breweries and Australian breweries.
• Packaging type: This can have a significant effect as some containers are one way (used
once) and other regions re-use containers such as bottles and kegs. The re-use systems require
a larger energy input at the brewery site due to cleaning and chemical systems.
• Evaporation rate: The evaporation rate at the kettle can vary from region to region and
from brewery to brewery, depending on the malt and brewing style. This has a direct impact
on the thermal load in a brewery. The higher the kettle evaporation rate, the higher the
steam load and the gas used to fire the boilers.
• High gravity brewing: In the case of high gravity brewing, the beer is brewed to a higher
specific gravity (alcohol content). De-aerated water is used to dilute the beer to the required
alcohol content. High gravity brewing allows the higher alcohol beer to have de-aerated
water added to dilute it to normal gravity. If high gravity brewing is not used, all the
finished product needs to be boiled at the brewhouse stage of the process. Dilution ratios
can be 1.5:1 or higher in some cases.
• Co-Generation: If co-generation is incorporated into the brewery as a power and steam
source, there will be a difference in energy footprint. The difference is dependent on the
specific co-generation system. In some cases, tri-generation is used. With the tri-generation
system, the waste heat from the gas turbine is fed to an absorption chiller to assist in the
cooling of fluids and thus reducing the need for electricity.
• Source of electricity: If the electricity in a region is mainly sourced from brown or black
coal generation, the CO2e would be higher than gas fired electricity generation.
In Australia, Carlton and United Breweries (CUB) use the German Brewery Indicators such
as Electricity, Steam, Water and CO2 units per hectolitre to benchmark at the department level.
Table 2.4 shows a comparison between the average German brewery and the Yatala Brewery. The
two entries in the bottom part Table 2.5 show the difference between two years where there was
a significant difference in the volume produced. The lower CO2e emissions reflect the energy
management activities during this period. The international benchmarking information for several
brewing groups by the IBD is shown in Table 2.6 [15].
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Table 2.5: Benchmark information world wide and Australia
Brewing Company Year Volume hl CO
2
e kg/hl Water l/l
Asahi Japan 2007 24,180,000 11.2 6.1
SAB Miller world wide 2007 239,000,000 13.7 4.57
Carlsberg EU 2006 40,180,000 10.5 4.5
Heineken EU 2007 No Data 10.6 5.1
Foster’s Australia 2008 8,330,000 15.4 2.72
Foster’s Yatala 2008 4,039,000 13.6 2.2
Foster’s Yatala 2011 3,512,167 10.7 2.18
Table 2.6: IBD benchmarking 2011. [15]
Brewery Water l/l kgsCO
2
e/hl Heat MJ/hl
Foster’s Australia 3.5 14 115
SABMiller 4.6 12 150
Inbev 5.0 13 140
Anheuser Busch 5.5 no data 194
Asahi no data 10.5 217
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2.5 Conclusions
The information in this chapter will allow an improved understanding of how the brewing process
is carried out and what energy types are used in the process of making beer.
It would now be realised that the brewing industry is a heavy user of utilities such as electricity
and steam mainly generated by natural gas. In the past 20 years, much work has been done to
reduce the use of energy and water [15]. This has been achieved in general by the breweries
focusing on individual process cells where the inefficient use of energy was evident. In particular
there has been no focus on the dependencies between services and processes during production.
Load management is another area that could deliver benefits. Breweries consist of systems within
systems and in many cases these relationships are complex in nature and not easily understood.
In the past 20 years there have been some energy reductions, but what has been lacking is a
systematic approach to identifying opportunities for the reduction of energy use on a holistic basis
across an entire site, or in some cases, enterprises.
The brewing process today, with the aid of modern automation and equipment, is complex.
Each process, from the mash tun to the can and bottle filling stages, may be seen as an individual
stage of the brewing process. These processes can interact and impact on the energy efficiency of
the plant. With the cost of energy increasing and the extent of greenhouse emissions at all time
highs, energy reduction is important to the brewing industry. Unless a brewery is treated as a
system of systems, the potential for energy reduction may not be achieved in a sustainable manner.
The principles and philosophy of Systems Engineering should be understood and embraced to allow
energy reduction in the brewing industry to be systematically addressed.
The review in this chapter is considered fundamental to the understanding of the current state
of energy management and sustainability systems and programs in modern breweries.
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Chapter 3
A Systems Engineering Approach to
Energy Management
Chapter 2 presented an overview of the brewing industry and information that is required to
understand the brewing process. The energy management and sustainability concepts, systems
and processes were also discussed. The concepts of KPI’s, reporting and benchmarking were
explained to enable an understanding of the underpinning principles to the System Engineering
approach in this thesis.
This chapter examines the Systems Engineering approach to developing a strategy for an
energy management framework. The issue of sustainability is examined and the complexity of
large modern manufacturing plants is also discussed in the context of Systems Engineering. The
issue of dependencies between utility services, processes and systems is discussed and the use of
process control information systems is reviewed as part of this chapter. The key concepts of the
physical design stage, the management design stage and the information design stage are explained.
This is achieved by an explanation of the discipline of Systems Engineering and the concepts
involved in this approach. In particular this description is aimed at how an energy management
framework would be seen from a Systems Engineering point of view. This approach is then
examined from a brewing prospective.
3.1 Introduction to Systems Engineering
Many of the systems that are present today, (e.g. aircraft, machinery, manufacturing plants)
are composed of numerous subsystems. These systems are in some cases complex and not easily
understood.
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3.1.1 The Systems Engineering discipline
The Systems Engineering discipline was first identified in the 1940’s at Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries1. This multi-disciplinary approach was seen as a way to identify the many parts that made
up a complex system.
Early adopters of Systems Engineering, Bell Laboratories and The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), saw that these new complex systems required new tools and
methodology to improve and optimise these systems.
System Engineering is not only an engineering discipline but also an approach to a project or
a problem. The Systems Engineering approach requires that engineering teams go through a set
process to deliver the outcome of a project or resolution of a problem [40]. This is documented
by the International Council of Systems Engineering (INCOSE), a professional society formed in
1990 by interested corporations and organisations in the United States of America. It started as
the National Council of Systems Engineering (NCOSE) and later expanded internationally to form
INCOSE. The Systems Engineering Society of Australia (SESA) is a technical society of Engineers
Australia, was formed in 19942, and is affiliated with INCOSE.
"Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the re-
alization of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required
functionality early in the development cycle, documenting requirements, and then pro-
ceeding with design synthesis and system validation while considering the complete
problem. Systems Engineering considers both the business and the technical needs of
all customers with the goal of providing a quality product that meets the user needs."
(INCOSE) [41]
In the book titled Systems Engineering, Andrew Sage et al. propose that a characteristic
of Systems Engineering is the application of management technology. Sage also explains the
interaction of the different management categories with each other [42].
The three main interactions are defined by Sage as:
• The physical science of management of plant and equipment, primary matter and energy
• The management science of human and organisational concerns
• The information science, this would include technological science
The above interactions lead to the notion of physical system design, management system design
and information system design based on:
• Formulation
• Analysis
1http://www.incose.org/mediarelations/briefhistory.aspx
2http://www.sesa.org.au
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• Interpretation
Sage et al. also puts forward the concept that Systems Engineering knowledge includes, knowl-
edge perspectives, knowledge principles and knowledge practices.
"It is on the basis of the appropriate use of these types of knowledge that we are able to
accomplish the technological and management system designs that lead to an innovative
product, process, service or systems" [42]
This sets a framework to follow the Systems Engineering principles for the design and devel-
opment of systems for continuous improvement of processes. This concept is illustrated in Figure
3.1.
Management System Design
Innovative Product or Service
Technological System Design
Physical System Design Information Systems Design
Learning
Figure 3.1: Systems Engineering in the production of innovative products and services
[42]
The key concepts for applying Systems Engineering to a problem are the use of management
technologies to assist in the diagnosis and resolution of a problem on the basis of:
• Supporting policy making
• Planning
• Decision making
• Resource requirements
• Actions to be deployed
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For large scale complex plants and processes, there is a need for a systematic approach when
addressing any problems that may be identified. If this approach is not taken, much time and
resources may be wasted. Sage et al. put forward the concept that to resolve large scale and
complex problems, especially in large systems, the following issues must be able to be dealt with:
1. Many considerations and interrelationships: Large manufacturing systems or plants have
multiple structures and many issues with regard to power bases between departments and
personalities.
2. Many different and perhaps controversial value judgements: This is sometimes driven by cost
accounting and different departments being responsible for their own area and not focusing
on the bigger picture issues.
3. The knowledge from a multi disciplined approach due to the complexity: In modern manu-
facturing there is a need for several disciplines due to the complexity. This is reflected in the
brewing industry where several types of engineering, technical, business and support staff
are employed.
4. Risks that may be difficult to predict: With the demands of modern production systems,
flexibility comes with risk.
5. Fragmented decision-making structures: This situation is typically caused by lack of com-
munication.
6. Needs perspective and value perspectives as well as technology perspectives: The needs of
the many must be considered.
7. Resolution of issues: The resolution of issues must be at the level of institutions and values
as well as at the level of symptoms.
As the processing systems in the modern manufacturing environment have evolved into more
complex and efficient systems, the need to review and optimise the human structures in that en-
vironment has come to the forefront. This is also true for the information systems and technology
systems. With the introduction of computers into the manufacturing system and the rapid im-
provement in the information technology systems, there is a requirement for any system design for
the improvement of processes and manufacturing to include the three major elements: the physi-
cal science, the human science and the information science. This delivers a fully integrated design
and will lead to a more sustainable system. Modern computer-based systems play an important
role in today’s manufacturing environment and must also be considered in any design for systems
improvement and must be considered in the Systems Engineering life cycle. The computer systems
in many production facilities are a significant cost to the enterprise [42].
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A summary of the Systems Engineering definitions from Sage et al.[42] is as follows.
• The Structural Definition of Systems Engineering is the management of technology that will
guide enterprises through a process of formulation, analysis and interpretation of a problem
or issue that requires attention.
• The Functional Definition of Systems Engineering is the suitable application of theories,
tools and methodologies that will allow appropriate management of procedures.
• The Purposeful Definition of Systems Engineering is knowledge management and information
management to control the procedures that manage the process
These definitions are based around the three concepts of formulation, analysis and interpreta-
tion of issues and problems.
Sage et al. states that all the life-cycle models for Systems Engineering incorporate the three-
phase notion of system definition, development and operation. The application of steps and phases
is also discussed, as is the concept of the flexibility to modify these steps and cycles to adapt to
any problem that may be required to be solved. In the Systems Engineering book by Andrew Sage
[42], several different models are presented of proposed phases and what they may be used for.
One such model is seen below in Figure 3.2.
Problem 
Definition
Value Systems
Design
Systems 
Synthesis
Systems 
Analysis
Optimisation
Decision
Making
Action 
Planning
Formulation Steps
Analysis Seeps
Interperation Steps
Figure 3.2: Example of the waterfall life-cycle phases of a Systems Engineering methodology
[42]
The Systems Engineering approach also calls for a systematic, rational and purposeful course
of action to be adopted in the resolution of issues and problems and for the consideration of
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as many relevant aspects as possible to be incorporated. This will require the many different
engineering disciplines as well as other skills and experience to be included. Systems also consist
of subsystems and Sage et al. talks of modelling of systems and the need to understand the
dependencies that these subsystems have with each other. It is stressed that these dependencies
must be fully understood [42].
Systems Engineering, as an approach, consists of using tools and concepts to consider the
entire environment that a process may be affected by in the normal operation of processes [42].
The purpose of these tools vary from database management, graphical browsing, simulation, and
reasoning, to documentation. In some cases, tools may be developed to look at what resources are
required and what products may be produced. The systems engineer focuses on the life cycle of
systems to ensure that the system design enables more effective and efficient human interaction
[42]. The use of tools, information and technology are developed into a systems approach [41].
3.1.2 The benefits of correctly applied Systems Engineering processes
The value or benefits of Systems Engineering are not easily quantified [43]. In his paper "Under-
standing the value of Systems Engineering", Honour proposes that due to the multi-disciplinary
nature of Systems Engineering, there is a lack of understanding or quantified measurement of the
benefits of Systems Engineering being applied to projects [43].
Honour explains that in a "systems thinking" design, a higher emphasis on a systems approach
can lead to a more rapid integration and test phase of the project, also resulting in reduced time
to implement and reduced cost. The quality of the product is also enhanced due mainly to the
risk mitigation work that is done at the design stage. In the conclusions of the paper by Honour,
he states:
• Systems Engineering improved development quality
• Optimum Systems Engineering effort is 15-20% of total project time
• Quality of the Systems Engineering effort matters
Other benefits of the application of a Systems Engineering approach can be seen below:
• Structured approach. When Systems Engineering is implemented in the correct manner,
it provides a structured process to link the elements of good project management practices.
This process works best when the project team is committed to the Systems Engineering
concepts and processes [43].
• The team all working on the one theme. The Systems Engineering process, when
applied to a project or problem, allows the project team and all those involved to have a
single set of requirements linked to customer requirements.
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• Lower cost of implementation. The Systems Engineering approach often reduces the
cost of implementation as it includes a risk management approach at the design stage, in
some cases eliminating problems before they become problems [42].
• Complexity. The Systems Engineering approach reduces unplanned and costly rework and
re-engineering. New complex projects may need robust Systems Engineering to succeed [41]
[43].
3.2 Systems Engineering applied to energy management
The Systems Engineering methodology is well suited to energy management as the Systems Engi-
neering processes are directed at the full life cycle of any product, process or system. The energy
management programs in industry are typically based on a simple approach to minimise the use of
energy on a site. The invoices from the energy suppliers are usually used as a source of data and
the units of energy are divided by the units of production. For a small operation this can lead to
savings. For a large complex manufacturing system, this simplistic approach will not necessarily
show improvement once the ‘low hanging fruit’ is captured [7].
The effectiveness of tools used for the discovery and analysis of opportunities in energy man-
agement for a site is based on the skill level of the site from a technical point of view. As a site and
energy management team matures, and Systems Engineering is implemented, there is an opportu-
nity to add the use of specialist tools as the skill level of the energy management team improves.
The engagement of the teams in this process is very important as without their engagement, the
flow of information and discovery stage of the process will not allow for a productive or sustainable
outcome. Over the past twenty years there have been many energy management programs run in
manufacturing and other sectors of industry in Australia. These programs are usually based on
involving people in running a program that has been developed by a consultant or organisation.
In many cases the program does deliver some improvements but they have not been seen to be
sustainable or based on continuous improvement models [38] [44]. Many of the programs developed
in industry usually lose traction as the people who created them depart.
If a Systems Engineering approach is utilised to develop the program, it is more likely to be
sustained even when the people who developed it move on. There are several reasons for this:
• The Systems Engineering approach is based of a methodology that is transferable and able
to be passed on to others by way of education.
• The life cycle phases of the system are considered as well as transitions from phase to phase.
• There is clear communication of the problems and the solutions of each phase.
• The conceptual design and specification requirements are documented.
• The Systems Engineering process supports both a bottom-up and top-down design.
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• The System Engineering approach supports the evolution of the system over time and chang-
ing environments.
There are many more reasons that the Systems Engineering approach to a problem can support
a sustainable outcome through every phase and stage of the life cycle of the process as detailed in
the book ‘Systems Engineering’ by A.Sage [42].
3.2.1 Systems Engineering applied to brewing
In the past twenty years in the Australian brewing industry, there have been many energy man-
agement programs developed and implemented. While all have shown some level of success, few
have been sustained. This is due mainly to the major consolidation of the industry in Australia
and plant shut-downs during this period [2] [4] [45].
In the main, the programs have been locally based and have been engineering-centric with
little application of a Systems Engineering approach. The main effort in many of these programs
has been concentrated on the large utility bills and the replacement of older inefficient equipment.
The energy management programs have usually been run on an adhoc basis with little structure
or involvement of the operational teams [46].
This approach has worked to an extent due to the lack of systems and programs in place before
the programs started. This lack of a systematic approach has led to the identification of the so
called ‘low hanging fruit’, but has not led to a fully developed systematic approach.
A brewery is an ideal candidate for a Systems Engineering approach due to several reasons as
can be seen below. The reasons have been grouped in accordance with the design principles as
illustrated in Figure 3.2:
3.2.1.1 The physical design stage
• As brewing plants in Australia have been added to, modified and consolidated, optimisation
has in many cases not been carried out.
• There may be a lack of exposure to following a set of procedures and steps that help to
identify opportunities in a consistent manner.
• The brewery environment in its modern form is a large complex manufacturing system. This
does not lend itself to being easily understood by operating staff on a technical point of view.
3.2.1.2 The management design stage
• The operation of the plant in many cases is automated and with a high turnover of staff, this
leads to a lack of understanding of the more complex nature of the plant and the dependencies
that exist.
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• Due to relatively low staff numbers and production process constraints, there may be a lack
of ability to engage the teams that operate the plant.
• The skill level in many plants does not lend itself to technical diagnostic work.
• There may be a lack of systematic identification of major issues or opportunities.
3.2.1.3 The Information design stage
• Documentation of the plant, its operation and technical detail is often not readily available.
This comes about due to project work documentation being lost or stored away from the
operating teams, making it difficult for new employees to fully understand the operation.
• There may be a barrier to integration of the new energy management system with the existing
operational systems.
• In many modern Australian breweries there is an over-reliance on automation and process
control, in some cases reducing the ability of the operator to understand the operation of the
plant.
It is proposed that these issues can be addressed using the system engineering approach to
developing a framework for energy management in a modern brewery. A general energy man-
agement approach will lack a Systems Engineering technological system design and management
systems design unless a Systems Engineering approach is adopted . The physical system design
and information system design [41] are the other main considerations.
3.2.2 The Systems Engineering process
The Systems Engineering approach is able to ensure that the human interaction is efficient and
effective for the whole life cycle of all the systems involved in operating the plant, if applied during
the design stage of the project. This also involves the use of tools and techniques and is usually
achieved by the use of check lists that prompt questions to be asked of the teams involved.
Table 3.1: The relationship between design and a systematic approach
System Definition System Development System Operation
Physical Design Technical aspects Analyse the problem Risk management
Management Design Life cycle Alternatives Communications
Information Design Resources Documentation
The relationship between the design phase and the systematic approach to a problem can be
seen in Table 3.1. The content of this relationship is itemised below.
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System Definition
• Technical aspects must be planned and organised
What is the problem, the problem must be defined ?
What factors are influencing the problem, can they be addressed ?
What constraints are there, what prohibits the problem from being solved ?
What is the best methodology to identify the problem ?
• Life cycle. Consider the whole life cycle of the system including maintenance and disposal.
• Resources. Resources to be clearly defined and made available to ensure that the identified
stakeholder requirements and expectations are met.
System development
• Analyse the problem. Before the problem can be solved, it must be analysed and under-
stood.
Keep all the questions and answers in a place where the team can access them
Develop a technical plan
Keep an engineering schedule and report the status often.
The stakeholders’ problems must be fully understood and expectations documented and
integrated with the technical requirements.
The development of detailed technical solutions and requirements that allow project
members to make the correct economic decision.
• Alternatives. Identify and assess alternatives. The alternatives need to be viewed against
the stakeholders’ requirements and the system as a whole.
• Documentation. The solution must be clearly defined and verified against stakeholders’
requirements.
System operation
• Risk management approach is employed.
• Communications and reporting on the status of work is available to all involved.
3.2.3 Enterprise commitment and enabling resources
The Australian Federal Government EEO program and others such as the Australian standard
AS/NZS 3598:2000 (Section 4.1 and Section 4.2) call for corporations to commit to an energy man-
agement program. In the case of the EEO program, it is mandatory for large corporations. This
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commitment of the corporation to an energy management program also requires the corporation
to commit resources [6].
3.2.4 Site energy management team
Once the corporation has committed to the program, resources need to be allocated to a team
to manage, develop and implement. There is a need for an energy management team leader and
other team members. The selection of other team members will depend on the skills required, the
resources available and the aim of the program. There is a need to involve people from all levels
of the site operational areas [6] [47].
3.3 Systems Engineering approach - structured discovery and tools
Systems Engineering principles require project design and development to consider many elements.
To achieve this outcome a set of tools and techniques have been developed by practising Systems
Engineers and are mainly geared around gathering, generating and managing information.
These tools and techniques cover customer requirements, design options and design optimisa-
tion, robustness of designs, validations and alternatives assessments. These tools and techniques
are available from [42].
The Systems Engineering approach will be adopted for the development of the energy man-
agement framework. The different elements of the Systems Engineering approach are discussed
below.
3.3.1 Physical Design
The brewery manufacturing plant is a dynamic environment with equipment and processes being
changed and added to constantly. The Systems Engineering approach will consider all physical
aspects during the design process.
3.3.2 Benefits of a Systems Engineering approach to energy management in a
brewery
As enterprises and particularly manufacturing plants become larger, several major issues arise
during operation. These issues are well documented [42].
In the brewing industry, the dependencies between processes, utilities, scheduling and operators
are complex and not well understood [11]. The Systems Engineering approach takes these factors
into consideration at the design stage. If the plant is being optimised and has differed from the
original design, then this is also considered. The Systems Engineering approach is also valuable
when new projects are being implemented as the site-wide systems should be reviewed with the
new project in mind. This is vital to ensure that the existing infrastructure is able to not only
cope with the new processes and equipment, but operate efficiently in the new environment. [3]
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Figure 3.3: System
The energy consumption in a brewery or a manufacturing plant can be categorised into a number
of systems which in turn have sub-systems. This can be seen in Figure 3.3 and Figure 2.4.
The concept of a system of systems can also be represented in tabular form as seen in Table
3.2. This is often used to identify what utilities and processes may be dependent.
In the process of defining a problem or an opportunity, the technical detail of the problem
should be looked at with a top-down approach [41]. In the modern manufacturing plant each
system may have many sub-systems. The sub-systems of these systems will be included in this
process. This list of sub-systems may be larger when different energy sources are involved such
as wind, solar and other renewable’s. The other issue to be dealt with is the identification of the
individual process cells within that system and sub-system. As well as the physical elements of
the systems there are the people and technology aspects to consider as part of these systems.
The metering of these systems as part of the EEO program will allow the plant historical
system to capture the data to allow an in-depth analysis to take place as a part of any improvement
discovery process [6].
3.3.3 Management Design
Stakeholders: The stakeholders of the energy management program need to be identified at the
start of the process of forming an energy management team. A range of skills and workload are
required to balance the team. The operational teams must be represented as well as the financial,
quality and engineering teams. [44]
The skills of the energy management team: As enterprises and manufacturing plants be-
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Table 3.2: Matrix of processes and utilities that supply the processes
Process Electricity Brine Chilled Water Water Air Steam
Malt Handling X X X
Brewhouse X X X X X
Yeast X X X X X
Fermentation X X X X
Storage X X X X
Filtration X X X X X
Bright Beer X X X X
Packaging X X X X X
Warehousing X X
Refrigeration X X X X
Water Treatment X X X
Air Systems X X X
Steam Generation X X X X
came more automated and larger to improve efficiency and to gain from economies of scale, the
role of the engineer has changed [48]. There is a need for a multi-disciplined engineer to be able to
be involved with the many different areas of engineering of the plant or enterprise. In a modern
manufacturing plant today, the plant process improvement engineers are expected to be able to
understand multiple systems. In many cases these many different systems form part of a major
system [11]. This is the case in the brewing industry where there is a mix of electrical, electronic,
process control, mechanical and chemical engineers working on the design, implementation, com-
missioning and optimisation of plant equipment and systems. The aim of the systems engineer is
to deliver the most cost effective outcome over the full life cycle of the systems [42].
Operational teams: Operational teams play a vital role in the sustainable energy management
program. The teams make the day to day decisions on how the plant will operate. These decisions
are vital to a sustainable energy management outcome. This also means that the teams must be
educated and be aware of the energy management issues and aspects of the production systems.
In particular, the dependencies between services systems and the processes that they as a team,
operate [49].
People as part of a system: The people who operate the plant have an important role to play
in many aspects of production today [49]. As manufacturing plants become more automated, and
the decision making as part of running the plant is pushed to the operator, it is important that
operators have a full understanding of the process that they are responsible for. The requirement for
the operator to have a complete understanding of the process necessitates the plant documentation
and training systems to be accessible to the operator during operating times. This documentation
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should be part of the operator interface.
Project planning: Once the discovery and analysis phase is under way, a project plan can be
developed. The plan should be developed using standard project management tools commonly
used in industry today. This plan should be developed in great detail and include task names,
timing, costs and resources responsible for the delivery of the plan. There are several readily
available applications for this task [42].
Implementation of the project plan: The plan, once developed, will need the support and au-
thorisation of senior management, with capital allocated for implementation and support through
the process [6].
3.3.4 Information Design
Documentation and information systems: In modern plants today, as processes and equip-
ment are installed and commissioned, the documentation is handed to the operational or engineer-
ing team for storage in the plant’s technical library or team’s operational library. In some cases
the documentation will be copied and included into the operational team’s procedures.
This situation on a large plant can mean that the documentation from different areas is not
kept or stored in a central place. On plants where there is a strong focus on standards and systems,
this situation may be less difficult. The same concept is true for the information systems which
are usually stand-alone and not fully integrated into a site-wide system [50].
Standards in plant automation systems: Much of the manufacturing in today’s plants is
batch oriented. The standards that are used in this environment are refereed to as ISA-S88 [51]
and include the following.
• ISA-S88.01- Models and Terminology.
• ISA-S88.02- Data structures and guidelines for languages.
• ISA-S88.03- General and site recipe models.
• ISA-S88.04- Batch production records.
The ISA-S88 standard provides a standard and consistent set of guidelines that allows enterprises
to implement process control systems based on standard configuration of equipment models, recipe
data and reporting systems. This standard, if implemented throughout the enterprise, can provide
a lower cost of ownership and ease of implementation of plant and equipment [51].
The use of information systems in manufacturing: The use of information systems in
the modern manufacturing plant is well documented [3] [20] [23] [52] [7]. In a large complex
manufacturing plant, it is very difficult for the operational and technical teams to understand the
full site-wide operations of the plant or be aware of any inconsistent or abnormal operation. This
situation is exacerbated by an individual project being implemented on the plant without that
project being fully integrated into the site information system. Full integration would include the
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information systems, such as Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) and Human
Machine Interfaces (HMIs), the alarm systems and the historical trending systems. The ability to
fully integrate all process cells on a large manufacturing site requires a number of factors to be
considered. A process control strategy that could assist in this aim would include the elements
listed below:
• A process control and information system strategy.
• A training strategy to align with the process control strategy.
• A standard naming convention to name all the equipment and processes on the plant.
• A standard structure to the plant and equipment (S88 Model employed). Refer Figure
3.4.
• Standard PLC code employed for equipment.
• Standard HMI and SCADA templates.
• A global naming space of tags in PLC and DCS systems.
• A data collection strategy developed for the site to enable the standard collection of
data (ISA-SP95) as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
• An easy to deploy and use historical trending system.
• Process control system integrated to the process information system and energy manage-
ment system.
• A multi-layer alarm system that has process awareness.
• A process control optimisation tool.
• An information system that allows everyone appropriate access to the entire system.
The information systems for plant wide control and monitoring: Many information sys-
tems and architectures are available to be used on a modern manufacturing facility today. There
has been much work done on manufacturing plant control and information systems in recent years
[23] [20] [12]. The information and control systems that are of interest as part of this research are
based on Ethernet and multi-layer networking such as those supported by Cisco Systems [54]. The
Committee for Manufacturing and Control Systems Security have defined the levels and framework
for plant control and safety systems, as illustrated in Figure 3.6 and Table 3.3.
These levels are described.
• Safety Zone. The safety zone traditionally has been stand alone, hard wired and integrated
with PLC and DCS systems as required. This is changing with the newer safety sensors being
able to co-exist with the Industrial Automation and Control Systems (IACS) Level 0 devices.
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Figure 3.4: S88 Model for batch processing: A process Cell
[53]
• Level 0. This level consists of a large variety of sensors, actuators and feedback devices in
the manufacturing environment. The devices on this level communicate with the devices on
level 1. This communication is both ways and provides status from the devices and directs
PLC and DCS systems to operate based on their status.
• Level 1. As stated above, the Level 0 devices communicate with the Level 1 control devices.
Traditionally these devices in the manufacturing area were PLC based controllers. With the
improved technology in today’s manufacturing plants there is a range of multi-disciplined
controllers and embedded controllers that perform this function as well as the PLC systems.
• Level 2. This level is the operator interface environment. The SCADA and HMI systems
dominate here. There are also smart alarm systems and other proprietary systems that use
this Level.
• Level 3. This is considered the highest level for the IACS networks and is considered as
critical to the safe and secure operation of the plant. This level sees application servers,
supervisory systems and plant historian systems that are the heart of the process control
information systems on a site. From Level 0 to Level 3, the devices, applications and systems
are usually the responsibility of the plant technical engineering teams.
• Level 4. This is the level that the standard enterprise network applications reside in. Appli-
cations such as Computer Maintenance Management System (CMMS), Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) and non-critical applications such as office applications.
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Figure 3.5: SP95.03 production control functions
• Level 5. This is the corporate IT centralised system and functionality. This level includes
applications such as Business to Business and Customer service applications, and are directly
serviced and maintained by corporate IT.
3.4 Framework objectives
The objectives of an energy management framework for a modern brewery should be based on
the requirements for a sustainable outcome of the reduction in energy use. The framework needs
to include a continuous improvement model. The existing frameworks should be taken into con-
sideration for what they are, a high level requirement that will allow the breweries to comply
with government requirements and Australian standards. The Systems Engineering approach and
concepts deliver a structured and logical process along with techniques and tools developed for the
framework. A Systems Engineering approach requires the following elements:
• The systematic identification of opportunities using tools and techniques
• The need to understand systems and processes
• The need to understand dependencies between systems and processes
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Figure 3.6: Industrial automation and control systems network
Table 3.3: Plant logical framework for information, control and safety
Functional Zone Function Level
Enterprise zone Enterprise network Level 5
Enterprise zone Site business planning and logistics network Level 4
Manufacturing Zone Site manufacturing and control Level 3
Cell and Area Zone Area supervisory control Level 2
Cell and Area Zone Basic control Level 1
Cell and Area Zone Process Level 0
Safety Zone Safety Critical
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• The ability to integrate with process control systems and human management and operating
systems
• The ability to integrate with operational and training systems
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the principles of Systems Engineering were presented. The complexity of the
brewing process and the interaction of processes and people lead us to consider Systems Engineering
as an approach to develop a framework for energy management for modern brewing plants.
Having introduced these concepts, it can be seen that Systems Engineering concepts and pro-
cesses provide an approach to a problem that is systematic, logical and consistent. This approach,
when applied systematically and documented, will promote a consistent outcome and allow for a
continual improvement process to be applied.
As the Systems Engineering development process phases are implemented, stakeholders and
problems will be identified, risks will be mitigated, plans will be developed and a sustainable energy
management framework will be delivered.
The Systems Engineering approach applied to the brewing process will include the physi-
cal design stage, the management design stage and the information design stage. The Systems
Engineering process will include, but not be limited to, technical aspects, analysis of problems,
alternatives that may exist, and the full life cycle.
Enterprise commitment is required in any industry based program and this is normally by way
of a site energy management committee.
The Systems Engineering approach requires that the physical design be considered. This is
usually achieved with the use of specialist tools and techniques, some of which may be customised
to suit the actual plant in the program. The management design process will include stakeholders,
and the skills on the plant and in the operational teams, the project plan and the implementation
of the plant will follow.
The information design phase will require documentation of the plant systems and processes,
the process control systems, and the different methods that information can be displayed on plant.
The Systems Engineering approach, applied systematically, will be fully integrated in to the
operation of the manufacturing plant ensuring a holistic sustainable energy management program.
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Chapter 4
Review of Existing Regulations,
Guidelines and Industry Frameworks
In the previous chapter, the concepts of Systems Engineering were introduced. In particular the
three levels of Systems Engineering, physical science, management science and information science
were explained. The technical concepts of the plant were covered and the interaction of technology
and the operational teams was also discussed.
The aim of this chapter is to review the existing regulations, guidelines and frameworks within
which the Systems Engineering approach will be applied.
Several frameworks will be reviewed in an effort to establish the requirements for a framework
that could be utilised in a modern brewery. Then the limitations of these frameworks are described
in the context of a sustainable energy management outcome. Finally the scope of the requirements
of a suitable brewery sustainable energy management framework is documented.
4.1 The role of government
The role of government in the area of energy management is to engage and educate industry to
be aware of their responsibilities and requirements in the reporting of their efforts and results in
energy management activities.
The Australian Federal Government has signed up to international commitments through pro-
cesses such as the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto
Protocol.
4.1.1 Government regulations and guidelines
In 1995, the Australian Federal Government started The Greenhouse Challenge. This later changed
into the The Greenhouse Challenge Plus [55] [6]. This program was to encourage industry to work
in a joint initiative with the government to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, improve the measure-
ment and monitoring of energy usage and to improve information sharing between industry and
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government. This program ceased on July 2009. In July 2006, the Australian Federal Government
introduced a new program, Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEO), that was to run from 2006 to
2010. The government at the time extended the program in 2011 under the Clean Energy Future
package as a complementary measure to the carbon price and it continues today [34]. Whereas
the Greenhouse Challenge was voluntary, the EEO is mandatory for any corporation using more
than 0.5 petajoules (PJ) per year in their operations. The EEO program has been well supported
in some quarters of manufacturing and the first report released in 2008 detailed the identified
opportunities and the amount of CO2e emissions that had been avoided with the implementation
of opportunities to date [55].
In July 2012, the Australian Federal Government Carbon pricing scheme was introduced. This
scheme would see a price put on carbon in Australia. The carbon price applies to the top 500
carbon emitters in the country. The Australian Treasury modelling predicted a 10% increase in
electricity bills and an increase in the cost of living of approximately $9.90 per week [56]. There
has been very little modelling carried out by business or industry and it can be assumed that
this household disposable income loss will affect the sales of the beer in the Australian market
place. A 2012 third quarter report from the Australian Industry Group states that households
were compensated by the Australian Federal Government and that the actual price increases were
generally minimal [57]. In September 2013, the Australian Federal Government changed and the
incoming Coalition government have repealed the carbon pricing scheme. This has caused some
further uncertainty amongst the business community which rely on consistency of Government
regulations to make long term plans, in particular about capital investment and return on that
investment.
In The United States of America the Energy Star® is a joint program of the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy. This body develops programs,
documentation and industry specific guidelines to assist in energy management for both house-
holds and industry in the United States of America [58]. This program has developed a star rating
system for households, building standards and industry. This program is specifically designed for
the American market and has no comparison in the Australian energy programs. There are no
brewery specific targets or programs in place in Australia.
4.2 Existing energy management frameworks
There are a number of energy management frameworks that can be used in a major industrial
complex. The Australian and New Zealand Standard on Energy Auditing, AS/NZS 3598:2000
has a framework that can be applied to general energy management in enterprises and the EEO
Assessment Framework is another. The AS/NZS 3598:2000 standard is a general document and
can be applied to many different enterprises [47] whereas the EEO framework has been developed
for industry [6], as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The framework documented in "Energy Efficiency
Improvement and Cost Savings Opportunities for Breweries" [14] has been designed to be applied
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Figure 4.1: EEO framework (reproduced with permission of the EEO office)
[6]
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to generic situations and is based on the Energy Star® program [58]. The IEEE have developed
a standard, IEEE SA 739-1995 "Recommended Practice for Energy Management in Industrial and
Commercial Facilities", that details the elements of an energy management program. It covers
all the areas that the above frameworks cover and goes into a more detailed explanation of lower
level engineering issues that can be examined [24]. There are also the ISO 9000 series [59], the ISO
14000 series [60] and the ISO 50001 series [61] that encourage continuous improvement of industrial
systems. The existing frameworks mentioned above refer to an energy management program and
cover the elements required to develop and maintain an energy management program. The elements
in the framework cover the strategy for the program and the structure of the people-side of the
framework as well as other aspects which can be quite generic in nature. These are listed below
and are taken from the Australian Standard AS/NZS 3598:2000:
• Identify a strategic corporate approach
• Appoint an energy manager
• Set up energy monitoring and reporting
• Conduct energy audits
• Formalise an energy management policy statement
• Prepare a detailed project implementation plan
• Implement the energy management plan
• Implement a staff awareness and training plan
• Annual review
4.3 Frameworks in manufacturing
There are several frameworks that have been developed for use in the industrial or manufacturing
sector. These frameworks are very often used for enterprise architecture and information systems
related work [62]. The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) is one such framework
and shows a detailed method and a set of supporting tools that can be used for developing an
enterprise architecture. This is sometimes more related to enterprise information systems [63] and
allows for the easy collection, storage and retrieval of data. The EEO also has a framework as
seen in Figure 4.1.
These frameworks are developed to allow enterprises to standardise how they carry out their
business or focus on particular problems. In the case of the EEO, the problem to be examined
is energy management. This is particularly helpful in the case of industry bodies where several
different enterprises carrying out differing businesses can have a standard approach to the way
they develop an energy management program.
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These frameworks allow enterprises to adopt systems, methodologies and processes in a stan-
dard manner. This reduces the cost of ownership and the amount of work required to set up or
start a business [64]. Once the business is up and running, the adopted framework also assists in
the day to day running of the business or enterprise by allowing the use of standard systems and
processes. The use of a naming convention, as illustrated in Section 3.3.4, is a low level example
of this, while the forming of departments in a business would be a high level example [63].
There is also a framework described in the document "Energy Efficiencies Improvement and
Cost Saving Opportunities for Breweries" [14]. This framework was developed using the Energy
Star® guide for energy and plant managers.
4.4 Differences and limitations of existing frameworks
The differences between several existing frameworks have been reviewed, this includes the following
frameworks:
• The ISO 9000, ISO 14001 and ISO 50000 series of business improvement frameworks
• The Greenhouse Gas Plus program
• The Energy Efficiency Opportunities program (EEO)
• The Australian Standard AS/ANZ 3598:2000
• The IEEE Guidelines for energy management IEEE SA 739-1995
• The Total Productivity Management Model (The Toyota Model)
4.4.1 Review of ISO 9000, ISO 14001 and ISO 50001 standards
Description
ISO 9000 (Quality Management System) and ISO 14001 (Environmental Management System)
are frameworks that can be integrated into existing business processes and systems. ISO 50001:2011
(Energy Management System) - Requirements With Guidance for Use, was released in June 2011.
This framework supports the identification, measurement, monitoring and control of environmental
impacts and as a result, the risks associated with them.
Strengths
The ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 systems are very much driven by the user and allow the user to
document and detail the plant processes in a generic way. The ISO system does audit the outcomes
on a regular basis. This approach requires tools to enable logical processes to be developed and
followed. The tools required are usually developed by the users as part of the development of
the system and then used to verify the audit process [59][60][61]. ISO 50001:2011 follows the well
known Plan-Do-Check-Act process and is developed around energy management. The ISO 14001
and 50001 Environmental Management Systems can be integrated as this allows companies that
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have developed ISO 9000 or ISO 14001 systems to leverage the work and costs that have been put
in place.
Limitations
The ISO 50001:2011 system [61] focuses more on the energy used on the plant, the energy policy
for procurement, and the measuring and monitoring of the use of energy. This is being adopted
by many breweries as many breweries use ISO 9000 or ISO 14000 for quality standardisation and
improvement processes. Michael Clancy, author of the article in the International Brewing and
Distilling Vol 8, February 2012, "A new global energy management system standard" [65] states
that staff must be competent and experienced to develop and maintain the system. The level of
detail in this system is driven by the user, inexperienced users do not leverage the full advantage
of the system.
This works well if plants are dealing with operations that are consistent and regular in their
operation. It lacks details on how to identify opportunities. There is mention of this being a
process that must be followed, however there are no specific tools to aid in this task.
4.4.2 The Greenhouse Gas Plus program
Description
The Greenhouse Gas Plus program was introduced by the Australian Federal Government
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and included the promotion of awareness of greenhouse gas
abatement opportunities in industry. The aim was to accelerate the uptake of energy efficiency
and ensure that decision making at the senior business level in Australia was focused on energy
efficiency. The need for more consistent reporting of greenhouse gas emissions levels was also a
major driver for the Government as it had made commitments to international bodies.
Strengths
This was the first Australia-wide program and many of the larger companies engaged early in
the program saw some significant improvements in energy efficiency and the cost of running their
business.
Limitations
The Greenhouse Gas Plus program was voluntary, and did have some rigour around the col-
lection of data and reporting systems that gave the government an idea of what industry was
doing from an energy management perspective. This program had several reporting issues, it was
costly to administer and again did not have any detailed processes to follow with regard to the
identification of opportunities. Companies with poor engineering skills did not have as good an
outcome as companies with strong engineering teams [55].
4.4.3 The Energy Efficiency Opportunities program (EEO)
Description
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The EEO program went further than the Greenhouse Challenge Plus Program, being manda-
tory for large users. The EEO has logical processes to follow and steps that lead to benefits to the
industry. This program also meets the Australian Federal Government’s requirements to report
internationally about the energy use in different sectors. The EEO program was developed to give
enterprises a process they could follow to help meet the requirements of the EEO legislation [6].
Strengths
The EEO program requires businesses to define within a 5% accuracy, 80% of a site’s energy use
for all processes that require more than 0.01 PJ. The EEO program also requires sites using over 0.5
PJ to assess opportunities for improvement for all energy use except for minor activities totalling
up to 0.01 PJ energy consumption. This involves the requirements for energy measurement and
mass balance calculations. [6]
From the Australian Federal Government web-site it can be seen that there are several tools
listed for guidance of different areas of interest. The manufacturing sector is not as well represented.
[6]
Limitations
In a 2010 Mid-Cycle Report [66] from the EEO, there were several barriers listed in the EEO
program in getting the strong support from industry that the Department required prior to the
program starting. These barriers were reviewed in the report as being evident before the imple-
mentation of the program in 2006. In 2007 after the program had been started, these barriers were
once again reviewed. The barriers were seen as senior management support, resources to carry out
the work, work loads and internal engagement, all contributing to an assessment being completed.
In workshops held in 2009, it was evident that these barriers had changed in some of the areas.
It was noted that as the program had progressed, the barriers had evolved into the following [67]:
• Lack of technical skills and resources
• Lack of data gathering and validation
• Engaging people in the process from senior management through to operational staff
• Capital availability to assess projects prior to implementation
• Capital costs to implement projects
• Leadership, having the leadership and support to get projects through when there is no
operational support
• Managing the disconnect between senior management who support the EEO program and
middle management who may not
• Documentation, managing the reporting for more than one set of legislative requirements.
The EEO program, even though comprehensive in nature, lacks the elements and concepts of
the Systems Engineering approach that would lead to a sustainable outcome to energy management
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on a large complex manufacturing facility. The EEO Assessment Handbook clearly states on page
vii, that it is handbook is designed to assist companies with assessments to follow to help them
meet the requirements of the assessment framework. The framework also does not have sufficient
tools to assist teams to identify opportunities and implement a sustainable result.
4.4.4 The Australian Standard AS/NZS 3598:2000 Energy Audits
Description
The Australian Standard AS/NZS 3598:2000 [47] is a generic framework or audit tool which
can be employed at most enterprises. It is very generic in nature and sets out the framework for
the development of an energy management program.
Strengths
This standard is purpose-designed for Australian industry but leverage’s work done on the
international scene.
Limitations
This standard is mainly focused on the development of the structure, reporting and auditing
of the program [47]. This program would require a major commitment from an engineering point
of view.
4.4.5 IEEE Guidelines for Energy Management
Description
IEEE SA 739-1995 "IEEE Recommended Practice for Energy Management in Industrial and
Commercial Facilities" [24] outlines engineering practices and guidelines and gives recommenda-
tions for the design and operation of electrical equipment and systems with energy conservation
in mind. It describes the formation of an energy management program and how that would be
implemented in an enterprise.
Strengths
Of all the frameworks reviewed, IEEE SA 739-1995 is the most comprehensive document and
does give guidance to how to develop an energy management program and gives guidance on how
to audit [24].
IEEE SA 739-1995 goes into the detail of how an energy management program should be
developed, implemented and audited.
Limitations
IEEE SA 739-1995 is very much focused on engineering and gives detailed explanations and
examples of equations for the calculations to be made. The approach in these guidelines is fo-
cused around a full energy management system but requires significant engineering commitment
and resources. In a large manufacturing enterprise, the full implementation of these guidelines
requires a large engineering team dedicated to the project. Even though IEEE SA 739-1995 is very
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comprehensive in its content, the Australian Federal Government requires large CO2 emitters to
commit to the EEO program.
4.4.6 The Total Productivity Management Model (The Toyota Model)
Description
A framework or model being adopted by many manufacturing companies is the Toyota Total
Productivity Management model [68]. This was developed by the Toyota Company and is also
known as the ‘Toyota Production System’ or ‘Lean Production’. This model is based mainly on
teamwork and quality of production, and cutting cost by minimising waste in the production cycle.
Strengths
The Continuous Improvement (CI) process encapsulated in the Toyota Model includes the use
of tools, such as practical problem solving and root cause analysis as well as other tools that enable
teams to develop programs to improve their effectiveness. This model relies mainly on the skills
of the team and calls in experts as required, mainly after the team has identified the issues. The
model utilises a set of tools that enables teams in the production environment to improve their
operations on a continuous basis.
Limitations
This model is very much team based and does not consider the broader issues of site-wide
energy management. This model is very much focused on production improvements and, as such,
is not applicable to identifying energy management opportunities on a site-wide basis.
4.4.7 Limitations of existing frameworks and models
The EEO program, the ISO systems, AS/NZS 3598:2000 and the IEEE guidelines are cast at a
high level and do not offer sufficient tools for the detailed evaluation of an industrial plant. They
are more focused on a methodology to implement a program and lack the detail for a technical
evaluation of processes and systems. More detailed information on how to identify opportunities
is required along with the tools to enable this process.
There are no procedures in any of these programs to cater for dependencies between processes
and the systems that supply energy to the processes [3]. Abnormal operation of a manufacturing
plant is a common occurrence and this typically disrupts energy management.
Another major limitation to these programs is that they do not address ongoing sustainabil-
ity. They are susceptible to changes in government leadership, champions and innovators. Any
systematic framework and tools must be sustainable.
Table 4.1 is a summary of characteristics from the frameworks that have been reviewed. If a
sustainable outcome is to be achieved then these elements must be considered. These characteristics
are based on the Systems Engineering principles and concepts that have been presented in Chapter
3.
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Table 4.1: Elements of a sustainable energy engagement program
Elements of program ISO EEO AN/NZS IEEE
Enterprise acceptance Yes Yes Yes Yes
Resources commitment Yes Yes Yes Yes
Communication of program Yes Yes Yes Yes
Understanding of energy users Yes Yes Yes Yes
Systematic method of identifying opportunities No No No No
Understanding systems No No No No
Dependencies between services and processes No No No No
Integration with control system No No No No
Integration with operational methodology No No No No
Integration of training and documentation No No No No
Load Control No No No No
Formulating a project plan Yes Yes Yes Yes
Tracking and reporting Yes Yes Yes Yes
4.5 Scoping and requirements of a framework for energy manage-
ment in a modern brewery
It is important that the scope or boundaries of the framework are documented at the start of the
framework development. From the reviews of the frameworks in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, it can
be seen that there is a lack of detail in these frameworks in some areas of interest. This lack of
detail is mainly due to the requirement to have a generic framework which can be applied to any
industry [24] [6].
The scope of a framework at the design phase must be aimed at what the framework is being
developed to manage or the problem that it will be used to resolve. In this case the scope of
the work will be a sustainable approach to energy management. This would include the effect
that dependencies have on particular processes. Many available frameworks in the area of energy
management are focused on the development of an energy management program [6] [47], but do not
go to the detail required to be sustainable. The characteristics of EEO can be seen in Figure 4.1
and are based on getting people involved at the management level and lower levels in the enterprise,
concentrating on opportunities for improvement. There is little detail on how the opportunities
could be identified and a solution developed.
The proposed framework concentrates on the identification of opportunities and how they can
be implemented to achieve a sustainable outcome. The following elements are identified for the
proposed framework to achieve a sustainable outcome.
• Systematic method of identifying opportunities. This is one of the fundamental
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requirements to uncover opportunities as well as reviewing existing process interventions
from previous opportunities. When documented correctly, this becomes a tool for future
teams to use.
• Understanding the systems involved in the production process. A comprehensive
understanding of the process and systems allows for more opportunities to be identified.
• Understanding the process control systems. The process control systems on many
modern plants, if understood, allow the teams to leverage their use in energy management
activities.
• The dependencies between services, utilities and processes. The dependencies be-
tween services, utilities and processes have a major impact the energy management of pro-
cesses. Once understood, control and operating procedures can improve energy management.
• Load Control. If plant loads are not controlled, energy management systems are less
effective.
• Integration with operational methodology. If the energy management program is
integrated with the operational philosophy, day-to-day decision making can have a significant
impact on energy management.
• Integration of training and documentation. Correctly integrated training and operat-
ing procedures allow energy management systems to be embedded into team activities.
• Integration with control system. The process control system can be modified to incor-
porate the changes that will embed the energy management initiatives into the operation of
the plant.
One key element of the proposed framework will be the adoption of a systems engineering
(systematic) approach, and the identification of the effects of dependencies.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a review of the existing government guidelines and regulations has been undertaken.
Existing energy management and environmental frameworks and standards have also been reviewed
with an aim to understanding the differences and limitations of these system. The scope of the
requirements is also described to allow for the comprehension of what is required for a sustainable
energy management program.
Even though several systems and frameworks are available in both industry and government,
there are no significant frameworks or programs that have been specifically designed for a sus-
tainable outcome in the brewing industry. The one exception to this is the "Energy Efficiency
Improvement and Cost Savings Opportunities for Breweries" [14]. Even though this document
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appears to have information that is brewing industry specific, there are no tools to reach the con-
clusions that are reached. This work, even though well documented, is based on the experience
and talent at the plant where the investigation and audit was carried out. Once the opportunities
that were identified had been implemented, there was no process to monitor what had happened
or identify new opportunities other than high level reporting.
In Australia the Federal Government have developed and marketed the EEO program which
is mandatory for enterprises that consume more that 0.5 PJ per year in their operation. This
program is structured around providing the Federal Government the information required to report
internationally. With the change in the Federal Government in September 2013, it is uncertain
what the status of the EEO will be.
The EEO has several limitations, as have the other programs that are currently available
for deployment in the energy management area in manufacturing and in particular the brewing
industry.
Manufacturing is complex and different from plant to plant. It therefore requires an energy
management framework that is flexible and adaptable to a specific industry. The brewing industry
has its own unique requirements that may not be covered by generic programs. The systematic
identification of opportunities, understanding of processes and systems, a knowledge of each facility
and the dependencies between systems and processes are critical to the program.
With a knowledge of what frameworks exist and limitations of these frameworks, a better
awareness of the requirements can be fully understood. Having a better understanding of what
is required and what is available allows for the development of a more suitable framework for a
sustainable outcome.
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Framework
In the previous Chapter, standards, regulations and guidelines are reviewed and several existing
energy management frameworks are described. The limitations of these frameworks are discussed in
the context of the brewing industry. The scope of the requirements of a proposed brewery-relevant
framework is presented.
This chapter discusses the design and development of a Sustainable Energy Management Frame-
work (SEMF) based on Systems Engineering principles. The methodology of the different elements
of SEMF is discussed and a detailed explanation of the phased approach to the framework is pre-
sented. The processes and tools in the framework are also introduced, and how they can be used to
develop a structured approach to sustainable energy management in a large complex manufacturing
environment.
Several systems and processes are discussed to illustrate the framework and its structure.
5.1 Methodology for building the framework
In designing and building a framework for sustainable energy management a number of influences
were considered, the main influences being:
• A Systems Engineering approach involving the management system design, the technological
system design and the physical system design.
• Existing energy management frameworks and guidelines from both national and international
arenas.
• Domain knowledge and experience in the brewery that has seen plant design, construction
both green field and brown field work, optimisation activities, several energy management
programs and continuous improvement activities. This domain knowledge has resulted in
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Yatala brewery becoming recognised as one of the most energy efficient and water efficient
breweries in the world [69].
The concepts of Systems Engineering have been considered: the management system design,
the technological system design, the physical system design and information system design [41].
In the development of the SEMF, consideration has been given to the following:
• A comprehensive understanding of existing processes. The brewing process and the
services and systems that supply energy to the plant
• Systems Engineering Concepts. The development of tools and techniques aligned with
Systems Engineering characteristics, systems definition, system design and development and
system operation and maintenance [42]
• Existing industry frameworks. A review of existing industry frameworks and manage-
ment systems
The methodology for building an energy management framework should be based around a
comprehensive understanding of the processes of the industry that the framework will be applied
to as well as Systems Engineering concepts. An understanding of the existing energy management
programs is also required [62]. One must also consider the operational systems, the analysis of
identified opportunities, the documentation and information systems, and possible changes to the
process control systems.
The Systems Engineering approach involves the management system design, technological sys-
tem design, physical system design and information system design [41]. The objective is to have a
logical process that can be understood and followed by all involved.
The SEMF (framework) is a complementary framework to the existing frameworks examined
in Chapter 4. The SEMF framework is applicable to the discovery of opportunities, analysis,
documentation and process control phases of the program, beyond the capability of the existing
frameworks. The life cycle of the development of a new framework should be considered in detail
to ensure that there are not unnecessary phases or phases that do not add value to the process.
Given that the EEO program is a regulatory requirement in Australian manufacturing plants
such as large breweries, the developed SEMF should not duplicate elements but operate in harmony
with EEO processes.
During the development of the framework following Systems Engineering guidelines [42], a re-
quirements analysis was carried out. This took the form of preliminary site meetings with the
operational and engineering teams. Once this was completed and analysed, existing energy man-
agement programs were reviewed, in particular the EEO program from the Australian Federal
Government. With the review completed, a gap analysis was undertaken. All through the de-
velopment process the domain knowledge and experience in the brewing industry was coupled
with Systems Engineering techniques. This led to the development of a sustainable framework for
energy management.
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5.2 Framework requirements for energy management in a brewery
The elements from Table 4.1 are considered critical to the design of a framework for a sustainable
energy management systems in a large manufacturing plant. These elements are not covered in
detail by the EEO framework [6]. The relationship of the requirements of a framework and the
Systems Engineering characteristics to deliver a sustainable energy management outcome is shown
in Figure 5.1. It should be noted that the SEMF has been integrated with the EEO framework
and not other frameworks.
Requirements SEMF
Systems Engineering
Approach
Sustainable
 Holistic Energy 
Management
Figure 5.1: The relationship of requirements, SEMF, Systems Engineering and sustainable energy
management
The Requirements of a framework
This section addresses the requirements of a framework to deliver a sustainable outcome and how
that framework will be utilised with existing frameworks, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.
It is critical to the design and development of an energy management framework in a brewery
that the elements that have not been addressed in Table 4.1 are considered. Other factors to be
taken into consideration are:
• Incorporation of Systems Engineering principles
• The differences with other existing programs such as the EEO
• Ensuring that plant staff are involved in the program
• The dependencies between services, processes and systems
• The system must be simple to use and understand
• Integration with operational methodology
• Integration of training and documentation
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• Integration with control system
In the case of the framework being developed specifically for the brewery, other issues should
be considered:
• The distribution of the energy consumption
• The electrical consumption, refrigeration being the major area of energy consumption
• The heavy use of water in the process of making beer, including cleaning
• The heavy steam use in the brewhouse
• The batch operations in many parts of the plant and how the dependencies interact with
this batch process
• CO2 generation and consumption
• Phase relationships of utilities consumption due to process cell latencies
F
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Figure 5.2: Concept of EEO and SEMF working in harmony for energy management in a brewery
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5.3 SEMF phases
A Systems Engineering phased approach is adopted here [42]. Listed below are the five (5) phases of
the SEMF that are considered to be the minimum required, in conjunction with the existing steps
in the EEO framework, to deliver a sustainable outcome. These elements are based on Systems
Engineering concepts and processes, along with elements that are particular to the brewing industry
or manufacturing in general. As illustrated in Section 4.4, the EEO does not cover the detail that is
required to deliver a sustainable outcome for energy management. In Fig 5.2, the two frameworks
are shown working in harmony.
Sage et al. explains that system engineering knowledge includes [42]:
• Knowledge perspectives
• Knowledge principles
• Knowledge practices
" These interact with one another to enable continual improvement in performance"
[42].
The SEMF phases are illustrated in Figure 5.3. From Figure 5.3 the Systems Engineering
concepts of phases and specialist tools can clearly be seen. The concepts of management systems
design, technological system design, physical system design and information system design [41] can
also be identified.
The relationship between SEMF and the EEO is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
The descriptions of the SEMF framework and phases are detailed below and illustrated through
a test application at a brewery (described later).
• Phase 1 - Define the opportunities that will be available in the plant. Use Knowl-
edge Elicitation tools to extract the information about opportunities in the plant from the
operational and technical teams.
– Leverage stakeholder meetings as part of the EEO to identify opportunities
– Develop tools and templates with the teams to help them understand the manufacturing
process and gain ownership of the process
– Document opportunities identified from meetings to enable opportunity lists to be gen-
erated
– Gather information relevant to the opportunities to enable greater understanding
• Phase 2 - Understand operational and systems issues. Opportunities identified in
Phase 1 will require additional information and local knowledge to be collected.
– Understand the issues from an operational point of view
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Figure 5.3: Sustainable Energy Management Framework (SEMF)
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– Identify dependencies between processes and services
– Complete the plant layout and equipment drawings and Pipe-work and Instrumentation
Drawings (P&ID’s) and data sheets
– Consult with the operators to understand systems, processes and check data sheets
– Review the control system and HMI processes
– Formulate initial draft project plan
• Phase 3 - Analysis and review of the data gathered. Identify alternatives and vali-
dation of opportunities
– Define the data to analyse
– Define and review the alternatives that may be available
– Review the P&ID’s collected and data sheet information
– Start to quantify dependencies between the processes and services
– Review Control system and how this interacts with the operators on the plant
– Review of site project plan to see what opportunities may have already been identified
and quantify and prioritise return on investment of the opportunities
• Phase 4 - Documentation and information systems. This will require the information
gathered and analysed to be fully documented, include how the information systems will
behave and should also include the change management documentation and communication
of the changes to be made.
– Documentation, information systems and training
– Standard work documentation
– Standard operating procedures
– Process control documentation and process descriptions
– Knowledge capture systems such as operator assistance and data trending systems
– Review of results and reporting
• Phase 5 - Control and systems changes. Once the analysis and review has been com-
pleted, and the documentation and information systems have been assessed, changes can be
implemented.
– How to integrate changes into PLC and process control systems
– What changes to integrate into the operational areas
– What changes need to be made to the HMI systems and historical trending systems
– How the alarm systems can be utilised better for energy management
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– What metering systems should be in place for the best results
– Define and document training and engaging the operational staff
– Define training, engaging the operational staff and review process
5.4 Framework detail
The following section offers a detailed explanation of how to apply the SEMF.
5.4.1 Phase 1 - Define the opportunities
Each plant will probably be at a different stage in the development of their energy management
programs. The opportunities that may be available must be defined to allow understanding and
analysis. Before opportunities are implemented, a current base measurement must be established
so that a comparison can be carried out once opportunities have been implemented.
5.4.1.1 Stakeholder meetings
Stakeholder meetings are the basis of information gathering and engagement. The process is
mentioned in the EEO handbook but detail is lacking. Stakeholder meetings are gatherings of
the plant employees and selected technical people that can include external resources. The main
thrust is for everyone involved to gain an understanding of what is to be achieved and how the
team will go about the work required to identify opportunities. These stakeholder meetings are
required to be minuted and the minutes published so that further employee engagement can be
achieved.
5.4.1.2 Identification tools
There have been several tools developed as part of this work to assist energy management teams
on brewing plants to identify opportunities and these can be used by the teams to define the
opportunities in a logical manner.
The tools that have been developed are:
• Process Flow Matrix (PFM), which guides the team into the different areas of the process
where opportunities have been identified in the past.
• Process Function Structured Questions (PFSQ), a set of structured questions that guides the
team understanding the status of their particular plant with regard to what opportunities
are available for.
• Knowledge Elicitation (KE), the details behind the PFSQ which allow the team to have a
full understanding of the opportunities.
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• The above documents are electronically hyper-linked to multiple Excel spreadsheets to enable
the teams to follow the flow of the problem
• Process data sheet for the gathering of additional data where required
Process Flow Matrix (PFM)
The PFM is based on the structures of the plant as seen in Figure 2.2 and is represented in Figure
5.4. There is a PFM sheet for each system listed below, the electrical system being depicted in
Figure 5.4. Each cell in the matrix where there are opportunities is represented by a number, e.g.
E-12 (E for Electrical). There is one sheet for each service or system listed below and can be added
to as the plant develops skills in diagnostics.
• Electrical systems
• Steam systems
• Refrigeration systems
• Water systems
• Air systems
• CO2 systems
• Other gases systems
• People systems
• Maintenance systems
The identification of opportunities has been discussed in several Sections of this work.
The PFM sheets were developed to be a systematic process that allows a thorough and rigorous
investigation to be carried out. The sheet is a three dimensional mapping of plant area by plant
function and energy and utility type. This work is the result of knowledge and experience in the
brewing industry over decades and Systems Engineering principles requiring tools and techniques
to be developed for specific tasks.
The PFM sheets have been developed to guide the energy management team to understand
what opportunities have been identified. In some cases the opportunities may have already been
identified. If the PFM is used correctly, the energy management team can develop a gap analysis
and a project plan to bridge the gaps based on the information in the tools available.
Experience has shown that an energy management program at a large site can take several
years to mature. Hence it is vital to get the maximum benefit as soon as possible. The best use of
the framework is to start with a benchmark of energy use and the systems that supply that energy
on a brewing plant, targeting the heavier loads. The information in Table 5.1 forms the basis of
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where to look for opportunities, where the usage is higher per unit of production compared to the
other lower use areas. This information is presented in "Energy Efficiency Improvements and Cost
Saving Opportunities for Breweries" [14] and is accepted as industry standard. For example in
Table 5.1 the thermal energy in the brewhouse and the electrical energy in the refrigeration system
are clearly starting points for the identification of opportunities.
Table 5.1: Estimated percentage energy use for various brewing processes. [14]
Thermal Energy Percentage use MJ
Brewhouse 30-60%
Packaging 20-30%
Space Heating <10%
Utilities 15-20%
Electrical Energy Percentage use MJ
Refrigeration 30-40%
Packaging 15-35%
Compressed Air 10%
Brewhouse 5-10%
Boiler House 5%
Lighting 6%
Other 10-30%
Process Function Structured Questions (PFSQ)
The PFM, as stated above in Section 5.4.1.2 and as seen in Figure 5.4, is set out in a structure that
allows the team to follow the processes and systems of the plant. This allows for easy identification
of the relevant sections of a very complex system. Each cell in the sheet where opportunities have
been identified has been given a number. This number, e.g. E-12, calls the PFSQ sheet for this
area. The PFSQ sheet can be seen in Figure 5.5. A PFSQ sheet has been developed for each cell
of each sheet in the PFM sheet.
During discovery meetings, the questions in the PFQS will direct the team to the Knowledge
Elicitation (KE) sheets where additional information and answers can be found, as illustrated in
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.6. The discovery meetings allow communication of complex issues on the
plant and contribute to information collection and sharing.
If new opportunities are identified that are not in the PFM and PFSQ, they can be subsequently
entered and the knowledge will be captured. These documents are live documents and can be
modified at times when new opportunities are found.
There are two main systems that have been identified where opportunities exist, the brewhouse
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thermal system and the refrigeration electrical system, as illustrated in Table 5.1. Additional
systems can be added as plant knowledge and skill-base improve over time. An example of the
fully linked system can be seen in Figure 5.7.
The experience has been gained from the operational running of breweries, as well as the
detailed design, commissioning and optimisation of major projects during this time. The detailed
questions behind the PFSQ sheets, as illustrated in Figure 5.5, have been developed using the
information documented in KE sheets for each section of the plant.
Knowledge Elicitation (KE)
A full understanding of the system dynamics and loads involved in the manufacturing process
is necessary to comprehensively identify opportunities. This understanding includes, but is not
limited to, the impact each operation has on the services on the plant. This information can be
gained over time by the technical staff on the plant, but as mentioned in Section 4.4.7, technical
staff can depart and take the acquired knowledge with them. Mathematical modelling can also
form an important part of information to understand the energy loading on the plant.
5.4.1.3 Gathering additional information and data
There is a requirement to gather information about the different processes and systems on the
plant to aid in the understanding of the production systems installed on the plant, as illustrated
in Figure 5.8. A process sheet should be completed for the processes that are complex or not
previously documented in plant systems. These sheets include the electrical, steam and water
usages and capacities of the equipment of the process cell as defined by the S88 process. This
information is useful when verifying the capacities of the systems supplying the energy to the
processes and will complement the plant documentation systems. In some cases this information
may not exist and this process sheet will be the only documentation of a process.
5.4.1.4 Document opportunities
Once the operational environment is understood, and the opportunities have been identified, there
should be enough information and data about the opportunities that have been investigated to
allow the development of a high level project plan. Once fully developed, this project plan should
then be added to the overall site project plan.
5.4.2 Phase 2 - Understand operational and systems issues
From Phase 1, the opportunities will have been identified. They then need to be understood in
relation to how they affect the operation of the plant and the operational teams.
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Figure 5.5: Process Function Structured Questions sheet for dependencies in refrigeration
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Figure 5.6: Example of the Knowledge Elicitation sheets for the refrigeration system
5.4.2.1 The scheduling of production runs & scheduling system
The scheduling of production runs on the plant can have a direct impact on the efficiency and
energy management outcome [3]. During the analysis of the opportunities, the team must be
aware of the sequence of production runs and what effect that they will have on the services and
systems on the plant. An example of this would be the synchronisation of the brewing vessels in
the brewhouse. In a dual brewhouse operation, if the same recipe is run on both streams at the
same time, the brew streams will be synchronised causing load on both boilers. This can cause
excessive gas use and could potentially cause the Maximum Hourly Quantity (MHQ) of gas to the
plant to be exceeded. This situation would cause much higher running costs for gas and is not
easily reversible. This situation can be seen in the historical charts in Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10 and
Figure 5.11.
Another significant operational issue is the Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) mix. In modern brew-
eries there are many different brew recipes and down-stream blending. This drives many different
products to be run in many parts of the brewery during the course of the production week. In some
cases, one recipe cannot follow the previous product without a Cleaning In Place (CIP) procedure.
This is to ensure that the flavour from one product does not contaminate the next. CIP uses
additional water, gas and electricity. If additional cleaning cycles are required then more energy
will be consumed.
The operating hours and workforce shift patterns can also have an impact on the efficiency
and energy management of the plant. If all of the packaging lines and the brewhouse were started
at the same time, the drain on the services would likely be higher than the systems could deliver.
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Electrical Representation of plant processes and systems
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Figure 5.7: Relationship between PFM, PFSQ and KE sheets for the identification of opportu-
nities (Note: The PFSQ examples have been included to illustrate the relationship with other
components. The details within each of the PFSQ sheets is not intended to be legible in this
Figure.)
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Figure 5.8: Example of a process sheet for the gathering of information and the identification of
issues
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This could cause excessive steam use as well as the electricity usage and could again cause a trigger
of the electrical maximum demand and the Monthly Demand Quantity (MDQ).
5.4.2.2 The dependencies of systems and processes
The effect that utilities have on processes and other utilities is covered in Chapter 2 and is an
important part of understanding what processes are affected by dependencies between utilities
and processes. This is typically in the form of how different processes and utilities react to ab-
normal operations or systems that may not have been optimised. During Phase 2 - understanding
operational and systems issues, the dependencies may play a larger role than expected.
5.4.2.3 Plant layout pipe-work and the position of the load
It is very important that any team involved in energy management investigations is familiar with
the equipment installed on the plant, how it is installed and how it operates under normal condi-
tions. This requires that the team review the drawings of the plant layout and the equipment that
will be investigated to understand where the load is situated, and what infrastructure is installed.
Once the team have an understanding of where processes are situated, they can use this infor-
mation in the analysis of other processes and systems. This would ideally mean that the people
analysing the opportunities would physically visit the equipment and compare the equipment with
the documented plant drawings.
The Process and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&ID) are the detailed drawings of the plant
processes. These drawings are usually supplied by the installer of the equipment or developed
in-house depending on the size of the process and the engineering capability of the engineering
team at the site. A review of the P& ID’s is required for a number of reasons.
• If the process cell has been modified, has the P& ID been updated?
• If equipment has been substituted, is it fit for purpose?
• If the automation and control has been changed, is this reflected in the drawing?
There are several major and minor systems on the plant. The team is mainly interested in the
utilities and services systems when identifying energy management opportunities. The team doing
the analysis must make themselves familiar with the plant systems. In a brewery, that is not a
daunting task. The systems of energy and utilities in a brewery can be seen in Section 2.2. Once
the team is established, they should walk the plant with an experienced plant engineer. There is
an opportunity to better understand the systems on a plant by drawing a block diagram of each
system. An example of this can be seen in Figure 2.2 for a process and Figure ?? for a utility such
as steam. This approach will also help in the identification of dependencies between processes and
utilities. The physical equipment and process cells as part of the systems could also be identified
at this time.
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5.4.2.4 The process control system
In many modern breweries, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) systems form the main part
of the process control systems. The systems that are installed in the plant are usually deployed
on Ethernet networks and have reasonable connectivity. This situation is not usually taken full
advantage of. The team that are analysing the opportunities on the plant must be conversant
with the plant’s process control system. The team also need access to an optimization tool to
allow them to analyse the performance of the system and its different control loops. At the Yatala
Brewery the PlantTriage tool is used1. An example of an industrial automation/process control
system and network can be seen in Figure 3.6.
5.4.2.5 Develop draft project plan
On the completion of Phase 2, with an understanding of operational and systems issues and the
opportunities identified from Phase 1, a draft project plan can now be developed. The draft project
plan will be further developed in the coming phases and implemented in Phase 5.
5.4.3 Phase 3 - Analysis and review
Once the opportunities have been identified, and the processes and operational issues have been
gathered and understood, an in-depth review must be carried out. This process is detailed below.
5.4.3.1 Analysis of data
Following Systems Engineering principles, the following steps and questions will clarify the oppor-
tunities.
1. Define the opportunity in terms that can be understood by the team
2. How does this opportunity relate to the stakeholders’ requirements ?
3. How does the system engineering team view the opportunity ?
4. What will this opportunity deliver if implemented ?
5.4.3.2 Review alternatives
1. What alternative options are there ?
2. Will the alternatives be sustainable ?
3. How will the alternative be broken down for analysis ?
4. How will the alternative affect the operational teams ?
1PlantTriage is a control loop optimization and monitoring tool developed by ExperTune, Lake County Research
Centre, Hartland, WI 53029-8305 U.S.A.
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5. Are the assumptions made in the definition phase true after the analysis is complete ?
6. Are there any unknowns and how will they affect the outcomes ?
5.4.3.3 P&ID’s
1. Are the P&ID’s correct and reflect what is installed in the plant ?
2. Are the systems and equipment in place capable of the changes ?
3. How difficult will the opportunity be to deliver ?
5.4.3.4 Dependencies
1. If alternatives have been identified, what dependencies are there with the alternatives, pro-
cesses and services ?
2. What are the dependencies in play with each opportunity ?
3. How will each opportunity be affected by the dependencies ?
5.4.3.5 Control
1. Will the opportunity (once delivered) be sustainable ?
2. What control will be required to deliver this opportunity ?
In a modern manufacturing plant that has a significant level of automation and process control,
the understanding of the complex systems on the plant becomes important to the identification
of opportunities [25]. In some cases the visualisation present on HMI screens, of the automation
is not fully integrated with the information systems. The complex systems on a modern plant
are very much dependent on other processes and systems on the plant [70]. Any analysis of the
opportunities must take into consideration the systems that are used by a process and what other
processes are using those systems, as illustrated in Figure ??.
5.4.3.6 Complete the project plan including return on investment opportunities
At this stage in the process, having completed Phases 1 to 3, the project plan can now be completed
and fully documented. The project plan will include a detailed costing of each project, the return
on investment calculations and assumptions will also be included. This plan will need sign-off and
authorisation from senior management and the energy management team.
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5.4.4 Phase 4 - Documentation and information systems
One of the major issues for large complex manufacturing plants today is the lack of documentation
[71]. This may relate to new equipment, or to the absence of updates to as-constructed drawings of
existing equipment that may have been modified. This is not the only documentation to be consid-
ered during the identification of opportunities for energy management. The following subsections
identify the different elements of the documentation required for any major plant changes.
5.4.4.1 Documentation, information systems and training
Any framework for sustainable energy management must include a process of documenting the
concepts of the systems and processes on the plant. This would include the concepts behind the
process control approach for each process that has been analysed. This documentation would also
include the information systems and the training of the operators. If the operating procedures
were documented and the information systems were integrated with the documentation systems,
training could be carried out in-situ. The documentation would also be available for reference by
the operators during plant operations. If the energy management concepts were included in the
training and the Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), then a sustainable outcome would occur
as the SOP is used for reference and also training, as detailed in Section 3.3.4.
On large complex plants, the management of documentation becomes a difficult task. Infor-
mation comes to the plant several different ways.
• When parts or equipment are purchased.
• When a project is installed and commissioned.
• If in-house skills are developed to document processes.
• From programs for improvement, ISO, CI and Quality programs.
• Operating procedures.
• Other sources such as personal information from individuals.
The documentation that is primarily relevant to the energy management programs is described
below.
5.4.4.2 Standard work
Standard work is the tool used as part of the continuous improvements program at Carlton &
United Breweries to improve efficiency and productivity. An example of this can be seen in Figure
5.8. These standard work sheets have been developed for all work that is required to be carried
out in a standard manner. This includes the preventative maintenance program and over-haul of
equipment work as well as change-over of equipment for a size change on packaging lines. The
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standard work sheet must be reviewed by the team doing the analysis. This would allow the energy
management changes to be included in the work.
5.4.4.3 Standard Operation Procedures (SOPs)
Standard operating procedures are the documents that are developed and audited for the operation
of the plant. These documents are a record of how a process will be carried out during normal
operation and are typically developed by the operating teams. This helps in the training of new
employees and allows for alignment between different shift teams. Following the SOP ensures that
tasks are carried out the same way every time and is particularly important for quality reasons.
These documents must be reviewed for any change on the plant and this would be true for any
change associated with energy management.
5.4.4.4 The process control system
The documentation for the process control system is normally technical in nature and lacks energy
management information. If the energy management systems and the process control systems
are to be fully integrated, then it must start with the documentation. The documentation of
the analysis of the system and the framework is a typical example of information that must be
captured and documented. The documentation for the process control system will need to be
edited to include the energy management implications.
5.4.4.5 Knowledge capture
In complex plants there is often an amount of knowledge that is not documented. This knowledge
is usually held in the heads of the operational and technical teams that operate and service the
plant.
On large complex manufacturing plants it is very difficult for the operators and technical people
to have a full understanding of the total operation of the plant. There are several systems that
have been developed to assist the operators and the technical operational people and in some cases
direct them as to which decisions to make based on a set of circumstances. Some examples of this
are the selection of tanks due for cleaning and where particular metering systems might be located
on the plant [52][13].
5.4.4.6 Review results and report
At this point the review has been completed and a report will need to be generated that documents
all the operational and process control changes that have been identified and validated.
5.4.5 Phase 5 - Control and system changes
Many modern complex manufacturing plants today typically have sophisticated process control
systems. These systems are not usually integrated with the energy management systems or utilised
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with regard to energy management systems. This section describes the different areas of the process
control systems that need to be considered.
5.4.5.1 Integration with control system
The processes that are part of a modern manufacturing plant are in many cases controlled by PLC
systems, in lesser numbers of cases a DCS system is used. The use of process control systems in
modern manufacturing systems is usually not fully leveraged to deliver a sustainable efficient and
effective energy management outcome. The framework takes this situation into account. Where
possible the energy management controls and alarms should be fully integrated in the process
controls of the plant.
5.4.5.2 Integration with operational methodology
The operational methodology in many manufacturing plants today is usually stand-alone and not
connected to the process control system that controls the plant. The HMI system and the historical
trending system is usually just that, a platform or application to allow the operators to see into
the process.
In many cases an operator on the plant has several screens in front of them to allow them to see
all the information they need to run the plant and make decisions about other issues that impact
on their day to day work. An example of this is where an operator on the packaging line would
require a corporate PC to see the packaging schedule and two process control PC’s for the display
of their immediate area and the connecting systems to and from their part of the operation.
A fully integrated information system would see the corporate, process control real time and
database systems all combined into a user interface that would allow the operator to get all the
information they require to perform their role. The operators in modern plants are required to
make decisions at the plant floor level. If the energy management and operational control systems
were correctly integrated, it allows the operators to make decisions in a timely and efficient manner.
Many modern plants have process control systems with some form of information system either
connected to the system as a local operator interface or as part of a wider system. For the plant to
leverage the best value from the automation and control information systems, they need to be able
to view the plant from a global prospective, i.e., the entire plant. The requirement of a database
system for collection of data on a site-wide basis is critical to the ability of the information systems
to display information about the entire plant, real time information or historical information.
5.4.5.3 HMI system
A HMI system is an integral part of the plant operating system and the operators and technical
staff rely on this technology to control the plant and feed back the status of the plant to them. This
is the normal approach and this has been implemented at the Carlton & United Breweries plants
in a global manner. The use of a single user interface across the entire plant is another benefit to
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the operational staff. The operator is presented with the same operating screens no matter what
department they are operating in. This approach will enable the integration of energy management
information into the operational screens and allow the operator to make informed decisions about
the most energy efficient way to run the plant. Even though the plant is predominately automatic
in operation, in most cases the operator is required to initiate the automatic operation. If the
operator is prompted not to start an operation as the system is identifying that energy management
may be compromised, then that operator can make an informed decision. For this reason the team
analysing energy opportunities must be aware of the HMI system and how it operates. The control
concept with regard to real time data and historical data must also be understood.
5.4.5.4 Historical trending systems
Historical trending systems are usually at the heart of any diagnostics carried out in a modern
plant today. Historical trending is an after-the-event window into the process and is a valuable
tool for any analysis of energy management improvement opportunities. One of the strengths of
the historical trending system, if correctly implemented, is that the historical trending can show
a before and after situation. Examples of this can be seen in Figure 5.9 and Figure 6.9. In the
case of the steam chart in Figure 5.9, to the untrained eye this chart may not mean much. From
Figure 5.9 it can be seen that the steam usage at times reached more that 17 tons of instantaneous
load. If we now look at the Figure 5.10 it can be seen that with deeper resolution, there are several
different loads contributing to the total load but the resolution is not fine enough to tell the whole
story. From close examination of the chart that is displayed in Figure 5.11 (not the same data set
as Figure 5.10) it is now clear that there are three steam loads that are combining to create the
total load for the brewhouse. The total steam load shown on the chart indicates a value more than
the sum of the three steam loads on the chart. This steam is being used in the CIP set which is not
metered, the main steam meter is showing the difference between the total load and the metered
loads. This load will cause the second boiler to fire up and deliver the steam required. It can
be clearly seen when the steam supply to each kettle in the brewhouse is overlapping, indicating
that the total steam use at this time is considerably higher than what could be achieved with only
one kettle operating at a time. If the second mash tun was being operated at the same time as
the kettles and the other mash tun, there would be excess steam load. In Figure 6.9, it can be
seen that the control output of the brine is at 100% for the full duration of the chill back of the
fermenter. This will cause excessive pumping of brine to the fermenter and thus more electricity
will be used than would be required during a controlled output of the valve. The chart in Figure
5.12 shows what occurs after changes have been made to the control system on this process cell.
The historical trending system on a modern manufacturing plant is a very valuable tool for the
diagnostic analysis of utilities usages.
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Figure 5.9: Historical chart of the steam usage in the brewhouse over one week
5.4.5.5 Alarm systems
The topic of alarm systems has been discussed for many years and it is not the intention in this
work to go into the detail or even add to the debate. The point to be raised on this topic is
that energy management alarms in a brewery are usually directed to the engine room where the
service is supplied from, not the operational area where the service is used. If the team carrying
out the analysis review the alarm systems, they will find that there may be alarms that are being
generated that are not being displayed in the operational areas. If the operators are aware of
energy management alarms they can make decisions based on that information.
5.4.5.6 Metering
The metering systems in breweries have been increased from the situation of the pre 1970’s where
energy was cheap and no one was worried about how much energy was being used. The metering
systems are also some what like the alarm systems in that the readings are usually displayed in
areas that are not using the energy. If the team had real-time Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
[31] displayed on the HMI then they can make a decision based on factual numbers. The energy
management programs in many breweries have installed metering to department level in some
cases. This information could make a real difference if it was displayed in the work area and on
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Figure 5.10: Historical chart of the steam usage in the brewhouse over one day
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Figure 5.12: A chart of the fermenter chill-back at the time of review
operator screens. Coupled with an incentive plan for team performance such as a productivity
bonus, it would become a powerful tool for sustainable energy management.
5.4.5.7 Define training, engage the operational staff and review process
Once the changes have been communicated and controlled by change management procedures, the
training for these changes will be required. In some cases it may just mean a change to a task in
an existing system, while in other instances, major changes will be required. All changes will need
to be communicated to the operational teams. At this point, the changes will have been carried
out, documented and training completed. The energy management team now need to set out a
plan for the next review period. At this time the team will review the results from the changes
as well as any new opportunities that have been identified by the team during the period. The
duration of this period will be determined by the energy management team.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the SEMF is fully developed and explained to a level of detail that can only
help in a full understanding of the work that has been developed and why this work has been
undertaken. The SEMF offers a phased, logical and detailed approach to identify, understand,
analyse, document and integrate energy management solutions on a large complex manufacturing
plant. This is achieved using Systems Engineering concepts and principles.
The aim of this chapter is to give a full understanding of the development of the SEMF and
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how and where to apply this tool. The phased approach guides the participants through a process
that will lead to a sustainable outcome in energy management. This process will also allow for new
found opportunities to be added as the team learn more about their plant. This framework can
also be adapted to other manufacturing environments with similar infrastructure. The framework
would allow plant personnel at a site to replace the brewing KE sheets information that is not
relevant to their facility with the information that is relevant. Having tailored the system to their
knowledge base, they could then follow the guidelines laid out and deliver an energy management
system for their site.
Having introduced the information in this chapter, a complete understanding of the working
of a sustainable energy management program is now evident. This chapter has delivered a full
explanation of the processes and steps to implementing a sustainable energy management program
in a modern brewery, and how this can be modified to any similar industry.
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Chapter 6
Use Case
In the previous chapter, the design of the SEMF is detailed and several concepts are explored with
regard to how the SEMF can deliver a sustainable energy management outcome.
This chapter presents the context of the energy management programs at Yatala Brewery and
then discusses the use case. As the use case relates to the refrigeration system, a brief description
of the refrigeration system is given.
The use case that has been chosen includes the chilled water and brine refrigeration systems.
This use case was chosen for three reasons. The refrigeration system is the main contributor to
the electricity costs, however there are dependencies between the sub-systems. These systems
also form part of the process that relies heavily on the scheduling of load on the plant and the
operational teams’ adherence to standard work as described in Section. 5.4.4.2.
6.1 Energy management at Yatala Brewery
The Yatala Brewery
The Yatala Brewery started life in September 1987 when a Queensland publican named Bernard
Power assembled a team to build an new independent brewery. The then new brewery at Yatala in
Queensland was the first large brewery to be built on a green-field site in Australia in one hundred
years. The conventional design approach prior to this brewery being built was to have excess
capacity to allow production ramp-up during the peak season. This approach meant that the
services, where the majority of the electrical energy is used and steam is produced, were over-sized
to allow for the peak production periods of Christmas and Easter.
In the 1980’s to 1990’s a number of large brewing companies started to consolidate and acquire
many of the smaller breweries in Australia. By the end of the 1980’s there were four large brewing
companies, Carlton & United Breweries, Castlemaine and Tooheys Swan, Coopers, and Power
Brewing Company. In 1999, Castlemaine and Tooheys Swan was purchased by Lion Nathan, and
in 1992 Power Brewing Company was in a joint venture with Carlton & United Breweries (CUB).
CUB took control of Power Brewing in 1993.
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When the Yatala brewery was created, the services were designed to closely align with the
the energy requirements of the plant, attempting to run the brewery as a base load brewery. This
means that the brewery would run at a consistent rate over the period of a year, thus fully utilising
the efficiency of the utilities and services. The sizing of equipment was very close to the required
size. This allowed for efficient operation and also reduced the capital cost of the project to build
the brewery.
In 2003, the site developed an Energy Management System (EMS) based on the G2® super-
visory system to monitor the utility usage [23]. The Yatala Brewery remains a world leader in the
brewing industry with the use of energy and water [69] [72], however these results were achieved
deploying standard engineering principles and techniques.
Between 2003 and 2005, the Yatala brewery embarked on a major project to double the capacity
of the brewery from 2.6 Mhl to 5.4 Mhl.
The energy management initiatives were, up until 2008, driven by the engineering team with
minor input from the operational teams. At the time of the commissioning of the plant at the
end of the major upgrade project, the process control systems had not been optimised for the
new operating environment. The engineering team started this work once the commissioning was
completed.
As the post commissioning work progressed, there was a focus on Systems Engineering pro-
cesses and techniques. The SEMF and the approach presented in this thesis were developed in
consideration of both technical and operational teams. Systems Engineering tools and techniques
were developed in conjunction with the teams and applied to the SEMF processes.
6.1.1 Prioritising the application of SEMF
The KPI’s for the energy reporting of the Yatala Brewery are focused on the energy fuels and
systems that contribute to greenhouse emissions. In the case of the Yatala Brewery, the two main
focus areas are the steam systems, the use of natural gas, and the electricity systems. The National
Greenhouse Accounts (NGA) Factors for electricity in Queensland are higher than the natural gas
factors. This means that a greater reduction in greenhouse gases can be achieved by reducing the
use of electricity as a first priority.
From Table 5.1 it can be seen that the largest electrical consumption occurs in the refrigeration
systems and this is where the greatest opportunity will be on a plant that has not been optimised.
SEMF was applied after a major upgrade, where the refrigeration system’s capacity had been
doubled to cope with the operating capacity of the plant.
6.1.2 Base load refrigeration
There is a base load requirement on the refrigeration system. This is the refrigeration load that is
required to keep the brine and chilled water pumping around the system. This requires that the
compressors do enough work to keep the brine and chilled water at the required temperature and
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ready for use as the processes require. Typically there is at least some refrigeration load presented
to the refrigeration system, for example forced draft chillers and fermenters on hold or chill-back.
The refrigeration system must be able to deliver the load required when it is needed. This is
difficult with changing loads.
The concept of base load can also be applied to the entire plant. The entire plant can be
regarded as a system of systems, and as such has several systems and subsystems. This system,
the plant, is very complex and not easy to analyse.
As stated in Section 6.1, the SEMF was developed to deliver a more systematic process to
sustainable energy management. This use case will demonstrate how the SEMF has been im-
plemented to systematically consider energy management around dependent processes within the
broad refrigeration system.
6.2 The application of the SEMF at the Yatala Brewery
With the support of the operational teams and the national technical services team, the SEMF
was applied to the energy management program. The process is described and documented below.
6.2.1 Phase 1 - Define: The identification of opportunities
The first phase of the process is the identification of opportunities. This process also allow the
operational teams to gain ownership of the energy efficiency initiatives, an important step in
delivering a sustainable outcome.
6.2.1.1 Step 1 - Stakeholder meetings
The EEO program details an approach to identifying opportunities for energy efficiency improve-
ments on the plant [6]. This process is described and documented in the EEO handbook. The
energy management team requires a diverse knowledge and skill-set. The membership should be
made up from as many department members as possible, allowing for members to be absent with
no loss of continuity.
To be able to identify energy management opportunities, a detailed understanding of the pro-
cesses of the plant is required. Knowledge Elicitation (KE) allows the combined knowledge from
the plant work-force to be used as a basis of opportunities and then augmented during site meet-
ings. This process over time builds a list of opportunities and questions that can be used to develop
a project plan.
During the course of the Yatala Brewery energy management program from 2008 to 2011,
there were several site meetings held. These meetings were divided into the production functional
groups of packaging, brewing and services. The information that was generated at the meetings
was documented and then entered into spreadsheets to enable better reporting and data capture of
ongoing status. The team members who were to be involved in the identification of opportunities
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were identified, based on their knowledge, and a sponsor was appointed. This group formed the
energy management team.
6.2.1.2 Step 2 - Identification tools
The following specialist tools were developed to assist in the identification of opportunities.
• Process flow matrix. The PFM, as seen in Figure 5.4, was displayed on the projector
screen in the meeting room. This details the known opportunities and prompts the team to
volunteer other known issues from either the operation of the plant or the supply of services.
• Process function structured questions. As a PFM cell is selected, a hyper-link goes to
the PFSQ sheet (as seen in Figure 5.5). On this sheet, all known questions are in hexagonal
shaped objects on the screen. When new questions were identified, they were added. All new
suggestions were required to be verified and validated at subsequent discovery meetings and
off line by the technical staff. These questions have a hyper-link to a Knowledge Elicitation
sheet.
• Knowledge Elicitation. The detail of known opportunities is contained in the KE spread-
sheets. Any new ideas can be added, and can be formally evaluated at a later time. These
issues are transferred to the spread sheet of meeting Minutes, as is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
With the aid of the PFM, PFSQ, and the KE sheets, a comprehensive list of questions was put
to the energy management meeting. On many occasions during the expansion of the questions, the
operational and technical teams found additional information or issues to add to the opportunities.
These questions as seen in Figure 5.5, were specifically targeted at different areas, systems
and processes. The main aim of the question sheet was to ensure that the operational teams
have adopted or are aware of the measures and controls that have been proven to improve energy
management sustainability. From these meetings, action plans were constructed and put in place.
The detailed analysis of the data relating to the opportunities must be analysed by a technically
competent person or persons with the plant and process knowledge. Figure 5.7 shows the entire
process.
The following four issues were identified as high priority and involving the refrigeration system:
1. The slow chill-back of fermenters
2. The chilled water tanks in the brewhouse were emptying during fridge-out1 of brews
3. Beer transfers were being stopped or slowed down to meet temperature set-point
4. The electricity maximum demand triggered during peak operation
1The term Fridge-out is used to describe the cooling process of the wort once it has completed the stand time in
the whirlpool during the brewing process and is described in Chapter 2.
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Figure 6.1: Example of Minutes from the opportunity meetings
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A full explanation of these issues will follow in the following sections. The use case will focus on
the refrigeration systems as the issues identified by the brewing department are all related to the
refrigeration system. In the course of the many meetings that were held at the Yatala Brewery,
there were several hundred opportunities and issues identified. As a result of this work, there is
an ongoing program being carried out to review and analyse this data.
6.2.1.3 Step 3 - Gathering additional information and data
Before the opportunities or issues could be fully documented, the team elected to gather additional
data. Some members of the team did not fully understand the process and utilities interaction.
The process data sheet, illustrated in Figure 6.2, was completed by the energy management team
from the brewing department. This sheet captured the fundamental data on the issues that were
previously identified.
Once the additional data was gathered, the four opportunities were evaluated and prioritised.
This does require some technical skill. In the case of the Yatala operations energy management
team, it was mainly the brewers and the engineering department that carried out this work.
Part of this process is to evaluate the Return On Investment (ROI) potential, the complexity
of the solution and the ease of implementation of the solution. The project plan would include
the less complex projects that had a high ROI. The other main consideration is complexity as this
has a bearing on the sustainability of the results, as illustrated in Table 6.1. If the opportunity or
issue was part of a very complex process, the re mediation for the opportunity or issue could be
regarded as difficult to sustain. As maximum demand issues can be affected by several sources on
the entire plant, few solutions could be viewed as sustainable.
Table 6.1: Priority of opportunities
Opportunities ROI Complexity Sustainability Priority
1 Fermenter chill-backs high med high high
2 Chilled water in brewing high high high high
3 Transfer stopped high low high high
4 Maximum demand control high high low medium
6.2.1.4 Step 4 - Document opportunities
Opportunities were documented to a level that allowed the team to understand them. This was
done by way of an interview process carried out by the analysing team with the people involved
and meeting notes being kept.
The engineering team facilitated the meetings, however some of the issues raised were not
known to the engineers until they were raised by the operational teams. This was mainly the
slow fermentation chill-backs and the transfers being slowed down to achieve set-point transfer
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Figure 6.2: Process data sheet for the fermenters and other process issues
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temperature. The emptying of the chilled water tanks was a well known problem and the electricity
maximum demand was also well known due to down-time concerns, cost over-runs and plant
availability issues that had been encountered in the past. The latter opportunities were identified
by the team during the identification tools phase using PFM, PFSQ and KE tools. Until the
meetings the engineering team did not connect the chilled water issues with any other operational
issues or the maximum demand issues, this connection was an outcome of the application of the
tools such as PMF.
6.2.2 Phase 2 - Understanding the operational teams issues
The opportunities or issues identified in Section 6.2.1.2 with the help of the operational and
technical teams were then examined. A full understanding of the interaction with the other
processes and services usages was required.
6.2.2.1 Step 1 - Understanding the issues from an operational view point
The following opportunities were identified by the teams and were then expanded in their detail
to allow the dependencies to be investigated.
1. Opportunity 1 - Slow chill-back of fermenters. The high priority opportunity identified during
the discovery meetings was the time taken to chill-back the fermenters after the fermentation
process, as described in Section 2.1.4. During the fermentation process, the fermenting wort
is controlled at a set-point, usually 18°C, to reduce the chance of off flavours [9]. This is done
by the brine control valve flooding the brine jackets with brine until the set-point is achieved.
Once the fermenter has completed fermentation, the fermenter is selected for chill-back. This
process requires the set-point to be changed to 5°C and the brine valve opens to allow brine
to flow through the jacketed vessel to achieve the set-point. The chill-back time should be
around twenty four hours but this may be dependent on recipe. The issue reported during
the meetings was that this process was taking forty eight hours in some cases and this was
occurring on a regular basis.
This was causing the transfers schedule to be delayed on several occasions during the pro-
duction week. The transfer of beer from fermentation to filtration and storage area is a batch
process. The beer is transferred from fermentation to storage, and then after a time trans-
ferred through filtration to bright beer, as described in Section 2.1.6. This issue was seen as
an opportunity, and if resolved, the transfers to filtration would not disrupt the production
processes. The brewing from brewhouse to filtration is batch in nature. If any of the down
stream processes are slowed down or stopped, then the up stream processes can not continue.
If transfers were slowing or stopping, eventually the brewhouse would not be able to process
brews due to slow transfers.
2. Opportunity 2 - The chilled water supply in the brewhouse. Another high priority issue
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identified at the meetings was the loss of chilled water in the brewhouse. The chilled water
is used to cool the wort after boiling in the brewhouse before the yeast can be added, as
described in Section 2.1.3. On several occasions during a production week, the chilled water
tank was emptied during the fridge-out process. This would cause brewing to stop until
chilled water could be delivered from the engine room chilled water system. The chilled
water system in the engine room is the single largest refrigeration load in the brewery and
therefore the single largest electricity load in the brewery.
This issue was seen as an opportunity as the processes down stream were directly affected,
mainly causing interruption to multiple systems when brewing stopped.
3. Opportunity 3 - Transfers product temperature control. As described in Section 2.1.5, the
beer, once fermented, is transferred from fermentation to storage. During this transfer there
are several processes that occur to remove by-products such as spent yeast, and to set the
product to the correct temperature before the beer is put into vessels in the storage area.
There are recipe requirements such as temperature settings that must be maintained for a
quality outcome. The set-point for the transfer in this area is usually -1.5°C and this is
achieved by one brine heat exchanger before the yeast removal process, and one brine heat
exchanger after the yeast removal process, delivering the beer to storage at -1.5°C. From the
feedback of the teams in that area, this set-point was not achievable on several occasions
during a production week. The temperature is a critical control point and for the teams to
attain their quality measures, they need to slow down the transfer, allowing the temperature
to be reached. This is not always achievable and at times the transfers were stopped. This
issue is similar to the two opportunities above as it has an effect on the production schedule.
4. Opportunity 4 - Electricity maximum demand control. The meetings that were held as
mentioned in the Section 6.2.1.1 were attended by every department. The engineering and
accounting teams raised the issue of electricity maximum demand. This had been above the
limit on a number of occasions during the past year and this was seen as an opportunity for
improvement. This issue is a site-wide issue. The electricity usage for refrigeration services
are the larger electricity users on site. This would indicate that the refrigeration system is
the load that may have caused this situation. As the main opportunities were in the area of
production affected by refrigeration performance, the maximum demand issue was seen as
being coupled to the process issues.
6.2.2.2 Step 2 - The scheduling of production runs & scheduling systems
Once the opportunities were examined in some detail, the scheduling team was approached to
contribute to the process of understanding the issues further. The brewing process is a batch
process and if the scheduling team are aware of any issues that may affect the operation of the
plant, they can alter the schedule within some boundaries. Each one of the opportunities identified
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had scheduling implications, and during a number of meetings, the scheduling team contributed
to a more detailed understanding of the issues.
6.2.2.3 Step 3 - Dependencies between processes and systems
Once the opportunities were identified and documented to a level that allowed the team to un-
derstanding them, the dependencies between processes and services were discussed. This process
is usually carried out with the technical and operating teams, reviewing what other processes are
running during the period:
• A full investigation of all the refrigeration loads, both brine and chilled water, reveals that
the refrigeration system is operating at capacity on Monday and Tuesday each week.
• The large number of fermenters put on chill-back on these days is causing a problem.
• The chilled water use in the brewhouse is not directly related to this but does have an
effect due to the common NH3 compressor discharge, which places additional load on the
compressors. The construction of the refrigeration system is a split suction system, however
the discharge of the compressors is common as the hot gas is piped to all condensers, as
illustrated in Figure 6.3. During times of high load on the brine or chilled water system, the
two systems can adversely affect each other’s operation.
• The fermenter chill-back control was causing high flows of return brine to the engine room
refrigeration system at low temperatures, impacting on the efficiencies of the brine chillers.
This was mainly due to the fact that the control valves on the fermenters were 100% open
for the entire chill-back, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. This control allowed more brine than
was required to flow through the jackets and back to the engine room. The flow rate and
volume of the brine was higher than was required for efficient heat transfer in the jacket. This
situation caused additional pumps to be called up for duty than necessary and presented cold
brine to the chillers in the engine room, resulting in reduced refrigeration system Coefficient
Of Performance (C.O.P.) [3] [22].
• During this time in the production cycle, the chill-back of several fermenters was under
way. The transfers operation was processing beer at 700 hl/hr and was not achieving its
temperature set-point. This was due to the temperature of the actual brine supply being
above the required set-point of the beer, caused by reduced operation of the brine system
and the interaction of the fermenter chill-backs and the transfers operation.
• Also during this time in the production cycle, the brewhouse was operating with the brew
streams in phase. This caused the two brews to be chilled at the same time, as described in
Section 2.1.3. From the data sheet on the vessel and the P&ID, the size of the vessel would
only be able to fridge-out one brew at a time. The make-up rate of the chilled water from
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Common
Discharge
Figure 6.3: Diagrammatic representation of the control loops in the Yatala brine and chilled water
NH3 plant
[3]
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Figure 6.4: Chart of the fermenter chill-back at the time prior to review
the engine room would mean that the tank would be empty before the two brews could be
chilled.
The above issues were identified in the Knowledge Elicitation on refrigeration. This tool was
able to facilitate operational teams to understand the energy requirements of the plant and services.
At this stage, the team reviewed what processes were running when the refrigeration problem was
evident. After the review meeting with the operational teams, the energy management team again
reviewed the charts and historical systems, as well as the supervisory system, for information about
what processes were active during this period.
The Utilities Consumption Model (UCM) in the supervisory system G2® showed that there
were several active refrigeration loads at the time, as illustrated in Figure 6.5. This chart is an
example of the brine loads at a point in time. The historical charts and G2® reports identify what
has happened from a physical point of view. Plant knowledge and an understanding of the capacity
of the individual units at work in the process is required to comprehend the refrigeration problem.
The chart in Figure 6.5 shows that the transfer line was running as well as the pre-filter line, along
with the fermenters on chill-back. The capacity of the refrigeration system was exceeded.
6.2.2.4 Step 4 - Plant layout pipe-work and position of the load
Next the team focused on the P&ID’s and the plant layout to understand more about the equipment
involved and where the processes were carried out.
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Figure 6.5: Chart of the active loads in the brine systems
The data sheet (refer to Figure 5.8) was now completed for the chill-back process and the
refrigeration system. This data sheet was the basis for discussion with the brewing operational
teams. It was important at this stage of the review to narrow the scope of the review. To this end
the size of the review meeting was kept to a minimum. The main members required were at least
one operational team member and the technical experts required for the refrigeration system. It
was found that if there were too many non-technical people involved, they lost interest as they did
not understand the technical discussion.
At a review meeting with the brewing operational teams, the data sheet was explained and
the problem expanded to highlight the issue in the NH3 refrigeration system. The discussion with
the teams revealed that this issue was mainly evident on Mondays and Tuesdays. A key question
was, why were there so many fermenters on chill-back on Monday and Tuesday, given brewing is
a batch process?
The operational team identified that when the fermenter issues were occurring, the transfer
usually needed to be slowed to reach temperature set-point. From the meeting discussions, it
became clear the operational teams did not understand what loads were being applied to the
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refrigeration system at any particular time.
6.2.2.5 Step 5 - Review of process control system and HMI for processes
The fermenters are selected for chill-back by the operators and are not on an automation selection
cycle. This led the team to review the HMI system.
If the brewing week finished on a Friday, the fermenters that were ready for chill-back during the
weekend were not put on chill-back until Monday. These fermenters were put on hold all weekend,
adding to the weekend base refrigeration load. The modelling for the refrigeration system was
based on no more that ten fermenters being on chill-back at any one time. The HMI system
review found that the operators in the services area were not able to see how much load was
being presented to the refrigeration system. The HMI required more pertinent information to be
displayed.
Even though the refrigeration system is automatic, there were times that the system does not
control the load correctly. The NH3 compressor control had not been tuned and the compressors
were starting and stopping on a regular basis. This would require a change to the process control
philosophy. The original design was for three compressors to run and one to be on standby. This
design was based on the modelling results that identified the correct number of compressors for
the plant load was three. The static frequency converters on the NH3 compressor main drives were
hunting. This was due to too many compressors being selected to run, causing the compressor
control to attempt to balance the load across all compressors loaded at the time. As there were
too many compressors on line, there was not enough load to keep them all running, this caused a
number of the compressors to hunt and in some cases drop off the line.
6.2.2.6 Step 6 - Formulate initial draft project plan
The information gathered clearly showed that there were several issues that required attention.
• The slow chill-backs were caused by too many fermenters being placed on chill-back at the
same time. This was caused mainly early in the week due to operating procedures and no
labour on the weekend being available to put the fermenters on chill-back.
• The brewhouse fridge-outs were also caused by operational procedures. The additional load
being placed on the refrigeration system also impacted on the total refrigeration load.
• The transfer system was also affected by the fermenter and brewhouse load. This was causing
operational teams to shut down parts of the plant due to high brine temperatures, and causing
delays in product processing.
• The brine operating temperature had been changed from -6 °C to -4.5 °C by the operational
teams without a review of the equipment using the system.
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Draft project plan
The draft project plan consists of operational issues and process control issues.
Operational issues:
1. Operational procedures for fermentation to be reviewed
2. The procedures for putting fermenters on chill-back to be reviewed
3. Engine room operators to be trained to test the fermenters and put them on chill-back, this
will allow the refrigeration load to be spread across the entire week rather than concentrated
on Monday and Tuesday.
4. Documentation to be developed to assist the operators to override the control in time of
emergency
5. The brewers to re-enforce brewhouse procedures to follow the brewing schedule
6. The engineering team to review the operating temperature of the brine system
Process control issues:
1. The compressor control to be modified to interlock the fourth compressor from starting and
to fine tune the control loops
2. Additional information to be included on HMI screens
3. To improve the heat exchangers in transfers, additional plates and pipe work changes to be
required
4. Control changes to transfers with additional alarming to be installed
5. Brine control valves PID changes to be implemented to reduce the flow of brine through the
jackets
6. The PlantTriage optimisation tool to be used to improve the performance of the fermenter
brine valves
6.2.3 Phase 3 - Analysis: Analysis and review
6.2.3.1 Step 1 - Analyse the data
Once the priority of the opportunities was established and a draft project plan conceived, the
technical evaluation commenced.
Brine system flows and temperature at the engine room were reviewed so that a systems view
could be established. Figure 6.6 shows the flow of brine back to the engine room. Figure 6.7 shows
that the load on the refrigeration system is increasing over the time of the chart. During this
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Figure 6.6: Chart of the brine systems return flow to the refrigeration system over a 24 hour period
period it can be seen that the head pressure control is keeping the head pressure at set-point by
modulating all the condenser fans to achieve set-point [3].
As can be seen from the brine flow return chart in Figure 6.6, there is a significant increase
in brine flow during this time. To confirm what load was present on the system at the time it is
necessary to also look at the active fermenters using the supervisory system. The G2® system
allows the identification of the cycles being run at any point in time on the loads that are involved
with any service. The information of interest is the number of active fermenters on chill-back or
temperature hold at this time, as illustrated in Figure 6.8. If the report is examined there are some
14 fermenters on chill-back and holding temperature at this time. This many fermenters requiring
brine will place a significant load on the refrigeration system.
Actual brine refrigeration supply to the fermenter area can be calculated from the standard
heat transfer rate equation:
Q˙ = m˙c∆T (6.1)
where
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Figure 6.8: Supervisory screen shot of the active fermenters
• m˙[kg/s] is mass flow
• c [kJ/(kg ·K)] is specific heat capacity
• ∆T [K] is differential temperature
• Q˙ [kJ/s] or [kW ] is heat transfer rate or refrigeration supply.
The specific heat capacity, c, of brine was calculated based upon the typical volume-volume
mixture of ethanol and water (the two major components of the brine).
From this information the significant load can be calculated and compared to the theoretical
design specification of the refrigeration system. If the values from Figure 6.6 are used in the
equation:
• m˙[kg/s] is mass flow @ 8,000 hl/hr or 222.22 l/s which is 216.22 kg/s (0.973 x 222.22)
• c [kJ/(kg ·K)] is specific heat capacity for ethanol is 4.287 kJ/kg/K @ -5 °C
• ∆T [K] is differential temperature of 5 Degrees K
Q˙ = ((216.22kg/s × 4.287kJ/kgK) × 5K)
Q˙ = 4, 634kw
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The theoretical design specification for the brine system is three chillers each of 1,351 kW
capacity with a total kW rated at 4,053 kW. This equates to a maximum flow rate of return brine
of 6,526 hl/hr. The brine return flow was in excess of this value for most of the 24 hour period,
as illustrated in Figure 6.6. The refrigeration system was modelled during the review phase of
SEMF and the theoretical design was based on 6,600 hl/hr of brine return flow, this is illustrated
in Figure A.2. If the flow rate exceeds design capacity, the set point fails to be reached. This
causes the brine valves on the plant to open and call for more brine, this can be serious if not
brought back into control. The plant brine system has a lag between supply flow and return flow,
this is due to the jacketed vessels for fermentation and storage, this lag can be as much as 20 to
30 minutes.
6.2.3.2 Step 2 - Review alternatives
The team examined what alternatives there were to the opportunities that had been identified. This
process did not yield any significant opportunities that did not require large capital injection. The
team took the view that this process was not in need of re-engineering. Some of the opportunities
discussed were:
• The use of overtime to have staff on site at weekends to spread out the fermeneters being
put on brine
• Making changes to the schedule to allow the brews to be chilled back during the week avoiding
additional resources being required
• Employing one person per shift extra to allow for the schedule to continue as is.
6.2.3.3 Step 3 - Review P&ID and visit equipment
The next step in the process was to review the P&ID’s and inspect the equipment to see if the
drawings were up to date and that the same equipment was installed as the original design had
called for. The maintenance records were reviewed as this could have identified any equipment
changes that might have taken place. If the equipment change was like for like, then there was no
issue.
The P&ID showed that each jacketed fermenter would consume between 100 and 200 tonnes
of refrigeration per hour during the chill-back process if the control valve was fully open. This
information was found on the drawings from the manufacturer along with the valve sizing and
control philosophy for the fermenter documentation.
The total load of refrigeration is calculated from the number of fermenters on chill-back, mul-
tiplied by the average of 150 tonnes of refrigeration. The load being presented to the refrigeration
system by the fermentation area was 14 x 150 tonnes of refrigeration. This unit of measure can
be converted to kW. To convert tonnes of refrigeration to kW, multiply the tonnes by 3.51. The
2,100 TR based on 14 fermenters at 150 tonnes each, converts to approximately 7,371 kW. This
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represented an additional 2,106 kW of consumption of electricity based on the rule that there
should be no more than 10 fermenters on chill-back at any one time. Over the period of the year
this can be significant.
6.2.3.4 Step 4 - Review dependencies
The dependencies had been identified in previous work by the engineering and operational teams.
Now it was time to review these dependencies as the additional data had been gathered. To review
the four opportunities for dependencies, a group of technical people from the site engineering team
and brewers examined the services involved in the opportunities and the historical trends involved.
Block diagrams and flow diagrams were used similar to the Figures in Chapter 3, to see what
interaction there might have been with other processes, and to examine common aspects such
as refrigeration, brine temperature, environmental issues and processes operating at the same
time. The list was built during the review and was specific to the opportunities that have been
identified. The list developed for refrigeration and fermentation is illustrated in Table 6.2. The
issues that were identified in Table 6.2 were reviewed by the team and each issue was examined
as to its interaction with the opportunities identified to ensure that the issues were considered in
the individual projects and plans. The two columns to the right of Table 6.2 relate to how the
interdependency was identified.
• Direct interaction would suggest that a service and a process are directly related. An example
would be the combined discharge pipe work of the compressors and the condensers, any load
on either the brine system or the chilled water system has a direct affect on the head pressure
of the condensers
• Indirect interaction would suggest that the service and the process are not directly interacting
but may have an effect. An example of this would be two brews being fridged-out at the same
time may affect the head pressure on the condensers as this process would put additional
load on the condensers
• The relationship column indicates what type of interaction is taking place. This could be a
design problem, an operational problem, a systems issue or a process issue.
Another tool used during the dependencies review was the G2® UCM system as illustrated in
Figure 6.8. In many cases the review will highlight issues that can be addressed by operational
change. The use of the process control systems to interlock or disable parts of the plant during
certain processes should be avoided unless there is no other way to achieve the required outcome.
6.2.3.5 Step 5 - Review the process control systems
Once the dependencies were understood, much of the required information was available to allow
a review of the process control systems.
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Table 6.2: Dependencies list for refrigeration
Issue Direct/indirect Relationship
Combined NH3 discharge system to condensers direct system
Separated chilled water and brine systems indirect system
Base load refrigeration direct design
Effect fermentation has on the refrigeration system direct system
The load of fermenters during chill back direct process
The fementer rolling effect to aid thermal transfer direct process
The effect the fridge-out has on the refrigeration system direct design
The in-sequence operation of the brewhouse direct process
Modelling of the plant load direct design
Flattening the load to the refrigeration system direct process
Fermentation systems and fridge-out and refrigeration users direct system
Compressors on line to match load and maximum demand direct system
Too many fermenters on chill back indirect operational
Two brews on fridge-out at the same time indirect operational
Common head pressure and hot summers indirect system
Control of the refrigeration load to the system indirect design
The transfer of brews from fermentation to storage indirect process
Taking fermenters before chill back set-point indirect operational
Stabilisation of the product direct process
Unscheduled load on refrigeration system direct operational
Old method of design direct design
Bulk Beer Pasteuriser operation indirect operational
Filtration trimming to achieve set-point indirect design
The design of the utilities system direct design
Over sizing of equipment indirect design
Scheduling and planning issues indirect operational
System design direct design
The combination of loads at times of incorrect operation indirect operational
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The process control system for the fermenter is a PLC controlled PI loop. It can be seen from
the chart in Figure 6.9 that this loop was not efficient and as the brine valve was fully open for
the duration of the chill-back, exess brine flow resulted. This is also evident from the review of the
refrigeration control system, as illustrated in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.6 illustrates that the plant return
brine is not stable, mainly due to the brine valves and devices on the plant not being efficiently
tuned to allow a stable load profile. The erratic nature of the load being presented to the brine
system in the engine room by way of the return brine, has an adverse effect on the head pressure
control of the system. The existing control system is a standard PI loop which allows for the call
up of additional NH3 compressors as the suction pressure rises. As there were no interlocks to
inhibit the standby compressor from starting, this would have a direct impact on the electricity
maximum demand and the KPI’s for kWh/hl. The NH3 suction pressure will rise as the load
increases. This situation will cause additional compressors to be started and attempt to take up
the load.
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Figure 6.9: Chart of the fermenter chill-back at the time prior to review
6.2.3.6 Step 6 - Complete the project plan
With the analysis completed, the project plan had a final review which confirms that there was a
common understanding of what was required to be done. The project plan from the opportunities
identified was accepted by senior management and was incorporated within a larger plant project
plan, some projects being placed in coming years for implementation.
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6.2.4 Phase 4 - Document: Documentation, information systems and training
Documentation systems formed a valuable and important part of this whole process, below are the
main issues considered.
6.2.4.1 Step 1 - Final review of all information
The information that was gathered was formally documented. This was done with a word processor
and spread sheets as the file needed to be distributed to all that were involved. Yatala has
implemented an instance of the free software, Wiki2, to document this information. This allows
documentation to be available to all users on the plant. This documentation was required to report
to the government. The documentation included photographs, calculations and meeting Minutes
from the discovery process and assumptions and actions that were implemented. Examples of this
documentation can be seen in Appendix A.
The documentation also included the projects for the opportunities that have been identified.
The scope of work for the projects and how these projects fit with the site project plan was also
documented. The documentation included the ROI calculations and any long term cost savings
including lower maintenance and reduced service work costs. This documentation was reviewed by
the teams using the Wiki pages allocated to the energy management team, this allowed all team
members to be involved in the review process.
6.2.4.2 Step 2 - Standard work, Standard Operating Procedures
Several issues were uncovered in the operational areas. This identified a need to review the Stan-
dard Operating Procedures (SOP’s) for each area and develop a standard instruction sheet for all
operating tasks. The SOP’s were based on the same template that was used in the other parts of
the plant and they have also been incorporated into the training documentation.
The changes to the operating schedules for brewing, transfers and engine room were documented
and existing documents were modified to suit the new operating procedures. The fact that too
many fermenters were placed on brine was addressed with a review of the refresher training for
the operational teams.
6.2.4.3 Step 3 - Document process control changes
There were several process control changes suggested and these were now documented.
• The compressor control system was documented [3]
• The HMI systems were documented in a scope document
• The changes to the transfers alarm system was documented
• The brine control loop changes to the fermenters were documented [3]
2http://www.mediawiki.org
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• The PlantTriage tool and its use was documented in Yatala wiki information system
The use of a process control optimisation system was recommended. Yatala uses PlantTriage for
this purpose. Each process control loop on the plant is usually documented. This documentation
was modified to reflect the changes. If the control loop was not previously documented, then
this was done at this time. The documentation included calibration methods, results and the
preventative maintenance system record were updated or added to, to include calibration and
inspection of the process control loops.
6.2.4.4 Step 4 - Document the knowledge capture and operator assistance opportu-
nities
The Yatala Brewery has an information system which known as "operator assistance", [23] [52].
The operational issues uncovered as part of this work were reviewed and a recommendation for
including the findings into the operator assistance system was documented. An example screen
shot for the operator assistance can be seen in Appendix A Figure A.6. This screen shows a list
of vessels that are due for cleaning and directs the operator to select a vessel from a list rather
than select a vessel at random. This was a water saving initiative. The Wiki system was used to
document the operator assistance changes for the operational and trades teams, this helped the
teams to understand what the operator assistance changes were trying to achieve.
6.2.4.5 Step 5 - Review results and report
The team reviewed the work and developed a report that provided a summary of the work per-
formed, including photographs, calculations and the ROI cost savings. This report was then
circulated to the departmental heads for sign off and comment.
6.2.5 Phase 5 - Changes: Changes to control systems
At this point the opportunities and issues had been identified, understood, analysed and doc-
umented. This included the process control changes required to achieve the sustainable energy
management outcome. This work was then formally raised as project work and submitted to se-
nior management for approval of capital and implementation. The ROI calculations and energy
reduction estimates were also submitted. This submission was combined with the site change
management process. The change management process was a formal document that included the
identification of all stakeholders and systems interfaces as well as dependencies between processes,
systems and operational issues. Risk assessments were also part of the change management process.
Examples of this documentation are illustrated in Appendix A.
The process data sheet
The completed fermenter data sheet is a summary of the known issues and some of the supporting
charts and observations made by the teams involved. This information is a simple but effective
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tool to explain the issue involved with these complex processes, as illustrated in Figure 6.2.
The changes identified in the review and added to the site project plan, once implemented,
delivered a sustainable energy management result. The plan was fully integrated with operational
and process control systems changes being suggested.
Operational actions
• The operating teams were instructed to put the fermenters on chill-back no less than three
hours apart. This lined up with the brewing schedule and levelled out the refrigeration load
across the production week.
• On the weekends the engine room operators were instructed to place the fermenters on chill-
back at three hour intervals and the operators were trained in the testing procedure.
• Documented operating procedures are now in place that give the operators the ability to
override the control for emergency reasons.
• The brewhouse operators were instructed to ensure that the brewing schedule was followed
and that there was correct timing between brews.
• The engineering team carried out a full site-wide review of the brine system and the operating
parameters such as set-points and operating flows during operation. The theoretical loads
and operating temperatures were also reviewed for correct set-point and flow rates.
Plant control and equipment actions
• The NH3 compressor control was changed to stop the fourth compressor being available
during normal operation. This compressor is for redundancy and should not be used for load
control. PLC code changes and interlocks to the HMI system were implemented to stop the
fourth compressor from being selected.
• The control for the compressors was changed to allow for the sudden short-duration flow
variations that occur as a normal part of operation. Without this change, the control system
will cause the compressors to chase the load calling up additional electrical equipment to
achieve set-point. This included PLC code changes and logic to monitor return flows of
brine.
• The HMI screens were adjusted to allow the operators to see how much load is being presented
to the system and to alert the operators to energy management information as well as plant
operational matters.
• The real time energy values being collected from the NH3 compressors were displayed on the
compressor operational screens.
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• The transfers heat exchangers were modified to include additional plates for increased surface
area to allow more efficient heat transfer. The brine temperature loops were redesigned to
cater for a larger pump and control valve.
• The control and alarms were adjusted to alert the operators when the brine supply temper-
ature is lower that optimum.
• The brine control valves on the fermenter were over-sized in the original design and were
not be changed to a smaller size as this was not considered economical. However the control
system was altered to step the opening of the brine valve from the start of the chill-back
cycle in a controlled manner. This has the effect of reducing brine flow while still allowing
the chill-back to complete within the required time. The fermenter brine control valves are
being optimised using the tool provided by the engineering team, PlantTriage, as illustrated
in Figure 6.10.
The above changes have reduced brine flow to the plant and raised the return brine flow
temperature. This will improve the C.O.P. for the refrigeration system [3].
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Figure 6.10: Chart of the fermenter chill-back at the time of review
6.3 Results
The results of the application of the SEMF are described from two points of view, one from
consumption of utilities and the second from a cost perspective.
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6.3.1 Consumption
The electricity consumed for the past 13 years is illustrated in Figure 6.11, and it shows a sustained
improvement from 2009 to 2013. During the time that SEMF processes have been applied, several
major changes have occurred on the plant. Many of these changes have resulted in additional elec-
tricity, gas and water consumption. In 2009 the electricity, gas and water consumption actually
increased due to operational issues, new products being introduced and the start of the imple-
mentation of the SEMF. Energy management takes time and this includes the SEMF, the first
twelve to eighteen months of the SEMF was spent in Phase 1, investigating plant operations and
analyzing data. During this phase there were no significant improvements in utilities consumption.
Figure 6.11: Electricity usage for the Yatala Brewery from 2000 to 2013
Figure 6.12: Gas usage for the Yatala Brewery from 2000 to 2013
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Figure 6.13: Water usage for the Yatala Brewery from 2000 to 2013
During the period from 2000 and 2013 there have been many changes to the plant:
• Capacity increases in 2001 from 1.35 mhl to 2.5 mhl, and in 2004 from 2.5 mhl to 5.4 mhl.
• During the 2004 expansion, there were four brewhouses operating during commissioning.
• The installation of cider and spirit manufacturing in 2006.
• The reduction of beer produced as the market started to turn down.
• SAB Miller acquisition in 2012 which saw the loss of several brands and their volume.
In January 2012, SAB Miller purchased CUB. This has seen a number of changes in volume, a
number of brands that were contract packaged at Yatala, such as Guinness were discontinued. This
in conjunction with the reducing sales of beer in the Australian market place has also adversely
affected utilities consumption at the Yatala brewery. This adverse utilities affect is due mainly to
the base load and volume mix, less volume means higher unit usage per hl.
However as illustrated in Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13, the consumption of utili-
ties has remained relatively constant. These changes included new products with higher energy
requirements, as well as higher hygiene processes which contributed to higher mains water con-
sumption. Many of the changes that have occurred have increased base load of the plant, due
to the additional equipment and technology (see Appendix B for an explanation of base load).
Through all these changes, the SEMF processes have maintained and in some cases, improved the
consumption of energy and water used on the plant.
By removing the base load from the consumption, the impact of some of the recent plant/process
changes can be can be ‘removed’, revealing the continual impact of the SEMF. Appendix B sets
out a full explanation of the method used for calculating the base load estimates. As an example
of the magnitude of the improvements, the electricity consumed in kWh/hl has improved by 0.33
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kWh/hl between 2008 and 2013 once the base load of the plant is removed, as seen in Figure 6.14.
This equates to a 3.8% reduction based on a 8.5 kWh/hl KPI, this has been achieved on a plant
that was ranked in the top ten breweries in the SAB Miller group world wide.
Figure 6.14: Yatala brewery electrical kWh/hl with base load removed between 2008 and 2013
The reduction of the gas used in the period 2008 to 2013 with the base load removed also show
improvement and are shown in Figure 6.15. The litres of water used to produce a litre of beer with
Figure 6.15: Yatala brewery gas MJ/hl with base load removed between 2008 and 2013
the base load removed are shown in Figure 6.16. The increase in water use per hectolitre of beer
produced as seen in Figure 6.16 is 0.25 hl/hl.
The estimated base load figures that were removed are:
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Figure 6.16: Yatala brewery water l/l with base load removed between 2008 and 2013
• Electricity base load was calculated at 841,403 kWh
• Natural gas base load was calculated at 8,311 GJ
• Water base load was calculated at 99,820 hL
This improvement was achieved in the face of additional electricity being required due to
operational changes in the plant due to SAB Miller operating procedures, in particular the need
for enhanced quality standards.
The increase in units of energy and water shown in Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13
for the years 2000 and 2005 reflect the increases in plant capacity. The reduction of energy and
water units during 2008 to 2013 illustrate energy management and SEMF activities, even though
the water graph (Figure 6.16) does show a increase from 2012 to 2013, due to additional cleaning
and quality measures.
It is not possible to compare the 1997 and 2013 KPI’s with any accuracy and any attempt to
do so would not be worth the work involved to do so. So many things have changed and most of
them not identified as improvements or detrimental to the energy foot print. The main aim from
now on is to keep track of each addition to the plant and track the improvements for sustainability,
this is where SEMF adds value. An example of some but not all the changes are listed below.
• Volume both down and up
• Process changes
• New project work and products
• Operational changes
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• Plant efficiency changes
• Summer and winter conditions
• Greenhouse gas conversion factors
• Government regulations and reporting
• Company policy, in particular quality
The Gas system is the utility that produces steam for the site and is illustrated in Figure 6.12.
The energy management program has had a significant impact on the supply of gas to the brewing
plant. As with electricity, Figure 6.11, there was an increase in the use of gas units per hl produced
during the expansion in 1999, however no increase can be seen for the 2003 expansion. This was
mainly due to the fact that during the expansion in 2003, there were four brewhouses on site,
two existing and two being commissioned, this actually allowed for a more consistent steam load
during the period. The commissioning of two new brewhouses was also a factor in the amount
of beer loss on the plant. The beer loss was converted to biogas and helped with the natural gas
reduction. From 2010 to 2013 there was a minor increase in gas use, approximately 3 GJ/hl. This
was caused by a number of factors:
• The reduction of beer loss reduces the amount of biogas that was sent to the boilers thus
increasing the use of natural gas
• The beer volume decreased and as a result the base load had an increased impact on the use
of gas
• The installation of a new keg line saw two keg lines running and commissioning of the new
line increased the gas use
This use even though higher than usual, was kept to a very low level of increase, further work is
under way to reduce the gas use and better out comes are expected. This work is mainly in the
area of repairs to insulation and replacement of faulty steam traps.
Once again significant reductions can be seen during the 15 year period and are being sustained
during the 2008 to 2013 years.
The last utility and system to be reviewed is the water system. Yatala Brewery has for a long
period been recognised as a world leader in the brewing industry for the units of water used to
produce a unit of beer. It can be seen that the actual litres of water used of beer produced has
reduced from 4.38 l/l in 2000 to 2.18 l/l in the 11 year period. The cost of water in Queensland has
risen dramatically due mainly to the drought that lasted for 10 years and ended in 2010. The plant
over the years has had several expansions that all needed to be approved by the local authority.
One of the main environmental issues during this period was the water supply and discharge limits.
As can be seen from Figure 6.16, the water use per litre of beer has increased from 2012. The base
load calculation for water is different than the calculations for electricity and gas as the product
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volume has a greater impact on the ratios. The volume of beer is basically the main component
of the water use on site. The base load of electricity and gas, to keep equipment running while
no production is required, is different than the water base load with water use increasing when
product is produced. The chart shown in Figure 6.16 clearly indicates that from 2012 the use of
water has increased due to the newly introduced cleaning systems to support SAB Miller’s high
levels of quality. Ongoing opportunities for the reduction of water use are being driven by the
SEMF and improvements are being identified as part of the program.
6.3.2 CO
2
e Reduction
The emissions of CO2e from the plant are complex to track and codify. The added complexity
here is that the national greenhouse gas accounting method does change as the mix of coal and
gas for electricity generation are considered. Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria all have
different conversion factors due to their individual energy mix of coal and gas to generate electricity.
CUB and SAB Miller have KPI’s for CO2e t/hl but this message is very difficult to present to
the teams that operate the plant as a goal as it is complicated to explain and difficult for them
to calculate. In CUB this work is done by the National Technology and Systems Team at head
office. When implementing a energy management program such as OEE and SEMF, the need
to simplify the explanation of the results to the operational teams leads to the reporting of the
utilities against hl produced as this is easy for the teams to understand. The CO2e KPI’s are
reported to Government and nationally but are not the focus at the plant floor level. Figure 6.17
shows the CO2e scope 1(gas) + scope 2(electricity) as calculated by head office over the past 14
years. The chart reflects increases in volume from 2000 to 2005 and then a combination of changes
in volume and the optimization of plant due to SEMF activities. The Figure 6.18 shows a similar
pattern with reductions from 2000 to 2010.
The increase from 2011 to 2013 is a result of the additional electricity costs due to quality
improvements that require a more intensive cleaning program. Pumping fluids contributes to
electricity cost as well as additional water use. In the main the increases have been minimal,
measured at 0.24 l/l, mainly in the CIP areas of the plant.
6.3.3 Cost Savings
The sustainability of energy management in a manufacturing plant is not only good for the envi-
ronment but is also cost effective as the cost of services such as electricity and gas increases. The
sustainable energy management outcomes have increased profitability. In 2007, Charlie Foxall et
al.[72], presented a paper to the International Brewing and Distilling Conference. In this presen-
tation at the conference, information was presented to show that sustainable energy management
can be profitable. Some of the relevant information has been reproduced here in Table 6.3 The
KPI’s in 2011 reflect an improved performance on the 2007 numbers, due mainly to the work done
toward energy management in the Yatala plant in the past 15 years. There is a strong business
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Figure 6.17: Yatala brewery CO2e emissions between 2000 and 2013
case to carry out energy management in a sustainable manner. As the plant performance improves
over time and the low hanging fruit is found, the remaining opportunities are not large or obvious,
hence the need for the SEMF to deliver a systematic and sustainable outcome.
The new challenge for the site now is the state wide development taking place in Queensland
for gas production from coal seam gas. The production of coal seam gas in the future will force up
the cost of gas in Queensland for local manufacturing if governments do not manage development
in this area.
In 2007 as shown in Table 6.3, the electricity savings were shown as $290,000. In 2011 , the
savings were in the region of $500,000 for electricity alone when compared to the consumption of
electricity 15 years ago. Even though the improvements are smaller than were achieved in earlier
years, the SEMF will continue to deliver and maintain improvements. The cost savings are ongoing
due to the sustainable energy management outcome delivered by the SEMF. The cost of utilities
is rising and will continue to do so, as costs rise, the savings will grow due to the sustainability
that SEMF delivers.
The water management program, which the Yatala Brewery included in the energy management
program, included reduction of water use and the implementation of water recycling systems. The
reduction of water use on the plant has subsidised the capital cost of the water treatment and
recycling systems and more.
6.4 Discussion
The results of the use case are operational, equipment design, human factors and training related.
The integration of the process control systems and the energy management system has improved
plant awareness and reduced the units of electricity used to produce a hectolitre of beer. The
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Figure 6.18: Yatala brewery CO2e/hl 2008 and 2013
Table 6.3: Cost savings at Yatala Brewery 1997 to 2007 [72]
Service Usage/hl 1997 Usage/hl 2007 Service Saving pa Cost Saving pa
Electricity (kWh) 9.5 8.5 4,300 mWh $290,000
Natural Gas 92.5 61.2 134,590 GJ $1,500,000
Import CO2 (kg) 2.6 .02 11,100 Tonne $2,000,000
Water (hl) 4.4 2.3 903 Ml $1,260,000
Trade Waste (hl) 2.7 .9 774 Ml $2,320,000
COD (ppm) 6000 600 215,000 kg $220,000
SS (ppm) 600 20 25,000 kg $15,000
Total Savings $7,600,000
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units of natural gas to produce the product have also reduced. The historical trending system
has been updated to include several points to monitor the improvements. The documentation
systems have also been updated. The optimisation process of several of the process control loops
is continuing. There have been several dependencies identified as part of the optimisation work.
The process control and HMI systems have been modified to allow for these dependencies to be
displayed in a manner that the operators and technicians can understand them. One example of
this is the common discharge of the NH3 condensers. The discharge of the NH3 compressors in
both the brine system and the chilled water system are piped to the NH3 condensers in a common
pipe work system. This allows for better control of the condensers [3]. However it does have the
disadvantage that the brine system performance can adversely affect the performance of the chilled
water system and vice-versa. From Fig. 6.17 it can be seen that there was a significant increase
in CO2e emissions from 2005 onward compared to before that time. This increase, as has been
explained was due to the capacity increase in 2005. This makes it difficult to compare what the
reduction in CO2e over the life of the plant. From Table. 2.5 it can be seen that the CO2e has
been improved from 13.6 kg/hl in 2008 to 10.7 kg/hl in 2011. Given more than 3,000,000 hl are
produced annually, this is a significant amount of CO2e, approximately 10t of CO2e. This period
represents the first three years of the SEMF.
6.5 Conclusions
This chapter included a brief history of energy management at the Yatala brewery and a description
of the basic refrigeration system to aid in understanding the opportunities that are discussed. This
chapter also describes a use case of several opportunities that were identified through application
of the SEMF. The step by step process is described and the detailed process that is followed is
also presented.
The use case demonstrates that there are many opportunities for improvement on large complex
manufacturing plants if a systematic approach of identifying and analysing data is adopted. The
SEMF lays out the methodology of identifying opportunities and understanding the operational
issues. The framework also leads the energy management team through the analysis phase and
the documentation phase and then the process control changes phase, to deliver the sustainable
reduction in energy use in large complex plants. Once the SEMF has been fully implemented,
the plant information systems are now fully integrated with the energy management systems,
alerting the operational staff to abnormal operation. In many cases this alert may be related to
dependencies between processes and services systems.
The use case is an important tool in educating plant personnel about the use of the SEMF
framework and allow everyone to see how the work has been carried out. In Chapter 5 the SEMF’s
development was documented and in this chapter it can be seen that the correct application of the
SEMF will deliver results.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Many opportunities for the reduction of energy use and thus CO2e are available on large man-
ufacturing plants in Australia, in particular large breweries. For the past ten years the brewing
industry in Australia has been involved in energy management programs with some improvement
being achieved. Due to the consolidation of brewing capacity across the eastern seaboard, a focus
should now be on sustainable energy reduction.
7.1 Research aim review
The aim of this research is to develop a framework for sustainable energy management. This has
been achieved by the development of a sustainable energy management framework, SEMF, which
can be adapted to cater for other manufacturing industries. During the course of the development
work it has been identified that understanding dependencies between processes and services on
the plant plays a role in a sustainable energy management program. The research has recognised
that the Australian Federal Government’s EEO program is a requirement for large manufacturing
plants. The SEMF has been developed to be an adjunct to this program, supporting elements of
the program that are not covered in the detail required to deliver a sustainable energy reduction.
If government requirements change, this framework can be used as a stand alone program.
7.2 Thesis contribution
The key contributions described in this thesis are:
1. A systematic approach is developed to identify energy management opportunities, guiding the
review of existing systems and the identification of new opportunities. This has been achieved
by applying Systems Engineering principles and concepts to the design and development of
the SEMF.
2. The development of a framework that is designed to achieve sustainable energy reduction
complementing the existing Energy Efficiencies Opportunities (EEO) program. This has been
7.3. SIGNIFICANCE OF ACHIEVEMENT
achieved during the design phase of the framework by ensuring the SEMF has a continuous
improvement focus and targets the shortfalls in the EEO framework.
3. The application of a framework to deliver a sustainable energy management outcome on
a modern manufacturing plant. The framework will also show how modern manufacturing
plants can leverage the process control systems present on the plant to do more than monitor,
diagnose and control the manufacturing process. These process control systems can also be
utilised for energy management as well as for controlling the process itself [12][13]. This
has been achieved by applying Systems Engineering principles and concepts that ensure all
supporting systems are considered in any work undertaken on the plant.
4. A framework that allows the application of both local and external knowledge, that is ex-
pandable and adaptable, and is able to be applied to other manufacturing industries. This is
achieved with the SEMF tools. Being spreadsheet and text file based they can be adapted
to any industry, can include local and external knowledge and are under constant review.
5. The identification of interdependencies in the brewing process. The tools and steps in the
SEMF will guide the teams to understand and review processes and control systems. Once
a better understanding is gained of processes and their interaction, process control systems
can be utilised to compensate for interdependencies where required.
7.3 Significance of achievement
The brewing industry in Australia is an energy intensive manufacturing process. It is a high user
of electricity, gas and water, which are the main energy indicators used in the brewing industry.
During the past twenty years, several mainland Australian breweries have embarked on energy
management programs. Many programs have had success in delivering reductions in the units
of energy and water per unit of product produced. These reductions have not been able to be
sustained due to the consolidation of production facilities across Australia. The movement of
brand production between facilities to improve efficiency and reduce the cost of transport has also
seen production facilities producing products that the original design had not considered either in
type or volume.
As a number of the larger breweries on the eastern seaboard of Australia have reconfigured their
operations to cater for the shift in production volumes, energy price increases and transport costs,
many of the energy management programs have found it difficult to deliver ongoing or sustainable
energy management outcomes.
International benchmarking ranks Australian breweries well, while some individual European
breweries also perform well. There continues to be opportunities in the Australian breweries, and
this remains a challenge for the larger breweries. The SEMF is seen as a tool to assist in the goal
of a sustainable energy management program.
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7.3.1 Effectiveness of SEMF in the brewing industry
Over many years in the brewing industry, engineering departments have been the champions of
energy management programs. A time comes in every manufacturing plant where the engineering
team run out of ideas and enthusiasm. The SEMF structure requires that the operational teams
be not only involved but are the driving force in the program. As has been stated earlier, the
operators are conversant with the operation of the plant and not only see things happen that
are abnormal, but get frustrated when no one reacts to these issues on the plant. The SEMF
relies on the involvement of the operators and trades personnel to assist in gathering data to help
in the identification of opportunities and the interdependencies that occur between processes and
systems. The SEMF is structured to identify opportunities, understand the processes, gather data,
analyse it and document the outcomes. These actions combined with training, changes in processes,
integration of the energy management systems and process control systems, a sustainable energy
management program will result.
The CUB (Carlton and United Breweries) plant at Yatala has for the past 6 years been develop-
ing a sustainable energy management program in conjunction with the national technical services
team in Melbourne. The SEMF is the framework that has been developed to deliver a sustainable
energy management outcome at the Yatala plant. This plant had exhausted the opportunities that
can be observed through a standard approach to energy management. The SEMF is seen as the
tool to take the plant to the next level of energy management.
The SEMF was developed with Systems Engineering concepts and principles at its heart. The
notions of the Physical Design stage, the Management Design stage and the Information Design
stage, form a link to Systems Engineering that drives a systematic approach to energy management.
The SEMF will assist in identification of opportunities for energy management improvements in a
sustainable manner, capturing and documenting these opportunities as they are identified. This
framework is seen as a vital tool in the reduction of CO2 emissions.
The SEMF encourages the engagement of the operational teams and technical teams, allowing
them to contribute to the ongoing energy management program to deliver a sustainable result.
The opportunities that are uncovered as the SEMF is worked through, grow as the teams become
more aware of their operating environment. The dependencies between the processes and services
systems, once identified and understood, can quickly and easily be overcome with changes to the
process control systems, operational changes and plant information systems.
The SEMF can be adopted to other manufacturing facilities even though they may not be
breweries. These would include milk manufacturing, any food and beverage facilities, as well as
plants manufacturing products that require refrigeration and heating. Many of the KE sheets could
be used, modified or added to. The result would be industry specific and would gather valuable
knowledge of existing and newly identified opportunities. This will become even more important
as the baby boomer’s1 leave industry to retire.
1A baby boomer is a person who was born between the years of 1941 and 1961. This is the time directly after the
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IMPLEMENTATION
The cost of energy and water is increasing each year. The expectation to reduce CO2 emissions
has also become a major issue. The SEMF has delivered sustainable outcomes and found new
opportunities as the plant teams review the plant on a regular basis.
7.4 Notes to practitioners, recommended practice and implemen-
tation
Issues need to be highlighted and understood that will enhance the implementation of the SEMF.
The SEMF is flexible and adaptable to different environments but requires input from technical
and operational teams to frame the focus areas that are relevant to a particular industry.
7.4.1 Notes to practitioners
The tools that come with the SEMF are geared around the brewing industry but some parts of
the tools would also be relevant for any food manufacturing process where heat, refrigeration and
water use are involved. This is also true for metering, documentation, process control and plant
information systems.
At the start of the implementation and once the EEO is in place, the tools such as the PFM,
PFSQ and KE sheets must be adjusted to reflect the focus areas for the industry or the brewing
plant involved in the program. This is best done with the assistance of external consultants at
first to get a starting position for the maturity of the plant. The plant may be mature in its
energy management program where it is now, and any work previously done can be incorporated
into the tools and set to be reviewed on a regular basis. It should not be assumed that no energy
management activities have been attempted in the past.
Training requires attention, teams will be lacking in the skills required to add value to the
identification of opportunities if they lack the skill to understand the technical aspects of the
plant. How to read a P&ID’s, draw flow diagrams, carry out a root cause analysis, document
processes and SOP’s are not skills that operational teams normally have. Many of these skills are
taken for granted but they are the basic skills required to carry out much of the work required
during the discovery phase of the SEMF. Typically as the program evolves, these skills often pay
for themselves many times over.
7.4.2 Recommended practice and implementation
If the SEMF is to be used in conjunction with the EEO, then the EEO structure and commitments
must be set up and implemented. This would include corporate commitment and the operational
and technical teams commitment to the EEO.
Second World War that saw a large growth in the world’s population. Accessed on 29/03/2013 http://australia.
gov.au/about-australia/australian-story/baby-boomers
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Even though the EEO does lack detail of the identification and analysis process, the SEMF
is the preferred tool for this part of the EEO process. This still requires the involvement of the
operational and technical teams to drive the process. If a company can not get the commitment
to the EEO then the SEMF would need to be implemented as a stand-alone program.
International benchmarking points to Australian breweries being higher users of electricity
than their European counterparts. This is mainly due to the warmer climate. The CO2e tonnes
produced for the total direct energy is also high given that the power generators in Australia
typically use coal for the generation of electricity.
The operation of the more modern breweries is highly automated with PLC and process con-
trol systems that have been installed during the past 15 years as part of the modernisation and
consolidation programs run in many of the major breweries in Australia. This automation is not
normally integrated with the energy management systems, if plants have such systems.
During the process of review and research of these issues, it was considered that an under-
standing of the operational issues was vital in developing a framework that considered the whole
life cycle of the plant and its components at different levels of the process. This realisation came to
light during the in-depth review of operating procedures and their lack of clarity or understanding
of how the plant operates. It was also considered important that the operating teams needed more
ownership of the process.
The SEMF allows for a logical and systematic approach to be followed and documented. This
approach is flexible, continuously improving the program and ensuring that the program will be
sustainable into the future.
7.5 Future work
During the development of the SEMF, several future opportunities were recognised and could be
added to the functionality to improve delivery of a sustainable energy management program.
7.5.1 Possible additions to SEMF
The use of a database system with the appropriate web-based front end could add significant
functionality. This approach would also aid in document management and reporting. The data
base system could keep track of results from the plant, project work and costing’s, as well as team
meetings and investigations. This would also assist in the EEO reporting requirements.
7.5.2 Limitations of SEMF
The SEMF requires a reasonable level of instrumentation and process control systems to be im-
plemented in the plant. This allows for the monitoring and diagnostic work to be carried out
and is required at the different Phases of the SEMF process. If this level of automation and
documentation is not available, much more resources and effort will be required.
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7.5.3 SEMF working with other improvement programs
The SEMF requires the involvement of the operational and technical teams during Phase 1 of the
framework. In many manufacturing plants today, continuous improvement programs are being
incorporated into the way the plant is operated. SEMF could be used as a system tool in the
improvement process, as it has been developed to either stand alone or to function as part of a
larger system.
During the course of this work it has become obvious that there is a major opportunity for a
framework such as the SEMF to be adapted for use in general industry.
The manufacturing industry in Australia has a depth of skill, knowledge and experience that is
not documented. The SEMF could be expanded to a database system, using freely available soft-
ware tools such as MySQL, and gathering the skills, knowledge and experience that is present in
the different manufacturing sectors. If the collective knowledge of the baby boomer’s in manufac-
turing in Australia, both technical and operational, was captured into a database, this information
could be channelled into the identification of opportunities for energy management, if the database
was structured around a framework.
Failure to capture this data in the electronic formats available today will miss a generation of
useful information that could add to the future sustainability of our manufacturing sector.
This situation is seen as a major opportunity in itself. The collective knowledge of the manu-
facturing sector in Australia has a lot to offer in the way of innovative ideas and tried and proven
ways of working. This information is not actively gathered, acknowledged or recorded. It is hoped
that this work is taken up and sponsored by the Federal Government.
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Examples of Documentation
Documentation forms a valuable part of the SEMF as it allows for information to be captured and
freely distributed to all involved. The distribution of this information can be both hard copy and
electronic. The following images are examples of many of the documents that form part of the
framework.
1. Capital expenditure request form, Figure A.1. This document is used to apply for capital
and to justify the ROI of the project. This form also details a high level scope of work.
2. Plant modelling sheet, Figure A.2. This document is from a spread sheet and is used to
model the theoretical loads on the refrigeration system.
3. Scoping document, Figure A.3. This document is used to describe the detailed scope of work
and is very detailed and many pages in length.
4. Change management form, Figure A.4. This form is used as a check list of the stakeholders
in a project and as a check list of issues that could be encountered during the project.
5. G2® Diagnostic Assistance screen shot, Figure A.5. This screen shot shows the G2® diag-
nostic module that was developed for the refrigeration system.
6. Operator assistance, Figure A.6. This screen shot shows the fermenter vessels queues for
cleaning, directing the operator to select from a list of vessels ready for cleaning.
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Figure A.1: An example of front page of capital expenditure request
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Refrigeration plant model.
Refrigeration
Brine Refrigerat  Data
Fermentation        tR 500 2500 Fermenter Beer         hL/wk 96690
HX4A                  tR 197 700 Chilldown Time          days 1.0
HX4B                  tR 131 450 Chilldown Sched        days/wk 5
Cold Rooms        tR 150 1000 Chilldown Load          hLBeer/hr
HX5A                  tR 74 350 Chilldown delta T              deg C 14
HX5B                  tR 74 350 Chilldown Brine av.delta T  degC 5
HX6A                  tR 118 500 HX4A Flow            hL/hr 750
HX6B                  tR 118 500 HX4B Flow            hL/hr 500
Flash Past'r         tR 79 250 HX4 delta T           deg C 8
Total Load(Brine)   tR HX5  Flow             hL/hr 750
                        kWR 4605 HX5  delta T          deg C 3
COP  (Mid-Summer) HX6  Flow             hL/hr 900
Compr.Elect. Dd  kW HX6 delta T           deg C 4
Compr Rating      kW 375 FLP Flow              hL/hr 400
FLP Delta T          deg C 6
Design Load        tR Chilled Wtr Demand avge   hL/hr 814
                        kWR 2702 Chilled Wtr Design Capac  hL/hr
COP  (Mid-Summer) ? Chilled Wtr delta T            degC 26
Compr.Elect. Dd  kW
Compr Rating      kW 375
Design Load        tR DL Demand avge          hL/hr 339
                        kWR 2048 DL Design Capacity      hL/hr
COP  (Mid-Summer) ? DL delta T                    degC 26
Compr.Elect. Dd  kW
Compr Rating      kW 375
Total Cmpr El.Dd  kW
Total No.Cmpr Req'd
Figure A.2: An example of refrigeration plant modelling showing estimated flow rates
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SCOPING DOCUMENT 
 
Project Name: BIOGAS UTILISATION UPGRADE 
STAGE 1 - 2009 
 
Project background 
The bio gas generated at the Yatala Water Reclamation Centre (WRC) is not being 
totally utilised.  35 - 50% of the bio gas is being wasted by burning in a flare.  To 
increase our usage of this ‘free’ gas, reduce our Natural Gas usage and also reduce 
carbon footprint we need to install a system to productively burn all of our Bio Gas 
generated at the WRC.  Estimated savings of stage 1 is $180,000 per year. 
 
Presently Bio Gas is collected from four UASB Bioreactors into a 60M3 bag. 
From there the biogas is pumped to the Engine Room to be burnt as a supplementary 
fuel in our steam boilers.  Unused or excess gas is diverted to a flare. See drawing 
ER09.017–M-FST-001. 
 
There are several issues with the current set up. 
1. The pump is approx 1KM from the boilers and the pipe is 80mm diameter.  
Due to this physical distance and relatively small pipe, constant pressure 
control at the Engine Room is very difficult to achieve.  High and low pressure 
fluctuations at the boiler regulators often cause the boilers to fault and the 
Biogas pump is regularly running over its rated operating pressure. 
 
2. The existing Bio Gas pressure regulators on the boilers have a maximum 
capacity of 200M3/hr.  To utilise all of the available biogas we need to 
increase this flow rate to 450M3/Hr capability. 
 
3. The communications between the Engine room PLC and the UASB is slow 
and erratic at best with often a 3 minute lag for a signal to be received.  This 
causes many boiler faults particularly at the start of the week where the bag 
level can drop quickly. 
 
4. The biogas is saturated.  This water content will often block up the pressure 
regulators at the boilers.  This moisture is very difficult to remove at the 
existing pump area due to the high temperature of the gas. 
 
5. There are phasing issues with the WRC not producing useable biogas on 
Mondays when we have plant steam loads, and conversely we have Biogas 
being generated on Saturdays when we have limited or zero steam loads. 
 
All of the above points contribute to us only burning 50 - 65% of the available gas as 
previously mentioned. 
 
Project description 
This project will install a 65M3 buffer tank / knockout pot and variable speed booster 
pump at the Engine room to ensure moisture free constant 80kPa pressure biogas is 
delivered to the boilers at a flow rate up to 500M3/hr. See Drawings ER09.19–M -
LAY-001 and ER09.017–M-FST-001.
Figure A.3: An example of project scope of work
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Change Management Checklist HSEM Reference: 5.1 Date:11.10.2007  V2 Page 1 of 2
OSTER S RO  C A E A A E E T C EC IST
This checklist is to be used as a prompt when managing change where it is reasonable to expect Heath, Safety, Environment (HSE), Quality, 
Food Safety/HACCP or Production impacts. As a minimum, the completion of this Change Management Checklist is mandatory for:
all new plant & equipment or significant modifications to plant & equipment (including Program Logic Control changes) where no 
SOP exists to cover the change.
Changes to a process with significant HSE, Quality or Production impacts where no SOP exists to cover the change
Purchasing of new materials / chemicals with HSE, Quality or Production impacts
Changes to a person(s)’ duties with HSE, Quality or Production impacts
Note: Further information on change management requirements is available in the Foster’s Group HSE Manual section 5.1
Part 1 Define Change Details Registration No:
Project Manager
Name: Rod Widdicombe
Type of Change
Plant or Equipment (new or modified)
Program Logic Control Change / Electrical
Process Change
Purchase of new materials / substances
Personnel change or duties change
Property, buildings, grounds, material storage
Other (define):
Site: Yatala
Where: Site Services - Engine Room
Date Change is to occur: 01/07/2009
Permanent
Temporary – State Expiry Date:
Reason for change: Increase the utilisation of 
Biogas. Reduce carbon footprint. More 
efficient operations.
Scope/nature of change: (attach documentation if insufficient 
space)
Install a buffer tank and booster pump at Engine 
Room. Install an Electricity Generator at WRC to 
utilise any excess Biogas. See attached scoping 
document
Part 2 Assess Impacts of Change Part 3 Define Control Measures
Select (where relevant) possible Fosters HSE Standards or 
technical impacts to check & assess:
02 – Regulatory Compliance, registrations / licences
03   Training (e.g. for affected employees)
09   Emergency Preparedness & Response (e.g. fire 
protection systems)
10   Employee Health (e.g. ionising radiation, fibres, 
DE, cooling towers, noise level)
11   Workplace Safety (eg. design standards, 
electrical, PPE, Poorly Ventilated Space, 
laboratory
12   Equipment Management (e.g. guarding & 
machine access, pressure vessels, lifting equip, 
powered mobile plant, ammonia)
13   Chemical Management (check MSDS)
14   Environmental Management (e.g. waste 
production, energy efficiency, ozone depletion)
15   Community & Government Relations
Other
Material / manual handling practices
Storage & disposal requirements
Relevant Australian Standards
Change to building, stored materials, fire protection
Change to employee Position Description, check
employee health / capability for new role
Food Safety / HACCP
List the Control Measures required to ensure compliance with 
Foster’s HSE Standards (see Part 2) & Australian Standards. 
Some examples are listed below (select if applicable):
Obtain registrations / licences 
Job Safety Analysis
Conduct Hazard Identification / Risk Assessment
Train employees
Update manuals / drawings
Update registers (e.g. confined space, ODS, Haz Subs)
Update Site Risk Register
Add to maintenance schedule
Obtain MSDS
Update site services plans
Include on testing / tagging schedule
Notify Corporate HSE (radiation source)
Notify Work Cover (registrable plant etc)
Develop SOP’s
Update signage
Statement of scrap to dealer for disposal
Sop’s/ Hazard ID & Risk Assessment for plant sale / transfer
HACCP Plan reviewed / development of CCP’s.
Figure A.4: An example of project change management document
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Figure A.5: An example of G2 Diagnostic Assistance screen for the refrigeration system
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Figure A.6: An example of G2 operator assistance screen for the fermentation system
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Appendix B
Brewery Base Load
The understanding of the energy use in a brewing plant or any large manufacturing facility is
complex. The aim of this appendix is to describe the base load calculations of a brewing plant.
This explanation will assist in the understanding of the use case and the information presented in
Chapter 6.
The term base load is used in the brewing industry to describe the consumption of utilities
by a brewery when the plant is not producing product. This is the base consumption of energy
required without actually producing any product.
The electricity and steam/gas utilities are of main interest in the calculations of base load. The
water use in a brewing plant is mainly for the product and is not subject to the same concepts as
electricity and steam/gas.
B.1 Base load consumption
The electricity base load includes a broad range of loads including:
• Lighting systems in buildings and access ways
• Refrigeration systems for building air-conditioning
• Smaller domestic type refrigerators for storage of laboratory samples
• Air systems to maintain air pressure for instrumentation and control systems
• Main refrigeration systems to maintain temperature for the cellars and forced draft chillers
• Plant water pumps
• CO2 recovery and liquid compression systems
• Administration buildings
• Fire alarm systems
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• Security systems
• Computer rooms complete with air-conditioning system
• Plant and corporate desk top computer systems
For the steam base load the following may be considered:
• Circulation fluids for tank temperature control
• Steam distribution systems required to keep hot water tanks at the correct temperature
For water systems the following would be considered:
• Water supply to administration and services buildings
• Cleaning systems make up and dosing systems if they are fully automated
• Utilities refrigeration systems cooling towers and condensers feed water
All of the above equipment and systems may be present on a large brewing plant and in many
cases would be required to be powered up in non production periods.
B.2 Method
If the consumption of a utility in a brewery is analysed on a monthly basis against the volume
produced for that same month, it can be seen that there is, to some extent, a linear relationship
between the utility and the volume produced (as illustrated in Figure B.1). It is on basis that the
following method has been used to estimate the utilities base load for Yatala brewery.
1. Obtain production data, utility consumption and product volume.
2. Linear regression calculation.
3. Extrapolation to estimate base load (y-axis intercept)
B.2.1 Assumptions and limitations
Assumptions
1. Linearity: The assumption of linearity is based on a small number of samples with a nar-
row span (x-axis/product volume). The distance of extrapolation can be significant as the
distance of the sample span is greater than the data span from the y-axis.
2. Representative data: On a plant such as Yatala Brewery, that is undergoing significant change
as well as implementing energy management initiatives, the load will change during the year
as new equipment is added and new energy management opportunities are implemented.
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Limitations
The following issues explain some of the known reasons for underlying non-linear behaviour which,
while not considered to be major, will to some extent contribute to the variation in data.
1. The climatic conditions vary from winter values and summer values; even though small in
some cases they do have an effect on the utilities, especially in refrigeration.
2. The difference in recipe variations from product to product. This can be for heating and
cooling. Some brews require longer boil times and more steam load.
3. The efficiency of the operation of the plant; in particular the packaging line efficiency. The
efficiency of a packaging line has a significant effect on the use of utilities in packaging. This
also impacts the entire site usages due to interdependencies.
4. The amount of rework in the filtration area can significantly impact the use of water and
refrigeration.
While the data is known to contain non-linear ties, the linear approximation is considered accurate
enough for this purpose.
B.2.2 Base load calculations
If the calculation in the regression chart is used then the theoretical base load for electricity would
be 841,403 kWh per month. If this electricity consumption is assumed for the 12 month period
then this would account for a base load consumption for the plant of 10,096,863 kWh per year. A
major issue in calculating or tracking the improvements that have been achieved on a large complex
manufacturing plant is that the plant is constantly changing. These changes are in the form of
new products and equipment that may be added to the plant, not necessarily accounted for by the
energy management or project teams. In many cases the good work done with the implementation
of energy management improvements is negated by new products and new equipment being added
to the plant.
If 10,096,863 kWh consumption is subtracted from the total electricity consumption for each
year from 2008 to 2013, the KPI for kWh/hl would be the result of the total consumption for the
year minus the base load assumption for the year divided by the volume for the year. The results
of these calculations for the years 2008 to 2013 are illustrated in Figure B.2, Figure B.4 and B.6.
It is important to identify improvements activities as well as the additional load that is installed
in the plant. As discussed in Chapter 1, once the low hanging fruit is uncovered and removed, the
improvements will not be easy to find nor major in nature. With a change management process
in place, any changes can be tracked and accounted for. The energy management team must be
aware of all new equipment and process changes that are added to the plant, the main tool for this
is the change management process. If the change management process is followed and correctly
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Figure B.1: Yatala brewery base electrical load regression chart
documented, all equipment and process changes can be tracked and documented and taken into
consideration during budget development stage. The estimated base load values for the electricity,
gas and water is shown below:
• Electricity base load was calculated at 841,403 kWh per month
• Natural gas base load was calculated at 8,311 GJ per month
• Water base load was calculated at 99,820 hL per month
The water base load is not as large in units as the electricity and the steam/gas as the water
has a closer relationship with the product volume than than electricity and steam/gas. As the
volume increases or decreases, the impact on the total units of water used is directly impacted.
In the current case, water has been impacted significantly due to the introduction of a complete
new cleaning regime being implemented in 2012 after the SAB Miller acquisition of CUB. The
additional rinse cycles in CIP systems have significantly added to the water use on the plant be it
from a low base.
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Figure B.2: Yatala brewery electrical kWh/hl with base load removed between 2008 and 2013
Figure B.3: Yatala brewery base gas load regression chart
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Figure B.4: Yatala brewery gas GJ/hl with base load removed between 2008 and 2013
Figure B.5: Yatala brewery base water load regression chart
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Figure B.6: Yatala brewery water l/l with base load removed between 2008 and 2013
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